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Howard Crowns 19')9
Homecoming King and Queen
By Brandi Forte
Last Word Editor
nigh1 10 remember.
The reign of the 1998•
1999 Mr. and Miss
Howard ended last Friday evening at the Mr.
and Miss Howard pageant. Juniors
Ronnie Hys1cn and April Thomas.
both Mr. and Miss Arts and Sciences
and theater majors. became the heirs
of Howard's millennium royal court.
The gala began with a tribute by
the Bisonettes, who,e dynamic performance set the 1one for "Mardi
Gras," the theme of the pageant. The
diligence and hard-work of pageant
coordinators Mark Williams and

A

"I feel blessed. I am so
overwhelmed. I am here
to represent those who
don't get a chance."
Ronnie Hysten
Mr. Howard 1999-00
Aisha Goss made the evening a
moment in Howard's hi>lory.
Though the majority of the con1es1an1s stumbled O\'cr the que,1ionand-answer segment of the show, the
Photo By 1roy TICUCJ
April TllomM and Ronni• H)~•n ., • ..., named the 1999-00 Mr. imd ~li!s I toward \Jnl- artistry and originality demonsir:11ed in the talent ponion was com,'t':Nt),
mendable.
"I can do all rbings lhrouih Christ
who strengthen, me," <aid Thoma•.
Thomas, whose dance performance opened up the talent portion
of the compe1i1ion was inspiro1ional.
Her elegance and authenticity captured the crowd. Mis, School of
Business Hallcmah Na.sh wa.s courageous with her monologue on selfempowermen1. Nash mo,·cd the
By Mia Somersall
nators, said Nash. She said 1ha1 ii audience as ,he sa.\sily spoke of the
Hilltop Staff Writer
wasn't until Monday that she reality that young African Amerireceived a call from Claiborne, cans fac·e and how to prcp,tre for the
When Stephen Claiborne. Vice who ,aid that the commiuee had future
President of the Homecoming recounted the scores and that she
"llalcem,lh \\a.son the mnne~ Shr
Steering Comminee , declared had placed af1tr all. And she said had stage presence aml I th,,ught , he
that, "for the first time since I have 1ha1 it wasn't until Tuesday 1ha1 should have been crowned Mass
been at Howard, we do not have 10 she found out exaetly what that Howard ," said Briana Frantz, a
wail for the results'' of the MrJMiss place is: second runner up. Nash, sophomore political science major.
Howard pageant, the crowd roared in turn, declined the position.
Mr. School of Communications
with applause. 801 the cheers
Na.<h said that the rationale for Eddie Bailey also left the audience
quickly turned into "boos.. as the' her decision is that there are factors with something to remember him
winners were announced, sparlcing tlu!t made whatever soores record- by: a break dancing performance.
a controversy that would last for ed via~curute fn)m the beginning. As he performed, students raised
the entire week of homecoming. And 'lbryTllyJor. the original recip- from their se.1Ls, rocking from side 10
Ronnie Hysten and Apdl ient pf the title, would have been side, and chanted his name.
Thomas. both royalty from the- p~hed 10 u third runner-up po,,iSimple, but meaningful, Hysten
College of Arts and Sciences, were 1iQn.
performed a monologue that was
crowned Mr. and Miss Howard
"For me 10 take that position moving. Friend,hip and loyalty were
Uni,'Crsity last Friday. Bui ques- wouid be like me doing 10Tory the the underlying theme, of Hysten's
tions were immediately raised same thing 1ba1 lthc pageant) did 10 performance.
when the candidates favored by me," Nash said.
As the evening came to an end,
the crowd did not win. Hallemali
The Homecoming Steering 1998-1999 Mr. and Miss Howard,
Na.m. Miss School of Business, Committee declined 10 comment N\\•aji Jibunoh and Asha May col,vho many students believe on lhe e,-ent.
laborated in a harmonious spoken
deserved the crown, did not even
"I don't know what the judges word and dance performance.
place. Immediately following the were thinkin11:' said Cicely Moore, Draped in white, the two royalues
pageant, 1he grade sheets were See CONTROVERSY. A4
left word< of wisdom for the
challenged by the pageant coordi•
See PAGEANT, A4

Pageant Results Skewed,
Students Say

PholO By lric Hall
fClr mnn), Sundt~ ni~ht\- firl!work., explosion SLWtmed the official beginning 10 the 1999 ..llowar() Hontt.'<Wnlnsf ..\ \leu off~thiliesnrc
pl:trml-d ror the M'--"'' tft·, S0,000 l'l.ll~\ tJL'\1 are t'.\:pcc.1cd to nu end.

50,000 to Flock to Howard This Week
for Last Homecoming Of Century
·sy CIIRJSrorm R Wrisim \\I
Hilltop Staff Writer
More than 20,000 alumni, ,tudenr,,
faculty, st.iff. family and friend, have
parlicipatcd this week in Howard's
la~t_homecoming of the cemuryand another '30,000 arc expected to
arrive on campus this weekend,
according to University Commun,cations. The flood of visitors has
prompted administration to boost
campus ,ecuri1y and c~lend the hours
of the bookstore.
Campus pohce will require officers
to work 12-hour shifts. E""ry officer
will work the shift increase starting nt
midnight tonight and will ro1a1e e\'ery
12 hours until midnight Saturday. The
shift is an increase from the officers'
reguhr eight-hour shift,

THIS
WEEK'S
HI1.LTOP

'fake a journey with
171e Hilltop through
Homecoming \Veek 1999.
S... 110\IFCOML'<G.

"We've taken e.,rra precautions;'
said Lawrence Thomas, Deputy Cblef
for the campus police. 'The entire
campus will be locked down."
Campus police will also require
that everyone on the main yard 1omorrow have a ticket for the football
game, "in order to regulate who
comes on campus," Thomas said.
Georgia Avenue will be closed
from 6 a.m. Saturday until 6 a.m
Sunday. This and other parking
restrictions will make parking hard 10
find.
''There will be no parking on Georg ia Avenue and around campus,"
Thoma., said. •·cars parked in those
areas will be towed. I advise visitors
to park by Banneker Field, Howard
Plaza Towers or the Bethune Annex."
Even though Georgia Avenue will

be blocked 9ff, the Howard shunle bus
will run oo the street tomorrow.
In addition to more security on
campUS, ~x.tra officers will be provided for Howard's dorms, but
Thomas could 1101 give an exact number as 10 how many.
Campus police say they will let the
crowd mingle after events as long a.s
they want.
"We're not going to break up
groups unless the crowd poses a
threat," Thomas said. "In recent ye.lr.l,
there bas not been a big problem."
The Howard Unh-ersity Bookstore
will extend its opera1in_g hours in
order to accommodate the addetl customers. Tomorrow, the bookstore will
be open for bu,iness from 9 a.m. to 7
p.m.-a three-hour increase from its
See HOJ\,lECOMING, A-I

Nash declines 2nd runner-up position offered days after event

Action Taken Against Student
Representatives

University Hopes to
Increase Alumni Giving

UGSA Members Not Voicing Student Concerns, Some Say

By K1molhy K. Brown
Managing Editor

By J ASON T. S\IITII
Managing Editor

resen1a1iws arc expected to make reports on the status of
UGSA progmmming n1 lhe council meetings. The meetings also ~come the main vein of gallginµ constituent
Al lea>! one student council has begun a process that concerns, council members said.
could lead totl1eremoval of two of its Undergraduate StuMay, \\ho sen·es as the Public Relations dirc.:lof for
dent Assembly and General
UGSA, has auended only one counAssembly representatives.
cil meeting, while Brown has auendMembers of the School of "I have not been participating ed at lea.\l three, said an official with
Communications Student Couo•
the school's council.
cil ,-01ed 10 send letters 10 Asha as much as I should have, but
May, who also served as Miss
May and Howard Brown, its IWO lam going to make an effort Howard 1998-99.saidshewasunnble
UGSA representatives, saying
to an end many of the meetings due to
that their positions were in jeop- to do better."
persistent scheduling conflicts.
ardy because the 1wo failed 10
"I have not been participating as
anent! a string of mandatory Asha Ma}, UGSA Repr1•.re11tative, School of much as I should have," ,aid May.
council meetings.
Com1111111i<'a1iom
"Bui I am going to make an effort 10
UGSA is the programming _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ do beuer."
arm of the Howard University
May said that construction of the
Student Association and UGSA
school's council office also helped 10
members also have a vole on the General Assembly. RepSee UGSA, A4

TilC lack of adequate support from
Howard University's alumni has
been a hotly debated topic for year.;.
As a result, the Office of University Advancement has been working
to make sure donations from alumni increase.
Conan Louis, Vice President of
University Advancement. says it is
hard to pinpoint the actual percentage rule of alumni support because
Howard has not been keeping the
best records over the years. Therefore, the institution has no idea
whether the alumni address database
w:1s current. Louis said the databa,e should be cleaned up this year,
allowing potential donors to be
reached.
"We have 55,000 addresses, but

we're not sure how many arc actually good," said Louis. "When we
clean up the da1aba,c, the amount of
donations should increase."
Michael Blair was appointed in
August to head the effort of improving the database. Blair was previously at New York Unhersily and
Columbia University.
•·rm already beginning to sec significant improvement because of his
hiring. You cao bet your bonom dollar you will see improvement,"
Louis added.
Last year, less than 4,000 alumni
actually donated money. Prospective
donors are usually reached by mail
at least three times per year. The
office usually follows up with phone
calls. However, the phone calling
campaign was not successful. Of
those called, only 14 percent nctuSu ALUMNI, A4
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Debate Over Credit Union Still Linge~ ·
l
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Voices and Views

What is your
favorite aspect of
Homecoming?
"'The coming together of
African people from
across the Diaspora on a
positive basis."

By KEt.LI ESTERS
Asst. Campus Editor
hile Howard University
Student Association officials are attempting to
revamp their plans to reactivate the
Student Credit Union after the resignation of the director of the project,
students are debating whether there
is actually a need for a student credit union.
Q. Torah Jackson, HUSA Vice President, thinks the Union is a good
idea, saying. "we will continue to
have the Student Credit Union be a
platform item."
Jackson thinks students can have a
greater control over their de,tinations
by having bener control of their
finance,. "'[The Student Credit

W

Union] should be seen a, a symbol of
black empowerment." he said. ··1 n
America. African Americans are the
largest comumers. but "'e don·, invest
in ourselves. Student, arc the largest
consumers a1 the Mecca. but we don"t
invest in ourselves:·
HUSA President Marilyn Hoosen
said that she would like to see the Student Credit Union initially as a subdivision of the Howard University
Employees Credit Union. Once the
student sector of the credit union
becomes ••financially viable and
independent.'' ii will become its own
ent11y. Hoosen said.
Steven Robinson. former Direc1or
and Manager of lhe iniliative 10 reactivate lhe Student Credi! Union. said.
"The reactivation of the Student
Credi! Union can be done. As black
people. we need to build up our own

-Ebony Cambridge,
junior finance major

Making a Run For It!

-Cristine Normil, freshman psychology major

"The Yard Fest, and the
people at Homecoming."
-Andre' Wilkins, junior
criminal justice major
I.

Tu<..~a) n~ht·~•-Sttm"1jmeat the \leuu··, '4i.l.\ m:arn.-..:1 ~ ~,n on,taJ,."\!'f1--t•fi~11
in\oh ing one or1he perfom1in2 Jtrou:Jh, the \pollo (10\, n, and I1o,,anJ '-<'CU•
rily JtWnb. Pkturl'd ubo\\'. a .!ilUdenl lK"'.Kb ror tht neaff'I.I e,%it.

II

- Roxanne
Grant,
junior political science/
history major

"The parties... architecture
majors don't have time to
do anything else."
-Aziza Hines, sophomore architecture major

•
"Hanging out, watching
the game and watching
the women."

Student Credit Union. "Hav:ing a Student Credit Union would just add
more problems for Howard University 10 deal with."' Evans said.
Keisha Barnes, a sophomore tele-·
vision produc1ion major, said that
she also would not become a member of the student credil union. "I am
not giving any more money to
Howard. except tuition;· Barnes said.
Some s1udents do feel that having a
Student Credit Union is a good idea
and think they would actually
become a member of the insmution.
Summer Dye. a senior cxperimen- '•
tal sludio arl major. said thal she
would join the Student Credit Union
if she had some assurance that her
money would be safe. "As a freshman. I would do it."' \he said. "If the
credi1 union had things presented
correctly, then initially, yes I would do
it."

School of Education
Hires New Dean
By VALERIE T IIOMAS
Hilltop Stafl Writer

"Having my friends come
down and showing them
what Howard University
is all about."

"The foo tball game,
because 10 me that's where
we exhibit a large display
of school spirit. Everybody comes out and has a
good time."

people." Robinson disagreed with
the fact that the Student Credi! Union
should be reacti va1ed under the auspices of the Howard University
Employees Credit Union. Robinson
said that he could not entrust his
money to the hands of 1he srnff's
credit union.
Most students said that they would
no1 be able to place their money in the
S1udent Credit Union because of
prior mishaps with the Uni\ersity.
"If Howard can't get registra11on
and validation right. how arc 1hey
going 10 run a bank•·· asked Deshannn Gclin. a sophomore manngemem
major. Gclin ,aid that she wt)uld definitely not inveM her money in the
Union.
Sophomore electronic studios
major DeAnn Evans also ,aid 1hat she
could not entrust her money to 1he

New Store Opens in
Meridian Hill Hall
By SmlR\ I. ROllFRTSO,
Hilltop Smff Writer
The Office of Residence Life finnl ·
ly delivered on its promise to Meridian Hill Hal l Monday. opening a
minia1ure grocery store that residents
have been awaiting since the beginning of the semester.
When >1udents arrived at Meridian
in August. the old makeshift store
they had been :iccustomcd to was
undergoing con,truc1ion. The store
was formerly a small room, not lnl'J!,e
enough to comforrnbly hold more
than a few customer,, at a lime. with
a few wall-mounted shelves and a
refrigerator to hold its food and drink
products. Employees worked behind
a small desk without n cash register.
relying on 1heir own math skills to
add prices and give change.
Signs boasted the opening of a new
and improved store. "'The Market
place:· which would be a joint operation between Howard and Marriott.
Residents g:ued through the ,tore·,
newly in,1allcd glass door,, onto a
larger room. with long blue counters

nnd n:fngeration w11h sliding glass
door,. The appearance was impressive. but the students never got
beyond the .,tore\ doors. There was
no information given regarding the
opening date. The sign merely ,-tated "Coming soon."
"Soon·• proved 10 be too long. resident, snid. Not only did the project
take several months, but all vending
machines were removed from the
dormitory before ,tudems arrived in
August. The reasoning behind the
moving of the vending machine, was
unclear to residenls.
Syreeta White. sophomore psychology major, ,aid. '·Every other
dorm has ,ending machines. 11 is
unfair to students who live a mile
from campus to have to walk through
dangerous neighborhoods to go to the
store:·
Meridian Community Director
Samuel Avor saiu the vending
machines were removed al the
request of the Dean of Residence
Life, York Campbell. because they
thought the store would be completed earlier.

Rice Visits Campus

- Duanne Walters,
senior dietetics major

-compiled by Troy Tieuel

Phoco BylroyTiud
Assislanl S«ret.ory or State for .-\rrican AfTain.. 111c Honorable Susan E. Rke , bitl'd
rompus \\'tdntS<luy nnd met ,,iUt studl·nts. 1be (..'\Cnl w1.." ~por10n'd in part by the Pntridn Harris Public Affair) Program.

dition and rich his1ory and legacy
here:· Jones said. ··You can't ,..,~Jk on
this campus without thinking abou1
Dr. Vinena C. Jones did not take her the giants who ha,-c come through
new job as the dean of the School of Howard.""
Education ju,i 10 be an administrath-c
Jone,. who got her Ph.D. from the
figurehead. Since August .. Jones has Univer.ily of California, Berkeley,
quickly become aquain1ed wi1h the in human development and learning.
Univer.ity and its unique style of served for eight years as Executive
teaching and fncilitnting studen1s. In Direc1or of EQUITY 2000 on the
her first two months, she has gener- College Board. where ,he developed.
ated intere,i in several new progrJms piloted and disseminated nationally
for the School of Education, includ- one of the large,1 and most successing u propo,al for a teacher certili- ful reform progr-ams in the country.
cation program and 1he EAP pro- EQUITY 2000 i, a propam that
gram. which trains ,tudenb to seeks 10 clo,e the rifl between colbecome principah and ,uper,ntcn•
lege-bound minorilie, and nonden1,.
minoriues. advantaged and disadJones is excited about this academ- vantaged ,tudents.
ic year and ha., ,cvcral other pro"Student<, of color need 10 close
grams underway. "I came here
achievement gaps:· Jones ,aid.
because a big problem as we enter the
Jone, feels that preparing leaders
new millennium is finding ways to
educate all citizens and also 10 learn. for the nation and world is an excitlive and \\Ork in the global commu- ing and heavy re,ponsibility. Before
becoming a member of Howard's
nil)\°0 ,he said.
facult).
.,he ,en cd as dean of the
Only here ,rnce August. Jone, ha.<
Srll,
"'
ol
Edu,:arion ,tnd Urb;in Studalready created a renai"ance at
ies at Morian State Uni,crs,tY in
1-\o\\ard Uni,·er..il~Baltimore. !>.\D. During her tenure.
·Her vi,ion li>r the School of Edu
cauon fit, very uniquely inlo the Uni- ,he created several collaborat1vc
,ersi1y·, strmegic framework."" ,aid effort, with school dbtricts and other
Dr. Aaron B. Stills, Chairman of the college, and universities aimed a1
Depar1ment of Human Development improving the educational S) ,1ems in
and Psychoeducational Studies. '"lt"s Baltimore and acro" the , tate. She
a very unique vision that we have also established the Center for Educatmg African-American Males and
needed for a long time:·
Jones is widely regarded a., a lead- the Educallonal Technology Ccnrer at
ing authority on the education of Morgan State.
diverse population,. Although ,he
Dr. Donna Shalala. Secretary of
has not taught here al Howard. she is Health and Human Service,. called
familiar with ,rs illustrious legacy of Jone, "a national hero" h>c h•r le,dleadership. "There i, a sense of trn
ership.

Howard Alumna ~
Novel to be on
Oprah's Book Club
sky-rocketed the novel's sales in a
mailer of days.
··Now it"s just like. 'Oh Ood. she's
oward University alumna gone Oprah: and that has had :t realBreena Clark's glas,e, sat on ly big impact on it," Clarl -..,id, She
her nose, slightly off-bal- said thal there was a rush to stock
anced. one golden brown dread hang• bookstore shelves wi1h the book
before Oprah announced it.
ing 1wis1ed in her face.
Clark said another reason for the
'"Dangerous ideas come to life and
book'"ucce"
to the fact that ii is set
spread like ,parks on dry twigs ..:· ,he
in
the
D.C.
area.
bu1 i, not another
read, clutching onto ,1 copy of her
polilical book. "There·s a communi- ,
no1-c:I. Ri,·er. Cross My Hear,, Memty here that pays local and federal •
bers of 1he audience leaned forward
laxes, but has no representation in our
in their seals, anticipating more.
government.'' said the Distric1 native..
Clark was at the Howard Universi- ''Theres a hidden history here that •
ty Book>1ore la,1 week to read from many don't know about:· Clark said
her new novel. which was chosen as ,he used her parents as a resource for
Oprah Winfrey's Oc1ober Book Club her book.
selection.
The novel is about a 12-ycar-old girl
Not many Howard University s1u- nnmed Johnnie Mae Bynuni and how
dents showed up 10 see Clark. Many ;,he and her family cope \\i lh 1hc loss
in line for an autograph were facully of her younger sister. Clara.
and ..iaff of 1hc University and peoClark ,hared knowledge and wis·
ple from the District. Some called dom on the art of \"T1ting and how it ,
Clark's book "different."" Many helped her cope with the loss of her
praised the novel as "inspirational." son ten years ago due to an accident. •
Others said it was .. helpful;'· but all "I wanted 10 write a novel about 1he '
agreed that it is a beslseller in the feelings that a parent has when a
making.
child dies," she said.
The reading was a realization of
"Her conversation was warm and
Clark's dream. "I've always wanted inviting. I thought i1 was wonder•
to write," Cltrrk said in response 10 fu1;· said Karen Houst. personal
compliments from the audience.
assistant to Howard President H.
Clark said lhe O0\'el was , lowly Patrick Swygert. ··This type of envi•
building up a good audience. but i, ronmen1 i\ good for the community,
gaining unbelievable popu larity the bookstore and Howard. A place
1hroughou1 the country now becau<e like this is long overdue."
of the honor associated with being
Clark will appear on the Oprah
selected by Winfrey, which selection Winfrey show ne." week.
By K ESHA FEE
Hilltop Staff Writer

H
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Survey Redefines Traditional College Ranking System

CAMPUS DIGEST
The Honorable Elijah E. Cummingi, to Speak at Chapel on Sunday
Represenlative Elijah E. Cummings will be the guest speaker at Andrew
Rankin Memorial Chapel Sunday. Cummings came to lhe United States
House of Representatives in April 1996 after winning a special election
for the 7th Congressional Distric1 of Maryland. Congressman Cummings
serves on the Transporiation and Infrastructure Committee and its Surface 'Iransportation and Aviation subcomroirtees. He anended Howard
University. where he served as sophomore class president, scudent government treasurer and student government president. He graduated Phi
Beta Kappa from Howard University in 1973 with a Bachelor of Science
in Political Science. He 1hen entered the University of Maryland Bar in
December 1976 and practiced Jaw for 19 years before entering Congress.
Chapel services s1ar1 at J 1:00 a.m. and are held in Rankin Memorial
Chapel.
HUH Hosts Diabetes Health Fair

Howard Universily Hospital will hold a D.C. Area-Wide Diabetes Health
Fair, tomorrow from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. The event will feature health
screenings, educational segments, cooking demonstrations and exhibits
that will benefit everyone. Healthy food samples will be served and
prizes will be presented throughout !he day.
School of Communications Hosted Job Fair

By BRIAN MCNEILL
The Collegiate Times (Virginia
Tuch)

(U-WIRE) BLACKSBURG, Va.
- For !he first time there may be an
alternative to the norm in college
ranking systems, usually published
by magazines such as U.S. News and
World Report.
College administrators from across
the country complain about !he accuracy of such rankings that magazines publish at end of August.
These rankings. noting which
schools are best in certain areas. are
compiled by numbers such as graduation rate and how much money is
returned annually by alumni, according to the Oct. 22 issue of !he Chronicle of Higher Education.
The proposed alternative is the
National Survey of Student Engagement, The College Student Report.
The survey is funded by lhe Pew

Charitable Trusts. a philanlhropic
organization interested in college
students and collegiate quali ty,
according to a press release from
the Cencer of Postsecondary
Research and Planning at Indiana
Univer.;ity, the depar1men1 through
which runs !he NSSE.
The survey is structured to give
students the opportunity to voice
opinions abou1 1heir schools.
The College Student Report will
focus on questions involving college
activities, educational and personal
growth and general opinions about
Virginia Tuch.
Randomly selected students from
Thch and 60 olher national colleges
will participate in lhe study over 1he
next couple weeks on a voluncary
basis. according to the press release.
·-nie NSSE is a project chat has the
purpose to gauge indicators of a college's quality,'' said John Hayek, project direccor of the NSSE.
He said Jhe con cent of 1he survey is

widely varied and is meant to cover
all aspects of college life and interactions.
"Basically, it asks a student abQut
what they are learning in college,
about !heir excracurricular activities,
their interactions with faculty, and
what they do in class," Hayek said.
The survey also questions students
about !heir relationships with facul1y and !he universicy.
·11,e survey asks about whether or
not a student has had conversations
wilh faculty. how much lhey're reading or writing and how many hour.;
they're putting into studying per
week." he said. "It also asks whelher
or not 1he universicy is encouraging
their studies."

The results of !he survey will be
used in two ways, Hayek said.
''It will be first used to create a
national benchmark for adminiscrators to see how other universities are
stacking up agains1 theirs,'' Hayek
said. "Secondly, it will allow Virginia
Tech to assess what areas need

improvement and what are !he areas
of strength ."
John Muffo, director of Virginia
Thch's office of academic assessment, said his office plans to evaluate the results of !he study.
"When I get the results back from
1he NSSB. I'll likely do a repon for
the provost and deans," he said.
The provost and deans will then
implement instiJutional changes,
should Ibey deem it necessary, Muffo
said.
However, he said, "I have no reason
to believe that the results will be any
different from other studies we have
done, but occasionally new information does come out of such studies or new trends begin to emerge."
Muffo encourages students to participate in the study so Tech can
receive information about areas of
strengch and weakness.
"It's important for students to participate so !hat we can know what's
going on (with Tech).'' be said.

The Howard University School of Communications hosted its annual job
fair last week at the Blcakburn Center.
The two-day event was attended by dozens of job and internship seekers
from more than 40 univer.;ties across the United States.
Representatives from such news agencies as ABC News, Associatied
Press, Chicago Tribune, Entertainment Weekly, ESPN, lhe NBA, the
New York Times and the Washington Post were on hand to answer questions and interview students for jobs in lhe communication field.
The opening session featured a half-hour speech from renowned speaker,
Eraka Rouzarendu. The Howard alum entiled her speech; "Living Your
Possibilities: The Key to Career Empowerment.''
--Compiled by Hilltop Sta

The Hilltop •••
read about it .

Student Loan Applications Made. Easier
By Rf:MI BELLO
Daily Thxan (U. Thxas-Austin)

(U-WIRE) AUSTIN, 'lexas - The
U.S. Departmen1 of Education's new
regulations will make s1uden1 loans
easier to apply for, a financial aid
official said Tuesday.
The new rules. effective July I.
2000, will implement changes mandated by 1998 legislacion amending
!he Higher Education Acc. According
to the education department's new
regulations, which were announced
Friday. scudent borrowers will now
need to fill out only one ··mascer''
promissory note in college rather
than one every semester.
'The changes will make ii easier for
s1uden1s 10 acquire the loans Ibey
need for their education," said Henry
Urick, assis1an1 director for processing services at the Office of Studenl
Financial Services.
But Urick added chat the master
noce may lead students to overlook
loan accumulation. since they won·1

Liberty Mutual will be recruiting on-campus
for the following positions:
• Actuarial Positions
• Financial Analysts
• Underwriters

• Sales Associates
• Accountants
• Claims Case Managers

Please Join Us For An

INFORMATION
SESSION
Mo day, November 8th
:OOpm - 7:30pm
ool of Mamgement
Fa
Lounge
Please submit your resume to
e Career Center to be considered
for an on-campus interview,
Friday, November 19th.

need to fill 0u1 forms each semester
!hat remind !hem.
Students will still have to fill out the
Free Application for Federal Student
Aid form every semester. which is
required when applying for financial aid.
In another reform announced Monday, students who drop ou1 of school
in the middle of a semester will be
required 10 pay back 1he Pell Grants
issued, said Jane Glickman. USDE
spokeswoman.
Also. s1uden1s who repon past drug
convictions on 1he Free Application
for Federal Student Aid will be
required to undergo investigative procedures before they can be eligible
for any federal aid.
Another Higher Education Act
reform changes how guarantee agencies. which reclaim loan default
money for lenders, use the $2.5 billion in taxpayer money that they
hold, according to the USDE.
The federal government created
guaranlee agencies in the 1970s to
strengthen the market for federal stu-

dent loans by assisting lenders, such
as banks. in recollecting defaulted
loan payments.
The agencies will now have new
freedom to invest portions of the
$2.5 billion reserve fund to cover
operating costs.
George Torres, assistant vice pl'C'sident for government affairs at the
llias Guaranteed Student Loan Corporacion, said the reserve fund has
been split in two parts 10 allow more
spending room for the agencies. One
part belongs to the federal government and the other is a guarantee
agency fund, which agencies use to
cover expenses incurred 10 prevent
and pay off debcs.
In 1he past, agencies had 10 seek
permission to use any of the funds,
which rcs1ric1ed their abilities, Torres
said.

To discourage default ing. the
USDB reforms also wrote into law a
"default aversion·· fee. which stipulates that agencies can collect a fee
from the government of I percent off

every loan that Ibey prevent from
going into default.
"We are moving more towards
default prevention programs.·· Torres
said. "We've been working with
schools and lenders for years to prevent defaults."
Loan agencies have often been
accused of using !heir default.s to
make excessive profits. Torres said
such accusations arc inaccurate.
since agencies have been part.icularly successful at curtailing and reducing defaults over !he years.
"I don't think any guarantee agency
makes money from defaults," he said.
"It just doesn't make sense."
To prove that 1hey wouldn·t be
enriched by defaults, the agencies represented by lhc National Council
of Higher Education Loan Programs
- endorsed lowering their share of
money collecced from defaults from
27 percent to 24 percent as pan of !he
reforms.
"We agreed to !his in exchange for
a higher reward for reducing student
loan defaults," Torres said.
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FROM PAGE ONE
ALUMNI
ally gave. The national average is 70
percent.
Louis thinks currently enrolled
s1udco1s can began giving back early.
He feels the ins1i1u1ion has 10 cullivale both s1uden1s and alumni and
gel !hem involved.
"We need 10 create a culture and
recognize we have an obligation 10
support the ins1i1u1ion," he said.
The Office of University
Advancement also added staff and
money 10 the Alumni Relations
Office. Louis says 1ha1. instead of
always wanting the alumni 10 support lhe University. Howard should
add value 10 the lives of its alumni.
President Swygert and the Board
of Trustees have increased the budget and s1affto gear up for the annual capital campaign. The office

added four full-time professionals
last year. For the first time. they will
deal with alumni giving.
Fundamentally, the importance of
alumni giving is because Congress,
corporations and foundations want to
know how much alumni is giving
back to a particular school.
Swyger1's goal is 10 have 30 percent
of the alumni giving back, which is
considered 10 be a respectable percentage. He outlined the plan in his
Strategic Framework for Action.
During Homecoming, the Office
will set up tents and booths on 1he
yard in an effort 10 raise money.
They will also sell bricks for fifty
dollars for the Founders Walk and
workers will wear T-shirts 10 encourage curren1 students 10 give back.
"Students are merely alumni in
residence in my opinion, "Louis
said.

PAGEANT
successors Hys1en and Thomas.
"We arc truly a1 the Mecca,"
Jibunoh shouted.
Before the new royal king and
queen could walk down the runway
1oge1her, the curtains closed, bu1 the
evening was quite a Mecca experience, retrospectively.
"l feel blessed. I am so overwhelmed. 1 am here to represent
1hose who don·, get a chance," said
Hystcn.

CONTROVERSY
a sophomore psychology major. She
said that the pageant should have
been between Nash and Dawn Henson, Miss School of Communications.
Mignon Schelcy, a sophomore
mathematics major, thought that
Eddie Bailey, Mr. School of Communications, outperformed Hysten
in the pageant. Bailey won the audience's favor during both the talent
and question-and-answer portions of
the pageant. "[Bailey! avoided the
question, but he did ii eloquently,"
she said.
Ryan Younger, a junior telecommunications major. said that the
result of the pageant should reflec1
the views of the students.
"Ronnie was the judges' king, but
Eddie was the people's king," he said.
Thylor said that a major foul! of1he
pageant was the fact lhat the interview session, which was supposed 10
be 40% of the total con1estan1 score,
was canceled-1wice. "That totally
shifted 1he pageant. Personalities

bltp://hllltop.howard.edu
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were 1101 taken into consideration,"
she said.
Bailey said 1ha1 1he interviews
were an imponant part of the pageant
because it was going 10 allow 1he
pla1forms of the candidates 10 be
graded. "I wanted them to ask me
about my platform," he said. "Your
platform shows what you wan1 10 do
for the school :•
Some said they feel that the
pageant was skewed from lhe beginning. And the judges were n<> exception. Over h,M of the judges were students from the college of Aris and
Sciences and Mudents were hand
picked only hours before the pageant.
Nash said.
Kei,ha Lowe, a ·9g Howard graduate, said that she sat behind the
judges during the pageant and that
she sensed bias in their actions. She
said that she heard ceriain judges
cheering for particular con1esrnnts.
"If you are a judge, you should 001
favor certain candidates." Lowe said.
"Friday was a big letdown:· Nash
said. "I feel robbed and its not
because of no1 winning. Howard Uni-

versity is supposed 10 be 1hc cream
of the crop and to have a pageant 1ha1
is so unorganized ii, pa1he1ic."
Taylor , who participated in 1he
Howard pageant in 1996 as Miss
Aris and Sciences and compe1ed in
1994 for Miss Black Toxas, said that
she is disappointed by the overall
handling of the event. "This wa.~ a
very stressful pageant." she said. "In
'96 it was enjoyable. I can't say that
i1 was very enjoyable this year."
No1 all con1es1an1s felt the same
way aboul the event, however. 'The
coordinntors pu1 a Im of energy into
1he show and the powers that be jusl
weren't helping 1hem," said Hys1en.
He said that, overal l. the event went
well. He especially cited the hard
work of the coordinator of the even I,
sophomore Mark Williams.
Hys1en said the complaints about
the pageant results being unfair are
unfortunate.
"I hope that wasn't the case. I don't
think so. 1pray 10 God it wasn·1," he
said.

further her efforts 10 connect with
C<>uncil members and other s1udenls
,n the school.
"I do think 1hai some steps need to
be taken on my part as well as on the
student council's par!. It is a two-way
slreet," said May. •·1 have asked for
help from the council with various
UGSA activities:·
Brown was unavailable for comment.
"How can you be UGSA rep when
you don't auend 1he meetings? How
can you go and represent the school
when you are not informed on 1he
issues 1ha1 concern 1he school?"
asked La1oya Brown. a member of the
School of Communications Student
Council. "For you 10 take a position
like 1ha1 ii, a time commitmen1:·
According 10 council members.
Brown and May have two weeks to
respond 10 the leners and set up a
grievance hearing that would determine whether or not the 1wo would
keep their jobs. If 1he two fail 1hc
complc1e the proces., or the grievance
comminee finds in favor oflhe council, the two will be forced 10 give up

!heir high-profile positions with
UGSA and the General Assembly.
May said she will see the process
through and expecls to keep her job.
"II is time for me 10 do something
wi1h in the School of Communications. If I came to the point where I
felt I couldn't do 1he job then I would
step down. I am malure... and I am
capable. .villing and ready 10 do the
job and I will carry on."
The issue of elected student leaders who don't ,•oice the concerns of
1heir constituency or who fail 10
auend required meetings sci up by
their student councils is one 1ha1 has
begun 10 a11rac1 the a11en1ion of students from across campus.
"Overall I've heard few representatives raise concerns about their con,tituencies and that does no1 exclude
myself:· said Erick Watson, a member of the General Assembly who is
also 1he financial advisor for UGSA.
He said one of 1he primary reasons
fewer students raise constituent concerns is because the Assembly has
been focused primarily on budget
issues le.wing liule time at GA meetings for other issues.

HOMECOMING
usual 10 a.m. 10 5 p.m. Saturday
schedule. On Sunday, 1he bookstore
will be open from IO a.m. 10 5 p.m ..
when it's u~ually closed on Sundays.
"Homecoming is 1hc bookstore's
third largest period of s:,les each
year," said Antwaan Clinton, Director of1he Howard Bookstore. "Since
most alumni, family and friends
leave on Sunday, they might want 10
pick up last-minute gifts. The bookslore is open on Sunday because we
want to supply all visi tors with
Howard apparel."
All merchandise bought on Saturd:iy. Sunday and Monday will be 25
percent off. said Clinton. They
arrived at 1he percentage of 1wentyfi ve in keeping with 1heir policy of
taking five percent off item, for each
touchdown scored by the Bison in
1he previous week', game. with a
maximum of five touchdowns (five
touchdowns 1imes five percent
equals 1wcn1y-fivc percent off).
Like campus police officers,
bookstore employees will be
• required 10 work overtime.
"We usually don'1 hire new staff
for homecoming:· said Clinton .. But
all of our normal staff will work
ovenime:·
Officials al lhc bo11ks1ore hope
that its new Georgia Avenue loca1ion
will 001 hurl business.
" I hope a 101 of people on campus
will venture down the hill 10 the
bookstore," Clinton said. "We will
have a bookstore tmiler on campus to
make people aware of 1hc new location:·

Did you know that 31 years ago students presented a manifesto to lite administration that
re-defi11ed the U11iversity a11d established more courses in Black Studies?

Find out the details in a visit 10 the MEDIA CENTER IN THE UNDERGRADUATE
LIBRARY. The Center contains audio and video recordings, I 6-mm films, filmstrips, prints,
and laser discs. Its purpose is not only to provide quality services that facilitate learning but
also to enhance the students' cultural experiences.
Students concerned about current curricula reforms and those curious about Howard
"back in the day" might be interested in "Eyes 011 the Prize 11: Ai11't Gonna Shuffle No
More." A considerable portion of this documentary features the development of the studentdriven black power movement of the late l 960s. Look for your parents, national leaders or
other Howard alumnae you may know.

1b11y Gittens ('68), Features Editor, THE HILLTOP, shares his memories about those
events leading up to and following the student takeover of the Adm inistration Building.
Paula Giddi11gs ('69), Editor, THE PROMETHEAN, describes Homecoming 1966. Th
young woman elected Queen, Robi11 Gregory ('67), was not like any Homecoming Queen
the University had ever had. She wore an Afro and spoke out on black issues. When election
results were announced, students began 10 chant "Umgawa! Black Power!" They formed a
line that wound around the room and danced through the door into the streets of Washington.
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If you're in the mood for something lighter, you might want to view a tape of the
Howard U11iversity "Showtime" Ba11d. But don't expect a close-up of your cousin or older
sister on this one. These are wide shots from high up in the stands.
Just the same, the paired drum majors claim the field whether they are entering from
the sidelines or lhe endzone. Al the SO-yard line, they achieve gravity-defying backbends and
the performers' energy and power nearly leap off the screen. The sequined "Oo-la-la!
Da11cers" put the Redskinettes to shame. In the background, the announcer shouts ...
"SOMEBODY SCREEEEEEEEAAAAMM!! I S HU lN THE HOUSE?"

MEDIA CENTER, Sub-Levell, U11dergrad11ate Library (806-5435). Open Mo11day-Thursday BA - 8:45P; Friday BA -4:45P; Sah"day, JOA- 2:00P. Audiovisual items 011 reserves
for courses must be used 011 site. Selected audio-visual material and equip111e11t may be
checked out for special prese11tatio11s a11d class projects.

AN INVITATION TO BECOME PART OFA LEGACY
Attention:
Students, Alumnae, Faculty, Staff and Friends of Howard University
You are Invited to Join the Howard University
Friends of the Library
What better time than Homecoming lo take advantage of
The opportunity to support the Uni,•e rsily Libraries!

'lf i11terested, visit the Frie11ds of the library web site at
www.founders.howard.edu/friends.htm

Or, visit tlte University Libroril'S Developmmt a11d P11blic Affairs Ofliu,
Fo1111ders library, S11ite 201. Ym may also contact SltelleyStolielHammo11d or Egl,eo.,a lgbi11oba a 202-806-7234 for more ilrfornraion.

*

master's degrees in five schools: arts & sciences,
business, communication, international service, public

*

*

affairs connections with distinguished faculty cooperative education & internship opportunities available *
small classes & personal attention * diverse student
body * 84-acre campus in a safe. beautiful neighborhood
* free parking after 5 p.m.

isit us on November 14
for an open house for
prospective graduate students,
or call for more information
about our programs!

V

call: 202-885-6000
e-mail: afa@american.edu
fax: 202-885-6014
www.american.edu
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_____ City Briefs ___ _
News From Around
The District
Halloween Draws Enthusiasts to :'l-1aryland Town
Movie enthusiasts and tourists flooded
Burkittsville, Md., the site of the hit movie "111e
Blair Witch Project," throughout the Halloween
holiday. Extra police patrols caused the city to spend
an extra $3,000 out of its contingency fund. Vandalism and intruding tourists since the movie's premiere this summer have caused the 214 townspeople to be more cautious and even afraid in their own
town. Some residents, however, have found a bright
side 10 llteir troubles. Main Street in Burkiusville is
full of enterprising citizens who are able 10 sell a
variety of goods claiming to be associated with the
"Blair Witch.''
Hearing on Moseley-Braun Delayed
A senate confirmation hearing on former Sen.
Carol Moseley-Braun's ambass:,dorial nomiltation to
New Zealand is being delayed by Sen. Jesse Helms'
request for information from the White House.
Moseley-Braun was the first black woman elected to the Senate in 1992 but was defeated in 1998
following questions of her use of campaign money
for personal use. Tiie commiuee reviewing the nomination wants to see documents disproving the allegations.
Many in the Senate, including Majority Leader
Trent Lou, R-Miss .. believe that Moseley-Braun
will be confirmed despite the current allegations.

Howard Receives $466,665 in HUD Community Development Grants
Bv AL-ON \o\\\SHINGT-ON
Hilltop Staff Writer
oward University was one of 1he
His1orically Black Colleges and
Universities (HBCUs) selected
to receive a communi1y developmenl grant
from the U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD) earlier last
month. HUD Secretary Andrew Cuomo
awarded S9 million 10 20 HBCUs in an
effort to revitalize distressed neighbor•
hoods near 1heir respective campuses. The
grants are intended to expand the supply
of affordable housing. create jobs and
1raining and help businesses develop in the
area.
"Historically Black Colleges and Universities have made an enormous contribution 10 America as ou1s1anding educational institutions and as a force for change
10 improve our nation." Cuomo said.
;,These grants will help these colleges
continue this proud tradition by building
s1ronger communities and beuer lives for
their neighbors."
The 20 schools are located in Alabama.
Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana.

H

erate income apartments, small businesses, mentoring programs and entrepreneurship in our community."
The Center for Urban Progress has
secured over $4 million in external funding over 1he last four years. The funds
enable the center to carry out six fundamental services.
The first service, the Community Development Leadership program. is designed
to increase the flow of Universi1y-1rained
community development leadership talent
into the local area. II extends Howard University's ~wing community partnerships
and injects capital into those companies.
11ie Small Business Development Subcenter is a comprehensive business and
entrepreneur counseling and training unit.
h identifies. develops and carries out local
business development activi1ics and provides business managemen1 and consulting services on a global basis.
The Howard University Fami ly Life
Center reaches ou1 to youth and their
families in the Shaw and Columbia
Heights neighborhoods. II prov ided
teacher aides. after school tutoring and
instruc1ion field 1rips.
The Center's Job Training Partnership

BY MARK HARRIS
Hilltop Staff Writer
"Grant-making should not be easy,"
said Emmel! D. Carson, Ph.D.. president
and CEO of 1he Minneapolis Foundation, a1 Georgetown University on Friday. Carson delivered a 45-minute talk
on 1he advantages, disadvantages and
unique chall enges facing char itable
foundations when 1hey use venture capital investing as a 100! for funding community programs.
The talk was part of the Distinguished
Lecture Series al Georgetown's Center
for the Study of Voluntary Organizations and Service. Carson was chosen
because he is the president and CEO of
1he largest black community-based philanthropic organization in the country,
according to center director Virginia
Hodgkinson.

He also authored 1he firs! study on patterns of phi lanthropy in the AfricanAmerican communi1y, worked with the
Washington Cen1er for Public Policy,
and won the 1985 Disserta1ion of the
Year award from the Nat ional Economic Associa1ion.
';[We should) accept complexity. The
recognition of neighborhood assets must
be balanced with knowledge of deficits,"
said Carson as he argued for 1he recognition of new paradigms of giving as 1he
control of philanthropic foundations shifts
from one generat ion to the next. He
added, "Taking risks with new programs
must be balanced with a cognizance of
what it will take to keep current programs working."
Carson's speech concentrated on the fundamental problem facing philanthropic
organizations: how to make a measurable
difference in alleviating persistent poverty. He talked about the difficulties foun-

daiions face when deciding which programs 10 fund and which not to. He defended 1he random selection process. saying
tha1 1hc best way to discover what works
is 10 1ry as many different approaches as
possible.
Carson also talked about the fact that,
once a program is seen to be effective, a
foundation starts talking about decreasing
funding for 1he program. Instead. Carson
argued. foundations should look at funding
such programs indefinitely. '"How else," he
commented, "could the programs continue to aid the people they were aiding?"
He mentioned the trend of tying the compen~ation of foundation officers to 1he
performance of the projec1s they fund.
and criticized the idea, saying it was ineffective.
One of Carson's main points is that
philanthropic foundations should not be
afraid of being perceived as pursuing
specific agendas. "Foundations have
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labored under 1he my1h that we are neu1ral institutions," he said. "Each grant
[we make] is a value judgment." He
believed 1hat each foundation should be
willing 10 pursue its own agenda and
1hat. with a multiplicity of foundations,
many goals would be pursued. According 10 Carson, this variety of differing
objectives could only serve to help people. no1 hinder them.
Finally, Carson touched on 1he problem
of diversity in 1he srnffs of foundations.
He said 1hat the problem was 1hat many
are run by family members, and most
people do not have great diversity in
their families. He added that, with larger foundations, diversity helps to find
new approaches and perspectives. "Al
most foundations," he said. "1he first
grant 10 a Hispanic program can be
traced to when a Hispanic was first
brought on staff."
A small reception followed the speech.

UNCHEI!

Public Financial Management, Inc.

The

Act program provides training in refrigeration mechanics 10 economically disadvantaged people residing in public housing sites near Howard's campus. The Even
Start Family Literacy program provides a
multicultural literacy experience for economically disadvantaged parents and their
children in grades K through 3.
The final service. the Research Division
and the Working Paper Series, consists of
a team of eight Howard Universi1y faculty research fellows. The series is designed
10 share research papers wriuen by faculty and researchers with a larger group of
interested social scientists, policy analysts
and community leaders.
"I 1hink that the money Howard received
for the community is excellent because
Howard University has the responsibility to give back to the surrounding community," said RaShema Collins, a junior
legal communications major. ·•1 live near
LeDroit Park and I have seen the
improvements in the community and
although there is much more 1ha1 needs
10 be done, the work that the center is
doing is the beginning to much more
improvement."

Black Philanthropist Speaks About Funding Challenges

House Pusses D.C. Tuition Measure
WASHINGTON - Studcn1s in the District of
Columbia will soon be able 10 auend Maryland and
Virginia state colleges for in-stale tuition, thanks 10
a bill passed by the House this week.
The $17 million bill would give qualified residents
of the nation's capital access to public university grants
of up 10 $10.000 a yeai; depending on the difference
between in-slate and out-of-state tuition rates.
It would give up 10 $2,500 for District s1udents
auending private colleges in the District or in nearby parts of Maryland and Virginia.
The bill comes following years of complaints that
1he only public school available 10 studen~~ in the district was 1he University of 1he District of Columbia,
unlike other states, which often can provide several
choices to students wishing to attend a public institution.
The program, which is expected to pass with the
president's support. would be supervised by the
mayor's office. The bill also would provide for more
aid 10 be given to the Universi1y of the District of
Columbia.
-Compiled from wire reports.

North Carolina, Oklahoma, Somh Carolina,
'Jexas, Virginia, Wes1 Virginia and Washington, D.C. 11te grants were awarded in a
competitive process. with 57 colleges applying for funding.
The Howard University Center for Urban
Progress will administer the grant from
HUD. The Center was launched in 1995 to
advance the url>an research and communi1y agenda of Howard University. It is comprised of a project administration team,
eight research faculty and over a dozen
gradua1e and professional student research
fellows.
The center leads the universities' effor1s
10 install a community developmen1 con1en1 in the curriculum , directs urbaa
research activities and operates five communi1y service programs. In addition, it
directs several other funded projects, publishes a formal working paper series for
community development research and provides technical support to District government organizations.
"The HBCU program has more emphasis on the uplifting of the community," said
Dr. Rodney Green, executive director of
the Howard University Center for Urban
Progress. "We want to create low to mod-
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Busy Students Have Poor Eating Habits
BY EBONY P. WARREN

Hilltop Staff Writer

Eye on the Diaspora
News From Around
The World
Bill Proposed To Outlaw
Racism
CAPE TOWN. South Africa- TI1e Promotion of Equality and Prevention of Unfair
Discrimination Bill proposed by the gO\·ernment last week seeks to outlaw racism.
Apartheid and other kind, of racism and prejuciice based on race. gender. seJtual persuasion, disability and others would be bJnned.
The bill would also protect people infected
with AIDS or HIV from being discriminated
against by insurance companies. Punishments
for these crime, include fines or ,uspension
of business license,. Special equality courts
would be made to handle all complaints and
allegations. Some say the bill limits free
speech and is difficult to interpret. which
may result in many lawsuit, from people who
feel discriminated against.

Islamic Law Enacted in
Nigerian State
LAGOS, Nigeria- For the first lime ,luria, fundamentali,t hlamic law: l\1lS introduced in a Ni~rian state at a ceremony held ir Gusau last Wednesday. Z·uufara \ Governor Ahmed Sani enacted
measure~ that divided men and women on public
transportation. Strict penal measures such as
amputation. flogging and beheading were proposed for crimes like adultery and thefi. Sani s:iys
the new system will not affect Chri,tians. Some
Christians fear the new measures will cau,e
churches to close and enforced dress codes and
Islamic morality laws. Muslims and Christian
make up ne.irl)' 45 pc-rcenl e.,ch of Nigeria's populahon of 120 rr illion pe<>ple.

Seven Colombian Journalists
Abducted
BOGO'D\. Columbia- Seven Colombian
journalists were kidnapped on Friday by leftist rebels and demanded the reporters to publish a guerrilla lexL The leader of the rebel
group is the Revolutionary Armed Forces of
Colombia (FARC}. called the \f111g11anlia Ub·
em/ to reveal his group as the abductor.
According to the Editor-in-chief of \b11g11ardia Liberal, Eduardo Duran Gome£, if
the journaHsts agree to publish information
they wiU be freed. The paper informed the
rebel that it would consider it. but docs not
want to be told what to do. Duran does not
want this to become habitual. Colombian
journalists have been held by the arm<!d group
before and rel<!a,ed a messag<!.

U.S. Organization Criticizes
The Dominican Republic
SANTO DOl\flNGO, Dominican Repub•
lie- The Organization of American States•
Inter Commission on Human Right, urged the
Dominican government to provide the Haitian immigrants with work and residency
papers and allow children born in the country to be legal residents. According to Guy
Lamothe. a Haitian diplomat. 280.000 children born by undocumented Haitian, Ii ve in
the Dominican Republic illegally. Pedro
Manuel Casals Victoria. director of the
Nationalist Union said the commission is
intruding in the country ·s internal affain,.
The Dominican Office of External Affairs is
preparing an official respon,c.

I

I

AIDS Patient Commits Suicide at Hospital
'

KINGSTON. Jamaica• A 31-year-old 1n.1n
infec1ed with AIDS allegedly committed suicide by jumping out of a bathroom window
at Kingston PubHc Hospital (KPH). according to the Jamaica Obsener. Footprints were
found on the toilet scat. The address Andrew
Miller provided was false and no family member could be co111acted. Miller was to be
transferred to the National Chest Hospital for
his tulxrculosis. According to KPH's CEO,
Miller received counseling prior 10 admtl·
lance. This is ilie second suicide at the KPH;
a doctor jumped from u balcony last year.

-Compiled by ly11n Simmo,uls from Auociated
P/'l'ssRepons.

golden brown english muffin.
lightly roasted, nooks and crannies filled with butter; a sunlight
soft scrambled egg and the great taste of
sun-kissed orange juice from the orange
groves of Florida. 'This is not a typical
breakfast for many college students.
With the bustle and bustle of cl~ses,
eating properly is usually last on the list of
things to do. 111erc are long stretches in the
day when many studenis go without eating.
Students say they find it hard to eat
healthy because of the demands of their
schedule. the cost of healthier meals and
the convenience of junk food.
According 10 the Center for Disease Con•
trol and Prevention. improving the American diet could extend productive life span
and reduce the occurrence of chronic diseases. including cardiovascular disease,
cancer and diabetes. Information from the
their Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance
System indicates that only 27% of women
and 19% of men eat the recommended five
or more servings of fruit~ and vegetables
each day.
"l work too much to eat breakfast and
lunch." says Allison McKeithen, a junior
marketing major. She adds that students
don't eat healthy because the cafeteria
doesn't support healthy eating. ''Th= who
aren't on the meal plan can't afford to buy
anything healthy," said McKeithen.
However. Clara Smith. a cashier in the
Howard Dining Services says the student

A

cafeteria does provide healthy meals on a
daily basis. but it's not what the students
want. A vegetnrian dish is served every
day. in addition to a selection of fresh
fruits and vegetables. a salad bar and a deLi
bar where Mudents can prepare their own
sandwiches from fresh luncheon meat.
Smith adds. student, also benefit from
eating in the cafeteria because it is buffet
style. "They can eat all they want.'"
The cost of food is a major factor in what
students eat. Many will opt for meals or
snacks that are full of cholesterol. sodium
and sugar because it costs less. The importance of he:,lrhy eating is often over-ruled
by cost and convenience. "When I do cat,
it is hard for me to cat healthy," says April
Thomas, a junior dance major. "It is more
of an economical issue. Junk food that cost
S2 ven.us healthy food at $6. I think if
hc.-tlthier food was more inexpensive. students would eat better."
A chocolate bar that costs 65 cents, has
280 calories and 14 grams of fat; compared with a banana that has l 05 calories
and costs on average. 55 cents. Interestingly enough. no fot h contained in a 12
oz can of soda. that co,ts 50 cents or in a
I 6 oz bottle of pure orange juice. that cost
$ l.25. but there are 240 calories in the
orange juice versus 150 calories in the
soda. However. the Center for Science in
the Public Interest (CSP!) states each 12
ounce can of regular soda has about ten
teaspoon, of sugar.
The CSPI also says that instead of lowfat milk that can help prevent osteoporo•
,is. or frequent juice that may help prevent
cancer. the average American w-Jstes 180

calories a day on the "liquid candy.''
The CDC rcpor1s also indicate that the
amount of total fat. saturated fatty acids
and cholesterol that Americans consume
has decreased, but they remain above rec•
ommended levels for a large portion of the
population.
Unhealthy eating is a risk behavior that
has a critical impact on health. Between
20% and 30% of the nation's adults are at
least 30 pounds overwieght, and more
than 3 million women weigh .it least l 00
pounds more than their recommended
body weight.
Physical inactivity and
unhealty eating account for al least
300.000 preventable deaths each ye11r.
Only tobacco use ensues more prevent:tble
deaths in the United States. the report
states. Elfrida Thylor. a graduate student
from Rockville. Md .• says, "Most students
don't have a fixed ,chedule or make time
to prepare meals in advance. They often
just grab a bite on their way to class or
starve all day and eat a big meal at night."lf
convenience is the problem, then Seanle
Sunon's Healthy Eating (SSHE) says they
have the answer. SSHE is a meal prepar-a•
tion company. licensed by the Illinois
Department of Agriculture. accessible on
the Internet. 111e company doe, all the
planning, shopping. preparation and it
delivers. SSHE provides people with freshly prepared meals. no froien or dried food
• for an entire week (seven brcakfaMs,
seven lunches. seven dinners). In addition.
SSHE follows the guidelines of the American Heart Association (AHA). SSHE
meals are available at approximately $85
per week for the l ,200 calorie meals. or

approximately $t00perweek forthe2,000
caloric meals.
No matter how hectic your schedule, there
are some simple ,teps to watching what you
eat. According to the Channing L. Bete
Company. publishers of health information
packets. tl1ere are some guidelines 10 establish permanent. healthful eating habits.
These packets are available in the Student
Health Center.It suggests that people space
meals evenly. plan snack.s. eat slowly. check
progress and above all -keep at it. Good eat•
ing habits require a lifetime commitment.
It says that if you skip meals it makes fat•
terung snach more tempting.
To learn more, the AHA suggests talking
10 a doctor. nurse or healthcare professional.
Not all students desire healthy diets. "I
don't like to eat healthy. I like to eat meat
and drink sodas," Trinishia Williams, a
senior accounting major. said. "The
healthy stuff doesn't taste good. If they
would enhance the taste of hea lthy
foods. maybe students would eat healthier;· she added.
One student said it's not hard for students
10 eat the right kind offoods. It's ;i choice.
"The price one pays for something quick
at McDonald's is the equivalent to how
much one pays for a meal at a health food
store. tr you walk down Georgia Avenue.
you'll find countless health food stores,"
says Allison Caviness, a sophomore film
major. "Even if you are on the meal plan
-choose the healthy food. It's there. A
conscious effort to stay ali\•e longer and
keeping active also adds to the healthy
regime."

Americans Suffer Culture Shock on Return from Japan
BY L \''\N SIMMONDS

Nation & World Editor
Uchi ni kaete•ltite: return home. 1be tran•
silion for Americans who have lived in
Japan for years and have decided 10 rerurn
to America is not always smooth. as Reggie Life Jr. demonstrates in his documentary film, "After America... After Japan."
A presentation of the film and the ensu•
ing discussion, which took place at
Howard University's Ralph J. Bunche
Center for International Affairs. were
sponsored by the Asia Society Washington Center, the Bunche Center and The
Mansfield Center for Pacific Affairs. The
film illustrates what compelled many to
leave America in the first place and the difficulties they had readjusting to their
homeland.
For Gretchen Cook-Anderson, the associate director for programs at the Bunche
Center. an interest in Japanese took root
when her father took a young Gretchen and
her brother to Japanese restaurants in their
hometown of Atlanta. Ga. The differences
in the appearance and culture of the Japanese intrigued her. Cook-Anderson soon
began writing to five Japanese pen pals.
The language is what one banking con•
sultant said primarily led her 10 explore
Japanese culture when she was l 7 years
old. Going to Japan helped a fourth gen•
eration Japanese-American woman. who
initially hardly spoke any Japanese. to
learn about her heritage. For another
woman. a pearl-lacquered box was all it
took to spark an interest in what she considered the different and the e:rotic. In the
documentary, it was clear that no matter
what led the people to leave America. the
common bond between those who lived in
Japan was that it was sometimes difficult
to leave. One writer left because he sim•
ply missed his culture. Another man left
after eight years of teaching English to
Japanese srudents. He married and had one
child while in Japan.It was like two fun•
nels. explained the English teacher. As he

and his family prepared to leave. each
preparation was like getting closer to the
narrowest point, but when they arrived in
America it was like getting closer to the
broadest end of a new funnel. But for Rita
O. Scoll, a business executive. leaving
Japan was just like leaving any other
place.For many. Japan provided a needed
international perspective. Aja Wood. an
international business major who had a
three-month study abroad experience in
Japan. said she discovered that "We
(Americans) live in a vacuum. We only
know what our media chooses to cover."
Visits to Japan are a learning experience
for the traveler as well as for the Japanese.
''They (Japanese} don't get to interact with
too much people of African descent. They
thought most black people did sing. enter•

was a belly dancer at night. She was called
the ..,,mnge foreigner" because rarely do
those world, go hand in hand in Japan. She
was laken out many times by different
people and shown the most exotic aspects
of Japanese life. After a few outings she
was never to hear from her acquaintance,
again. After a few more cycles of this
treatment she felt as if she were a "foreigner pet" to be amazed by Japanese culrure.
Many African-American women agreed
that while in Japan. the Japanese saw them
first a, American,. ,econd as women and
la,tly as black,. This is a very different sec
nario than in America. where they ,aid
skin color has a greater impact. "It's easy
to get caught up in labels;· said Wood. Life
said. "America's the one that puts you

"I learned a great deal about myself
and my country, "
Gretchen Cook- Anderson
Associate Director for Programs, Ralph J. Bunche Center
tain or play sports." said Wood. Rita 0.
Scott agreed: "the Japanese were not very
internationalized at all."
Life says the impres:,ions that Japanese
people receive come mainly from the
media and from travelen.. The majority of
Americans of color in Japan are t.ravelers
or are with the military.
Although few corporations send African
Americans oven.ea,, most ,ay the issue of
race i;n't a hind.ranee. To the Japanese, if
the corporation one works for is
respectable, the person is respected. The
culture revolves around status ba,ed on a
person's credentials.
''There's two worlds in Japan. The world
of the night and the world of the day are
completely different," said Life. He was
referring to the woman in the film who
,vorked in the corporate world by day and

into these mailoo.i<es." In Japan. Scott find,
that "after a while you do ,top seeing
01em as Japanese. It becomes 'that woman
down the street· or 'the man around the
corner."'

"Being American had its advantage,:·
said Scott...African friends and people of
color had experiences that were much
more difficult than mine. I've met quite a
few African, who lied and said they were
American." Although this initially both•
ercd Scott, she said she later understood.
Cook-Anderson believes that going ro
Japan contributed positively to her life. She
noted that she had higher self-confidence.
increased ability in the language and
gained life-long friends and a second fam•
ily. Her fin.1 host family still keeps rn
touch with her.
"I learned a great deal about myself and

my COUntT)i' she said.
While in Japan ,he was a "star," but not
in America. After stepping off the plane
at the Lo, Angeles airport following a few
months in Japan. Cook-Ander,on immediately noticed that "no one was staring at
me anymore. The co,mant anention that
you get was gone. Someone labeled it
·movie )tar s1a1us:··
Wood also went through reverse culture
shock. Living in Japan made her more conscious of crime in America. While in
Japan. "If I left my p=e behind. I could
expect to find it when I got b.1ek," .,he said.
Tiie Octroir nuti,-e had to regain her '\lrcet
,marts, · which wa, the hardest thrng for
her. "My gmndmother would yell at me for
not locking the door." she said.
But despite difficulties re.1djusting. many
of the visiton. to Japan urge >tudents to
learn about other cultures.
·'lllke advantage of study abroad 11 changes
your perspective," said Beth Brimner, a
Canadian-American and program ~sociate
for the A,ia Society Washington Center. "It
amaied me how much knowledge I took for
~Jilted'' In her travel, ,h,· would be asked
about lliflerent a,pect, of Canadian culture.
Once. w,hen a,ked about CinadJan no..-elists.
she was ur.iblc to answer. It was then that me
realized she needed to become more aware.
A,a traveler of A,ia. Brimnerconsidersher•
,elf"an :imb,L,s.ulorof the pince I'm from,
I 11<.'ed to conununicate information about
Canada that is .1<:Curate and not perpetuate
stereotype,."
When asked about the information session. Amke Akridge. a Japanese and psycholoi:y major at the Univer,ity of Mary·
land. said. "h '"" very v.ell presented. For
those who haven't li..-cll rn Japan. it was
very informative. It wa, accurate in
de,cribing what you're bombarded with
when you get there and what you·re born•
barded with when you come back."
She lived in Japan for three years. from
.ige seven to 11. "It (the presentation) was
a window into an alternative perspective,"
she said, referring to the fact that the panel
memben. were African-Americans.

Silences of The Palace Revealed in Tunisian Film
Et, B ASHIR
Hi lltop Staff Writer

BY 8,\NADI

Film director Moufida Tlati makes her
debut as the first Tunisian woman film
maker with her work "The Silences of the
Palace." Winner of the International Crit•
ic's Award al the TorontO International
Film Festival in 1994. "Silences of the
Palace" portrays the life of women in
imperial Tunisia in the I950s. the sunset
years of the last monarchs.
The Center for Contemporary Arab Stud•
ies at Georgetown University presented a
special screening of the award-winning
film.
The story is told in flashbacks as Alia
Lacroix. a 25-year-old singer in the early
1960s. recalls her youth as a servant's
daughter in a palace before the war for
independence.
TI1e film takes place entirely within the
palace of the wealthy Prince Sid Ali and
focuses on the harem-like community of
female ,crvants who cle:m. cook and occasionally indulge his sexual needs.
Alia, 11 years old. is the inquisitive. sensitive daughter of one of those women. She

grows up not knowing who her father is,
although she has asked her mother repeatedly. The implication that it could be the
Prince is strong. but her mother. trained to
be silent and submissive to men, refuses to
tell her, and declares herself both mother
and father to the girl.
Alia's ticket out of this palatial prison is
her voice, for Prince Sid Ali and his court
love to hear her sing about music', magi•
cal powers.
The film opens with the beautiful Alia
singing her heart out to a seemingly disinterested audience, 14 years later. The audience learns that she is to ha..-e an abortion
the following day, which is extremely
frowned upon in Tunisian culture. The
morning of the surgCl)I Alai's boyfriend tells
her that Prince Sid Ali has died. She immediately foregoes her abortion plans and
heads straight for the very place that confined her and her motlier for so many years.
Once there, the series of nasbbacks
begins as she exan1ines the forces that
have shaped her empty life.
The director, llati. is critical of the impe•
rial past and the roles women were forced
to play. She is attentive lo the details of
women's lives and the manner in which

they survived in the m.1le-dominated ArabMuslim culture through their courage.
friendship, and rhe resources of their bodies. The underlying theme is indepen•
dence: while the country is fighting for
independence and freedom. the female
serv-JntS of the palace are also seeking their
smaller freedoms.
For Tlati. living in silence is a the most
terrifying condition for women. yet all too
often in parts of the Arab world, it has been
their most common condition.
In one dream sequence. the I I-year-old
Alia. played by Hend Sabri. runs tothe tall.
intricately decorated palace gate. the same
gate that is keeping her from the outside
world. and screams at the top of her lungs.
She has never ventured from the palace,
but she knows there must be another world
outside her confinement. The young girl
sings in order 10 escape the harsh realities
of the palace. She sings to experience a
place that i, not tainted with the lies inherent in the palace culture.
The end of the movie left the audience
silent. Although the anendanee was sparse.
the response was all positive. Katie Dobbs.
a student at Georgetown University. said
that she had repeatedly put off seeing the

movie. but now that she's seen it, she
thinks that it should be shown in more the•
aters. Echoing this reaction was Craig
Barnes. also a Georgetown student. who
called it "spectacular:· He said that 1'the
mu,ic and singing alone, was worth see•
ing the movie:·
Aimee Gibson characterized it as "moving and beautiful.'' and said that ''the patri·
archal themes were very powerful."
This is a moving story who,c music and
characters remain clear. lingering in ones
thoughts long after its end. The reality of
today's Tunh,a. however, is different from
palace life in the 1950s. A recent UN
study repor1ed that Tunisian women are the
most active women in the Arab states in
political activities and the economy.
As early as l 956, the Tunisian go,ernment
passed a series of laws that guaranteed
women's rights. Today; there are labor laws
protecting wages to en,ure that men 1tnd
"-Olll<!n there are treated equally in the workplace. Tunisian women. howevet still sock
balance in the traditional v.tlues of Islam.
family values and traditions with their mod•
em political and socio-economic goals.
The film is in Arabic with English subtitles and runs l 28 minutes.
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STDs, HIV Growing Health Risks for African Americans
BY WENDY K. ANDF,RSON, MD
Special to The Hilltop

exually transmitted diseases (STDs)
are occurring at high rates in the U.S.
population. and in African Americans in particular. One in 3 African Americans is infected with genital herpes. According to recent data from the Centers for Dise.,se
Control and Prevention (CDC), AfricanAmerican women rnnk highest on the list of
newly diagnosed cases of HIV.
HlV is the number one killer of AfricanAmerican men and is number three for
African-American women in the same age
group ...This epidemic has increasingly
become an epidemic of color- if you look
at the ages of 13 to 24, 63 percent of the new
(HlV) cases are African American,.. said Dr.
David Satcher. U.S. Surgeon General.
The higher infection rates in the young
African-American population are related to
issues such as poverty, decreased access to
health care and drug abuse, according to lhe
CDC.
Self reports of earlier age at first intercourse and higher rates of multiple sex partners were documented in African-American
teens in a 1997 national study on youth. Each
single act of unprotected intercourse is a
much higher risk for African Americans
because of the current epidemic rates of
STDs.
"I do not think that students are considering the seriousness of these diseases and
their outcomes:· said Carlo McCalla, a
sophomore in Howard's CoUege of Medicine.
For African-American college students,
remaining healthy poses a challenge complicated by a lack of awareness of lhe STD epidemic in America and denial of the personal risks involved with being sexually acti,•e.
"I feel that people are scared to acknowledge

S

the problem until it affects them directly," said
1y Crawley. a sophomore finance major.
Staying healthy during the college years
requires an acute awareness of the current
environment and strategies for prevention.
Some of the pitfalls for students are periods
when they break from their usual plans for pre,-tntion. ·'During vacations, homecoming and
rimes of celebration students increase their use
of alcohol and drugs, letting their guards
down and taking more risks," said Dr. Elizabeth Mundey, associate director of Howard
University's Student Health Services.
Students also have been silenced by custom
and do not know how to begin to discuss STDs.
Because of the absence of frank discussions,
many do not believe !here is an epidemic. "As
freshmen, there was an emphasis on protection.
but lirtle follow up in the sophomore year and
beyond;· said Ben Boussoukou.
The surgeon general is currently developing
teleconferences targeted ar African-American
religious communities and historically black
college communities in effons to increase
awareness. Recognition of the epidemic by
leadership and everyone involved is a major
factor in turning the epidemic around.
Crawley said, "I think you should get the
professors to do their part to start a dialogue
about the topic so that srudents would feel free
10 discuss HJV and STDs."
The medical community is responding to
the current epidemic with more stringent
screening protocols for STDs, vaccine
research and more effective treatment,.
Screening has proven to be very effective in
the Pacific Nonhwest. where chlamydia rmes
have dropped by more than 50 percent over
the initial five-year study period.
Methods for more patient-friendly te,ting
and treatment, such as the Orasure cheek
swab for HIV and urine testing for chlamydia. have opened the door for more frequent
testing. Between annual pap smears a woman

Affirmative Action
Support Grows,
Spans the Nation
BY JEWEL GOPWANI

Michigan Daily (U. Michigan)
Ann Arbor. Mich. - Events
encouraging the support of affirmative action not only caught the anention of students at the University. but
attracted s1uden1 interest at universities across the nation that also participated in Thursday·s Day of Action.
Alanna Arnold. organizer of the
United State Students Association at
Michigan State University. decided to
start a new tradition by encouraging
student support for affirmative
action.
During the past two days. Arnold has
made green ribbons available for students to wear at residence halls, the
MSU's multicultural center and the
office of minority student affairs. "It
was a way for people to visually show
rhcir support for affirmative action,"
Arnold said.
In addition, student leaders staffed
affirmative action information tables
yesterday at the MSU student union
and residence halls.
While MSU students sported green
ribbons, students at rhe University of
Washington acknowledged lhe people
who might have been admitted to lhe
University if Initiative 200. which
bars race in collegiate admissions in
Washington state, had not passed in
1998.
Black Student Commission Director
1yson Marsh, a senior at Washington,
said rhat in 1998, before Initiative
200 passed, 321 black students were
admitted as first-year and rransfer srudents. But the total number of black
students admitted to Washington
dropped to 233 in 1999.
Marsh added that about 178 minority students were turned away this
academic year. In order to recognire
thar loss of diversity to Washington·s
student community. Marsh said, the
Minority 1l1ink Tonk at the University assembled I78 chairs and placed
photos of minorities on them in front
of the Husky Union Building yesterday. But rhe Think Tonk's efforts were
not entirely accepted with open arms.
"A lot of people just ignored them.
I think a lot of students didn·t care."
Marsh said. "Most of rhe minority
students looked."
Since affirmative action has already
been eliminated from Washington·s
admissions policy. Marsh said Minority Think Tonk used its day of action
to encourage Uni,·ersity students to
recruit to minority students attending
Seattle high schools.
Minority Think Tonk has been given
a budget of $80.000 for University
students to assist high school srudent
in SAT and ACT preparation and 10
develop relationships with minority
high school students.
But the apathy Marsh described at
Washington also was apparent at the
University of Thxas at Austin, said

Andre Lancaster. a student at Texas
and a member of the Anti-Racist
Organizing Committee,
He explained that during last year's
days of action, AROC sponsored a
takeover of a University tower.
Lancaster said AROC decided not to
perform a takeover this year because
.. we don't have that push that we had
last year:· he said,
This year AROC. which organized
Thursday's day of action, held a rally
at the new statue of Martin Lurher
King Jr. culminating its "month of
aclion."
Olher events that occurred during lhe
past few weeks include lectures on
affirmative action from Frank Wu, a
Howard University professor. and a
performance by lhe minority student
lheatergroup. the Drive By Players, at
Thxas· celebrntion of National Coming
Out Day:
Lancaster said yesterday's rally
sparked energy in students. One of
AROC's new initiatives is also to
recruit high school students.
·'There's so many kids out there that
don·r want 10 go 10 UT because of
Hopwood," Lancaster said, ·Tm
black and I didn't let Hopwood stop
me from coming to UT."
Although the University of Virginia
did not hold any events for yesterday's
day of action, affirmative action has
been a hot topic on its campus. On
Oct. 6 and 7, the Advancement for
Diversity in Education held OctoberCamp. a camp out to teach students
and faculty about affirmative action.
"We made a powerful statement that
there is a lot of students and members
of faculty that suppon our admission
policy," said Rebecca Doughtery, a
member of ADE.
The campus' interest in keeping rhe
University's current admission policy
was supported when its Board of Visitors released a statement thar it is
"prepared to go to court 10 defend" its
current admissions policy of using
race as a factor.
But at one of the campuses where
the fight for affirmative action first
began - the University of California
at Berkeley- the number of students
who turned out for yesterday's events
was dramatically IO\ver than last year.
Chair of the Coalition to Defend
Affirmative Action By Any Means
Necessary at Berkeley, Hoku Jeffery,
said yesterday's rally at Berkeley
attracted about 200 students. many of
whom ,vere high school students from
Oalcland, Calif.
But last year, BAMN held a
statewide walkout in which more than
2.500 protesters participated.
Although Jeffery said yesterday's
rally was a success in educating people. he explained thar the in schedule
and the lower tumour should be attributed to the "the ebb and flow" of the
movement.

may take the urine test for chlamydia wilhout having the traditional speculum exam.
Males are more likely to request testing by
urine sample than by the painful swab tesr.
The newer tests are currently in use and are
becoming more widely available and cost
effective. One dose therapy is avai lable for
treatment of uncomplicated cases of chlamydiu. gonorrhea and trichomonas. Researchers
arc currently developing promising vaccines
for herpes and are in srage three of testing for
the AIDSvax. Medications are becoming
more successful at suppressing HIV viral
loads to undetectable le,-tls and work is being
done to decrease the toxicity and side effects
of I-fl V medications.
In addition to diseases such as herpes and
HIV with obvious lifelong morbidity, medical
research over the last decade has shown that
diseases lhar were once thought of as benign
may actually have a devn;,tating impact on
those who are infected. Human Papilloma
virus, which causes genital warts, has been
shown 10 be directly linked to over 90 percent
of all cervical cancers, and cervical cancer
has disproportionately negative outcomes in
African-American women.
Expert; speculate that over half of the new
cases of HJV are acquired early on, though
the younger population is frequently asymptomatic and often not tested until later, when
the dhease becomes apparent.
Asymptomatic and untreated chlamydia and
gonorrhea result in pelvic inflammatory disease. ectopic pregnancy, infertility and chronic pelvic pain.
Professional African-American women have
greater difficulty bringing a healthy baby to
term and this is in part due 10 the effects of
STDs. African-American babies and children
who acquire STDs during vaginal births have
more cases of HIV. gonorrhea and syphilis
than all other children in the U.S. combined.
"We are now finding !hat even vaginal infec-

tions such as bacterial vaginosis may be
responsible for inflammation that results in
early labor and pre-term birth," said Dr.
Michal Young, director of Neonatology at
D.C. General Hospital.
Wirh the age of marriage or childbirth
increasing into the 30s, and the age of first
intercourse becoming earlier, the number of
lifetime partners averages ten or more for
most men and women, almost guaranteeing
the acquisition of an STD by rhe rime childbirth is attempted.
Getting an STD no longer requires rampant
promiscuity and rv drug abuse. At a minimum it only requires access, lhrough two
average people engaging in sex one time,
Thar is it. And for women in particular, access
resu lts in higher infection rates because
anatomically, diseases pass much more efficiently to women. unless men practice anal
intercourse, which greatly increases receptivity.
Ho...,-ever, in response to a dire situation,
many resilient young people are becoming
informed and are making self determined,
responsible choices. Many collegiates consider condom use their number one defense
against STD acquisition.
African-American teen males report the
highest rates of condom use of all groups in
a recent, national government survey. Condom use has been partly responsible for the
26 percent decrease in African-American
teen pregnancy rates, the largest drop of all
U.S. teens. Using condoms consistently and
effectively is lhe best way to benefit,
"I don't sec condoms available in
[Howard's] health centers," said broadcast
journalism major Charissa Fergusen. She
has had to go down to the pharmacy center
and said even then they only gave out three.
Inconsistent use is not effective. "I see
young women in my practice who have relationships as long as two years and they contract an STD because they've stopped using

condoms:· said Dr. Renee Jenkins, chairman
of the Department of Pediatrics and Child
Health and Adolescent l\ledicine specialist at
Howard University Howard. ''That is not a
safe or acceptable option in 1999."
Many of rhe most common diseases last a
lifetime and are asymptomatic. so staying in
a relationship and then having unprotected
sex after a while remains extremely risky.
It is true that condom use is safer, but not
100 percent effective in disease prevention.
Though condoms occasionally break and
some diseases may be transmined despite
condom use. they are by far much safer than
sexual activity wilhout protection. When used
as part of an overall strategy for disease prevention such as limiting the number of lifetime partners and getting testing and treatment for HJV and olher STDs, they can be
relatively effective.
The safest method to date is abstinence
Abstinence in the current environment is
becoming an acceptable option for many who
would ne,·er before have con,idered it. It is a
serious choice for those wilh strong religious
beliefs and others with a vision for surviving
the STD epidemic and remaining disease
free. Abstinence is proving 10 be a time for
renewal. for focusing on building healthier
relationships. and re-commitment to spiritual concerns.
It also imparts some relief from the psychological stresses of sexual relationship,.
particularly uncommitted ones. Abstinence
for many afford, time for working through
some of the psychological issues that are
behind a history of complacency and risky
sexual behaviors. Seeking counseling and
support for childhood sexual abuse. depressic,. homosexual iden1i1y i"ues, parental
divorce during childhood and self-esteem
issues is often paramount to taking control
and complete responsibility for sexual activity and health mancrs.
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What role do you want to
play in the revolution?

Come by and see us when
we visit your campus:

DATE
11-5- 99
PLACE
School of Business
TIME
9:00 am
TYPE OF EVENT
Interview Day

www.ibrn.com/whywork
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Howard Alum Realizes Dream of Own Business
By BRANDI FORTE
Last Word Editor
"God is good," Sinclair Skinner,
owner of the new Georgia Avenue
Kleaners. reflects on the prosperity of
his new busine.~s venrure. The 3().
year-old M.B.A. student at Howard
University said he came up with the
idea of opening up a cleaners five
months ago. shortly after he resigned
from his job.
"I woke up around 7 a.m. and I
heard God speaking to me," he says.
"I was trying to listen to God's word
and I was in a sober mind. I thought
to myself this has to be it."
Skinner, also the I B06 ANC Commissioner, spoke with local business
owners within the Howard Shaw
community and found out what the
community needed.
"I wanted to open up a coffee shop
or a poetry cipher gig because of the
hype,'' he says. "But I realized that
bringing a cleaners to the neighborhood would be useful and it could
work."
It was then that Skinner decided to

put his dream of having his own busine.~s to action. Sinclair said that he
received guidance from his fraterni•
ty brother on running a cleaning business and worked at local cleaning
businesses in order to get on the job
experience.
Skinner insists that hard work is the
reward for those who press towards
the mark of success.
He gambled his entire savings. and
as a result of his faith. Georgia
Avenue Kleaners opened in late September.
"A friend of mine from Tuskegee
invested in the business," Skinner
says. "And I got so much support
from family, friends, neighboring
businesses, I am so blessed."
According to Skinner historically
there have been several cleaning businesses within the Howard Shaw community. but be looks towards longevity and expanding the cleaners.
"We are here to service the community to the best of our ability.
Sometimes our customers have
emergencies and we will extend ourselves past business hours to accommodate them," said Skinner.

The successful entrepreneur stands
by his motto that "With God all
things are possible." This is only the
beginning for Skinner. Ask him
where he sees himself in five years.
and he will say, "I see myself married
with kids."
Though Skinner was hesitant about
mentioning his age, the significance
of it all Skinner sums it up in a nutshell. "I am 30. but I don't want
brothers 10 think that they have to
wait to 30 to start their own businesses," he says. "It is never too late,
but while you're young take advantage of opponunity."
One might ask, what inspires Sinclair Skinner.
"God is my inspiration," Skinner
says boldly. "We watch Superbowl all
the time. I want to have my own
Superbowl in my community and
make a touchdown in my community."
Georgia Avenue Kleaners is open 7
days a week. Monday through Friday
7 a.m.• 7 p.m .. Saturdays 8 a.m.• 5
p.m., and Sundays 11 :OOa.m.-7:00
p.m.

Jfownrd Alum, Sindlar Skinner l't'Ct'lllly opened ~ i a An,nue Klroners. a<ro.<S from I~ School of Business.

Howard Alumni to Debut Children's Clothing Line
By CHARLES COLEMAN, JR,
Editorials Editor
Howard Univer,,ity has been the
birthplace of many successful bu,ioesses, both big and small. in the
black community. Howard graduates
Jonah Deniz.3rd and Kofi Rashid are
hoping to add their names to the list
of successful entrepreneurs who
began at Howard. Together they have
founded Young Genius, Inc., a chit-

dren's clothing line set to debut at this
year's Howard Univer,,ity Homecoming.
'Toe concept behind the company,''
said Rashid, "was to basically create
clothes for young people that would
make being a young genius a positive thing. It's all about young people making smart cool and thinking
it's cool to be a genius."
Rashid, who served as HUSA vicepresident from 1995-1996 with former HUSA president Shawn Barney,

met Denizard while they were both
students here at Howard.
·•we basically met while we were
here, and the idea for the clothing
company came primarily from Jonah
wanting to create something for his
daughter," Rashid said.
The clothing line is scheduled to
debut at today's Yardfest in one of the
booths on the mnin yard. The different lines target children from the
ages of2 through 8 and are described
by Rashid as having a preppy but
vibrant feel.

"We didn't want to create something that had an overwhelmingly
urbanized feel. A lot of our clothes
are preppy styles with brighter colors, and basic outfits that any parent
would w:1nt to see their kids wearing," he said
E\-entually, Denizard and Rashid
envision an expansion of Young
Genius into other items and accessories for young children.
"We would also like to get into
making lunch pails, book bags, and
other things, in addition to widening

the range of ages that v.,: seek 10 tar•
get," said Rashid.
Prior to the debut of the line, there
was a small buzz building among
Uni,-ersity community members surrounding the new clothing line.
"I think n's cool that we are seemg
a black children's clothing line come
out," said Janine Weatherl}. a junior
from Miami, Fla. "Too many blnck
clothing lines now are ju;i ghetto aod
only offer variations of jeans, Tshirts and boot,."
Rashid was particularly excited
about introducing the line at Howard

during this week's Homecoming fes.
ti vities.
"It was imponant to us. as two
'<Ons of Howard, that this is where the
line debut because this is where we
met each other and got our stan, and
this is where the vi,ion of our com•
pany was born:· Rashid ,aid.
Young Genius, which is roughly a
year old, has a Web site where the
assortment of clothes can be viewed
and ordered. The address is
www.younggeniusclothing.com.
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Does UGSA = M.I.A.?
ast yea r was characterized by an goes unused, then you have betrayed the very
extremely disma l period of student students who elected you.
governme nt and student apathy.
Also, how can you truly represent the conAlthough this year 's student .--- - - - - - - - - - , cerns of your school if you
government has seen marked
fail to attend the student
Our
View
improvements in both areas,
council meetings of that
there are student representatives
school? You can't. Student
in the general assembly who
Student representa- representatives need to be
fa il to represent their school's tion on Howard's cam- present at their respective
constituency not only at generpus should not be
school's student council
al assembly meetings, but also
taken lightly and all meetings to accurately repat their school's student council
resent the views of their conUGSA representatives st
meetings.
should maximize their ituency.
Fundamentally, this represents
Howard encourages the
voices
and
those
of
a serious problem. If a repredevelopment of well roundtheir constituents.
sentative maintains office hours
ed students, and with good
and makes dorm sweeps but
reason. Still, the responsi·ails to attend general assembly
bility to fulfill your capacimeetings without at least giving proxy or vot- ty as a student representative should take
ing power to another individual, what is the precedent over everything else, save for your
difference bet ween him or her and a UGSA studies. The date of General Assembly meetvolunteer? Nothi ng. The Undergraduate Stu- ings are standard and set by the University
Jent Assembly (UGSA) is composed of rep- constitution, and anyone who has a schedresentatives from each school who all have uling conflict should have seriously considvotes and come together to serve as members ered that last spring. As we move away from
of the General Assembly. UGSA represen- the failure of student government that we
tatives are elected officials who are given witnessed last year, we must all continue to
serious power with their vote. If that vote work harder to ensure that it does not reoccur.

L

Welcome Home
nation's capital to witness this spectacular
oward University is in
event.
Why not? This is Howard...everyone
the midst of another year of Homewants a piece of us.
coming festivities.
The fact that Homecoming
Now is the time to welcome
started
later than usual did
back alumn i, fami ly and
Our View
not deter people from pari"riends. Yes, there is something
Welcome Home!
special about this annual event
ticipating. It does not mat.II "The Mecca."
ter; Homecoming is sometJiing to be enjoyed all year
This year's theme is "'Retrospect," which means to review or meditate long. More than 40,000 people are expected
on past events. We should all take the time to infiltrate Howard's campus tomorrow.
out and reflect on how special Homecoming Witnessing tons of black people having a
1t Howard is. This is a chance to laugh and good time is beautiful. It should take a while
reminence about the good times on the hill. to let the atmosphere of a real historically
The alumni should take the time to stroll black university to soak in.
through the yard, visit Founders Library or An ideal Homecoming experience would be
if our beloved Bison football team defeats
at in the Blackburn Center.
Several things complete the overall Home- South Carolina State, the yard fest features
~oming experience: the football game, the all the promised artists and the hip-hop con1ard fest. the step show, tJ1e fashion show and cert is actually entertaining throughout. For
~oncert. Every Howard family member and some reason, we think all these things will
friend will be out in force. Howard Home- come to pass.
~oming is no doubt one of the most popular The sign that sits in front of Howard Uni~vents of the year. Howard ites are not the versity reads "Welcome Home." Everyone
only ones who enjoy Homecoming. People should know that message is from the heart.
from around the United States flock to the

H
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Alumni, Show Us The Money!
oward alumni 's stinginess is pre- nessed the gradual amortization of Historiventi ng the University from being cally Black Colleges and Universities across
competitive with other major insti- the nation. Many have disappeared due to a
tutions of higher learning in terms of upkeep lack of money. There used to be 168 HBCUs,
and affordability. Last year, Howard's 60,000 and today less than 105 still exist. Our "rich
living alumni contributed less than $3 mil- and famous" graduates need to stop prolion which is roughly $50 per person. Our crastinating before such a crisis befalls the
local McDonald's grosses , - - - -- - -- - - - --, Mecca.
much more.
Our View
Howard needs money just
Alumnr are the financial
like many other important
backbone of most major Alumni failure to support causes, institu tions and
universities. In the case of
campaigns. Nobody should
Howard
financially
will
Howa rd, many graduates
be naive enough to think
exempt themselves from hinder its ability to remain that the federal government
philanthropic giving. How- an affordable and pre5 tl- will always provide in
ever, dur ing homecoming
gious institution.
excess of 60 percent of its
each year, alumni flaunt
ann ual fu nd ing. Today,
the ir newly-gained wealth and boast about Howard needs a real student union and tens
great careers. but they seem to forget what of millions of dollars in scholarships to keep
made it possible and fail to write a check to this school affordable and competitive with
show their gratitude.
packages offered by other univers ities.
Over the past four decades we have wit-
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letters 10 the Editor
Otar Editor,

Thi~ leueri~ mre,pon'-1! toCh.trlrsCol,.man, Jr"._
column Ja,t \\'\!'ck 1.·ntitkd "'Ho\\ard, Honor Th~
Mit,ion:· Particu1:u1)~ the IJck of a cC►t1rse m lhc
School of Businl!ss tb..tt c,po5ts ~1udi:nt1 to 1111!' his•
1ory of efforts b> the Negro 10 c,tabh,h bu,mess
~nlcrpriscs in th1i. counlr), a nch hi\h)ry that go..•,
all the \.\-a) back tu 3Cll\ 1htS oi l'\r,gm frct.~m'-'n m
the early t700's. I h.3,~ bcl."n ~ ,111,kot u.t tl>c l m~
,~r"t> lonierth.in n,u,;1 c1966-1993) anJ 1hc Bu<i
nc,, Sch,>ol from 197010 1985 \\hen I I fi
H,,wann Bui,ncs, Schnol 1" 10 good 1a
Duong Pl} Y""" an lhc Bu>1l\CS!I School, I "\lOdcml
all the lime \\ h)' l w.ts nc,cr l"~post.-J to my ht 10')~ .1 \.t"Ohm~nt sh:irt"J \\lth othcn Smee m~ J.1)s
u, the Busmc" School I h.i,c done :o ,·on<idc-able
amount of res-:arch 1n the hi,1ory oa Negro busin ""
cn1erpni-~. cuhninauni in an exhibit \\Uhm the
MCI Center comnk"nlOf"illing th1i.· site of lhc first
Negro Banl O\\ll1!J and controll1..-d cn1c11lf1SC 10 lht
world. I am c..->n\incfil 1ha"t ,tuJcnt, would hcnchl
from the bro.,Jcr r-•r,.pccu,c 1h.1y \\Oul<J iet frun
1hc e.,:posurc 10 1'."crro bu\mL~" h1s.101y J trnh
befa"\·~ that ir Howard•~ lhc C':lp~tonc of lu hcrcdu
ct1tton for and a~ut u.,. tll.41 a row~ an the h.~fl'f)
of Ncgrn bu,inc,~ cntcrpn~ \houtd t,c, 1111 SChool
of Bu'-i.ne,, curriculum.

How Th Write Us
THE HILLTOP. the nation\ largest Black collegiate ~papet.encoot•
age, you to ,h:in, )Our opinion, on anicle, published in the new,paper.
THE HILLTOP" ~I only publhh lctlelli ,oddres.<ed directly to the Edi1onal Ed11<,r in re,-pon'-C to pubh<hed anicles. The HrLL'fOP Edi1ori.~ Boon! reser>es the ri~ht lo edJI kiters for spaa> nnd li1erory Sl)'le. All
lette" mu,1 be t}ped. "!!nc:d and include a complete nddress and tele•
phone number.

1be op,mon, e,p,e,""1 on the Editorial Page are the views of the n!E
MIUTOP Ed11onal Brnnl ond do n01 du«:lly relltct the opiruoo of
H=.ll\l Uni>eNl). lb ,\dnuni,1rnurn.
idual HJU1op Policy BoonJ
niember\. or 1lie ,1udcn1 body. The opm1on,, e>.pre>SCJ on the Perspec•
uvc~ p.Lge are Ult.)~ of the wrih!"' and do not represent lhe view of the
Ed11oriaJ Bwnl.

,ndi,

The Eduorinl Editor
THE IIILLTOP
2251 Sherman A,enue. NW
\Va,hington. D.C 2000 1
or , ·ia email ,u
thehilltop(<l hotmail.<'<llll

THE MlssION STATEMENT
Prod11cetl e111irc/1 b1 1/i, ,111t1,111< it serws. THE HIUTOP is rh,
m•wJJ)(lf1er o/~c"vrdfor lire Howard Unfrersity cmmmmiry.
\Vitlrin in pa~ts, our rellden will witness objectfre rtporting and
unrirs n-ritf('nfrom ,, tmiquel,\' black persptctfre at tht prrmitrt
hi.1111ricolly bfllrk U11il-ersi1y i11 th, "·or/ti. \Ito pro11clly co111imi, a
tnulitfrm <Jf ,. trelfence, for our rtadtrs and or,r distinguished
l~gary <leJen·e.\ not/ring less.

Sin<:crely.

Dcar&htor:
I nm ob">!Uld} J.:iight,d with the "Library Cor
ner·· column that ran in lht Campus Secuon ol last
Frida)·, Hilltop. \i,u houlJ Lnm, th I comph
menb arc glo\\ ing, :mJ people are actual!} l.il1 1g,
nolc oftl,chor>r) \\<r l1a:1h l\\1thmt)o<•( urp<m, continued cooperation and ,,ilhnmc- , h
work with us,"' wou!Jn I h;i,-e been nble to 1."111
ti\'ah! this parlnc:rship. I mu1t al"M.l tak~ tlu!; OP[X
tunil)' 10 compluncm the ttualuy of journalism an
The H;JJwp a.nJ to C:"'-f1Cci.llly ~,rrc\., ru)
,upporl for your h:.,J<.·r,h,p.
On ~half of lJ'niwr.ity LibrarLCi 1ha11l )OU so
much]<,, 'flit Hil/1i.y1S ~upport ,ind gn.·at a.111tudc
Laura \I. Willi< D1.11lo,
Admmi,tratJ\·~ Offict:r
HO\\~ l'ni\'tl'\11) Lthr:i.rk,
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Professional
Sports Still an
Unfair Game

The Kicker

Keeping It Ill
JASON

KI1"10THY K. BRO\,VN
ost people in America enjoy
watch ing professional
sports either live or on television. Obviously, African Americans represent a huge portion of professional athletes. However. one look
into the front offices of those pro
teams is evidence that this country has
a long way to go before African
Americans obtain owncr,hip in the
professional sports industry.
It took a while for fans to finally sec an African American grace the sidelines for a National Football League (NFL)
team. Former Oakland Raiders head coach Art Shell
became the fim African American head coach in pro football history. However. Shell was fired for having only one
bad season during his coaching tenure. In his first season.
Shell reached the conference championship game, eventually falling to the Buffalo Bills. Tiie Shell incident raises
one key que,tion: Would Shell have been fired if he were
a white coach? Since then. the Raiders have hud three other
white head coaches. all of whom have failed to re:1ch the
playoffs.
Lack of African American coaches is not the biggest problem, though. African American ownership is almo;t nonexistent. When the new Cleveland football franchise was
being awarded, several ownership groups were bidding for
the rights 10 run the team. Comedian Bill Cosby was a member of one of those groups. Cosby fought hard bu1 fell short.
The team evenmally went 10 a group headed by former San
Francisco 49ers vice president Carmen Policy. who i,. of
course, whi1e.
Strangely enough. African Americans are good enough
10 run around !he field or court, bu! !he powers 1ha1 be do
1101 lc1 us actually run the frnnchise. On top of that. 1here
are no African American faces in !he stands. That is due in
large pan 10 exiremely expensive 1icke1 prices. Case in poin1.
the National Ba,ketball Associa1ion (NBA) comprises
more than 75 percent African-American players. Where are
all !he African American fans'' U's like 1he NBA is becoming an clilist league.
ln1ercollcgia1e 111hlelics i, also lacking African American
leadership. According 10 the Northeas1crn Universily Cen•
ter for the Study of Sporl and Society. college sports pro•
grams arc worse about hiring minority coaches 1han are professional program,. During the 1995-96 season. 6 1 percent
of men's baske1ball players n1 Division I schools in the
Na1ional Collcgia1e A1hle1ic Association (NCAA) were
African American. compared with 17.3 percem of head
coaches. In college foo1ball, 52 percent of players and 4.7
percenl of coaches were African American.
That same study also found 1hat only 4.2 percent of the
7.101 head coaches for men·, teams in 1hc NCAA arc
African American. and that only 7.1 percen1 of 1he 6,881
head coaches of women's leams are African American.
Who knew the social strntificalion system would be so
prevalenl in the sporting arena? In lhi, case. art does imitale life. Much 10 iis credit professional sports is trying hard
to increase African American ownership and management.
Bui like many other 1hings in America. i!'s no! even close
to achieving equal opportunilies for all.
The shor1age of African American quancrbacks in 1he
NFL is another ho1lydebmed lopic. African American, have
been 1aught 10 play posi1ions like running back and wide
receiver. Alier all. quar1erback is a leade"hip posi1ion.
African American, cannot he placed in a posilion of leadership... righ1?
This season, African-American quar1erback, have proven
their worth. Sieve McNair and Charlie Batch arc 1he leaders among African American quarlerbacks righ1 now.
McNair returned afler an injury 10 lead 1he Tennessee
Tilans 10 a key victory over !he previously unbealen SI.
Louis Rams. Toams are beginning 10 realize thal a African
American quarterback gives them !he bes! chance at winning games. Since most African-American signal callers
have the abili1y 10 scramble. they provide increased oppor•
tu11ities to make huge plays. Then:·s no surpme. McNair\
an4 Batch\ team, are among !he NFL', be,1 tlii, ,ea,on.
I~ shorl. !he next time you ,mend a professional sporling
ev,:n1, pay a11cn1ion to 1he composition of 1he crowd. I guarantee it will be filled with while people. In :iddi1ion. iake a
look al the people in those luxury sui1cs. You dclini1ely \\On'!
see 1yrone or Leroy silting there eming fancy food, and
drinking line wines.

M

T. SiVIITH

n the twilight of my childhood,
I learned a most imponant
aphorism: Laugh long and
laugh often. It Ii fts the face
muscles and brigh1ens the spiri1s of 1hose around you.
Later I found out that a good chuckle also wards off1he evi l spirits sent 10
,nalch the brealh from you while you
sleep. And you know what? It works.

The Birds and the Bees
ame,. Deception. Miscommunication. These
words arc oflen synonymou, with the rela1ionship between black male, and
fomales. Slill, this is cause 10 wonder. who is the culprit? Last week
Randy Short wro1e an anicle enti1led. "Findm~ Love by Any ~1can,
L--Z.~.i Ncccs,Jr)·· that ,a.id -,4.11nc intere:.1ing 1hin~s .,boul !he bl,tck \\nman. Though' "'II not con•
dcmn Mr. Short for hi< opinion. I will responJ with my

G

own.

Before I begin. a, ,1 general disclaimer thal l feel Shon
should have made al 1he beginning of his ar1icle. in no
way does this uni.-crsally apply to all black \\omen. Still.
it doe, apply 10 a large enough number that ii needs to
be said. An examina1ion of the ,1a1e of the black woman
in socie1y and her rclation,hip with the black man wilhout a critical analysi, of 1he black man·, condition.
along wilh the effecl ,>f hi, behavior on !he ,haping of
1hc demeanor of 1he black woman. is both unfair and
,hallow.
Gener,;11, speaking. lhe allitude, and beha, iors of
some black women are no! what !heir regal namre would
,ugge,1. S1ill. 1he cond11ion of !he black man is arguably
"orse. Toi, is where l find foul! in a crilicism of !he bl:lck
\\Oman ,md her impertection, w11hou1 an analysis of 1hc
black man :md hi, shoncoming,.
Much of what Short ba,ed bis opinion on was a comparison of females from diflercn1 cuhure,. and 1he
incredibly subjec1ivc vision of wbal !he ideal woman
looks and acts liken, 1old lhrouih the eyes of a man. Thal
in i1,elf is a contr.1dic1 ion. To call the black woman
••insubordinalc" and imply 1h,11 •he ha, narcissisiic 1endcncies wilhoul an ackr10\\ledgme111 ot the sometime,
O\erly possessive. n1<•ntally abusive, and dommcering
practices of the bla,·k man is to dcprccia1e 1he stn:nglh
and independenl nature that makes the black woman ,o
revered in the first place.
Black women have an ;1Sserttve nature thal can be misconstrued by insecure males as masculine, when it actuKimothy K. Brown is ll senior broadc11s1 jcmnwlism major ally serves 10 define the black woman\ unique and
from New Orleans, lo .. anti Mc111ogi11g Editor of The Hill- alluring sexuality 1hat is all her own. A, far as her noi
top. He c,111 be e-mailed at kkhironbm1m@ho1mail.com. being "relational" or "cooperali\'c" I would also disagree

and u,c our mothers' and grandmothers· unparalleled
nunuring capabilities a, examples of direct contra.st.
I will concede that rhcrc arc bl,1ck women who make
small emouonal bruises caused by men·, indiscretions
into excessi\'e]y deep gashes for which good men suffer.
The b<l)· v. ho played you in 1he eij!hth grade is now either
a !_!Town and mature man. or a loser. Either wav. he has
long foq;!Ollen the pain he caused you and you should as
well LET IT GO!!!
l\evc11hcle". as men we must admowlcdcc thal hlack
\\omen aren't born with chip, on 1heiI .,;ouldcr, and
gripe, don·1 magically surface. Bdore we berJle them
for !heir ;11ti1udes and beha,•iors, we mu,1 rcaliu 1he pie•
ture is bigger lhan what simply effects us 111 return.
But although Shon·, article wa,contro\'el"ial. it should
ha,e prompted a realit1 check for black females. Before
his opinion is ignored. black women mu,1 accept 1bnt
there are. at the mo,1 basic of level<, hints of \'Ulidity in
Short's argumenl Many women do send out conlr.ldictory messages. While ma.ny do verbally claim 10 wan!
an rn1clltgen1. go:~-oricnted and sincere individua.l. your
action, seem 10 support a dc,irc for a male 1hat is none
of these. allll sometimes, the ex.,ct opposite.
The me,,.,gcs in cn1cn,1inmcnl also suggest that 1ou
would rmherTLC\ "come tigh!J1gga. mugh ncckj,gga:·
and Iha! 1he man 1ha1 Chame·, gol is nc1thcrco,c1ed nor
1hought abou1. It's c,I\) lo ,ay tha1 1hesc are ju,t songs.
but o,crwhdmin~ and mindle" support of the wrong
thing only serves 1,, k;iu our younger black si,1ers into
the land of despair whac loo many black women arc
prcsenlly confined.
Wha1 all this amoun1, !Cl is th,11 neither the black man
nor 1he blacl woman is a, correcl a, tbev could be. It is
not only affecting the rel.monslnp between 1hem. but also
Jirectlycon1nbu1mg 10 the brcaluown of1he black family I do no1 believe that !he answer i, to abandon each
,,ther at the expense ot the family. and ultim.uely 1hc
entire t"JCC, but to help each other reali,e our faults while
supporting each other and workmg toward 1he minimiz:ition and elimina1ion of our shor1coming,.

l'm living proof.
It was al n comedy wriling seminar last year thm come•
dian Chri~ Rock reminded me of how imponam laugh1er
was. So important !hat he wanted to start a comedy maga•
zine at Howard that would paralyze the nation in a seizure
of laughter wi1h winy columns and skelches satirizing urban
life. The magaLine would also serve as a training ground
for young, black comedy wrilers. Rock called it The II/top
Joumal.
'Inc magazine made na1ional news just weeks ago when
a Howard alum turned llfo·/ring1011 Post repor.er wro1e a
story nhoul the magatine.
It was clear !hat the reporter mo in10 a brick wall when
he 1.ried 10 gel 1he story on 1he ,1uden1-run publication.
lns1e:1d of !urning on 1he hype machine and stirring up good
publicil)\ the University chose 10 clam up. It appeared thal
e\'eryone who knew about the magazine was '"'Orn 10 secrecy. Facully members in the School of Communications were
barred from comn,unicating. Students who worked on the
journal were told 10 zip ii or face being cu1 from the publication.
Unbeknown>! to me. Universi1y officials wan1ed s1udents
who weren't a%ocia1ed with the mag:uine 10 keep quiet as
well. Bui my \'OiCe was added 10 1ha1 article 10 gauge the
pulse of the Mudent body. And according 10 research done
by The Hilltop. the magazine has flat-lined in the minds of
most students mainly because of 1he shroud of secrecy surrounding it. lie do11 l wom 011y negatfre prt!ss. officials said.
\It, don t n-0111 the moga::.ille to get played 0111 before it
deb111s. they contended.
But !he Post played us anyway. And never have I ,een a
group of comedians get so serious so fast.
Though !here were far more amu;ing quoles in the story.
mine seemed to be among tho,e 1ha1 ignited the mos! fury
wi1h llltoppers. I received a cal l from a high-ranking /I/top
,1affer afler the s1ory broke. He called to neither confirm
nor deny the fact 1ha1he could 1101 officially comment. He
retrac1ed his ,1a1emcnt later !hat evening. Other llltoppers
were so upset 1ha1 1hey are in the process of writing a parody about me. r,c always been game for a good roast.
All jokes aside. 1hc real punch-line in this media mishap
i, that black, ,1ill don·1 know how to deal with the press.
We ha\'e enjo)eJ or r.uher suffered from a salty relauon,hip with !he American media. Thi, rcla1ion,hip of distrust began with 1hc dcbu1 of the first newspaper published
in Nor1h America. P11blick Occ11rrmces. Minori1ies were
pam1ed a, hea1hen, and criminals in 1ha1 precedent-setting
leallet. So there·, linle wonder why blacks automatically
turn on 1he BS de1ectur whenever a journalist comes poking around wuh a lamina1ed pre" pas,. First Amendment
handbook .and manila-colored reporter's notebook.
For all the nega1tve press !hat blacks receive on a daily
basis. we mu,1 recogni1.c and ,ei1c 1he opportunity to
boast of those good thing, 1hat are coming ou1 of our communuy. The /1111111 is detimtely it hislory-making publica1ion tha1 de,cr,cs 10 he 1ou1cd before, during and after ,t
debuts. We mus! also 1eali1c that ,hunning a reponer may
hamper 1hc siory bul very rarely does that Slop the story
from being wriuen. In 1ha1 insrnnce. a reporter mus1 find
01her sources or dig deeper to unco"er the story. Sure,
always watch \\ha1 you say when ~ou·re 1alking to aJournalis1. But don'! be afraid to talk.
Hopefully. ou1 of 1ha1 anicle. lessons were learned about
how to beuer deal with 1he press. And hopefully the 1cam
of students and professionals who are working so diligently on the comedy magazine will lake a moment. put down
the I'll.ti, and let out a good laugh. It ltf1, the face mu .clcs
and bri1?htens 1he ,pirils of those around you
Jo.to11 T. Smith is o pmior prim jo11nwli.m1 major from
Millmi, Fla., mul Mmra.gmg Editor for The Hill1011. He ca11
be e-mailed Ill jtsmitlr97@hotmail.com.

Charle., Cole1111111. Jr. i., ll j1111ior palitiml ,ciMa major
from Qure11s. N >:. 011d Etfitorinls Editorfor 111e llillwp.

Dear Mr. Short ...
ARA _ .
read with much dismay your article in las! Friday's issue of The Hilltop. Though I am not
auacking you or your views. I am providing a
respon,e lo whal is an addi1ion 10 his1orical
nnack, on African-American females.
Afler reading your article. l felt b11rdened by :1 sense
of sadness. Why? Perhaps because your ar1icle did no!
achieve your inlended purpose. which I assume was
.....- - - - -.- -' either 10 ge1the Howard community 10 read one of your
arucles or 10 g,vc an cxplana1ion of why you feel i1 impossible to date AfricanAmerican women. I came away feeling as 1hough the purpose of your article
was actually an anempt to gel revenge on African-American women who had
rej~cled you. The ou1come of !he words in your article ponrayed you as an
ignorant. confused and rejected African-American male.
A,~ I read on, I became further enraged by your degradation of the AfricanAmerican female. You played into every slereolype !hat African American
women are mi,1akcnly infamou, for. I was also very offended by your
remnrl<s concerning overweight African American women. You acl as if !here
are no1any overweight Caucasian. Hispanic, Asian or Brazilian women.
You wrote 1h,11 during !rips 10 foreign hinds you experienced a plethora of
Brazilian beauties tha1 treaied you as a kjng. This suggests 1ha1all AfricanAmerican women are rcjec1ing you simply because you are educaied as
opJl<)sed to fining one of 1hc many variations of "!hug man" which you so
~loquenlly described. Bui you have to wonder. if women an: consisten1ly rcjec11ng you. then the problem may not lie wi1h !he women. but wilh yourself.
Perhaps your rcjcc1ion by women is because you are 1101 worthy of our seri-

NDERSON

.

·.

11us a1ten1ion. Who wanls 10 become in,olved wilh a man who doc, no1 adore
his own race'? II is clear1ha1 you do not value the character of African-American wo~en and you are afraid of !he slrength that ha, held our race 111ge1her ,o vahan1ly throughout h1>1ory. Your mother is a pan of the bluck Din,porn and ii is extremely difficult for me 10 believe 1hat you would hold these

The purpose of your article was
actually an attempt to get revenge
on African-American women who
had rejected you. The outcome of
the words in your article portrayed
you as an ignorant, confused and
rejected African-American male.
views :md have 1he audaci1y IOJ>rint them public!)\
I undj!rsrnnd your miMaken a;,sumption, as wdl :Ls your confusion. Indeed.
there arc plenty of Africnn-American women who do make bad choices when
ii come, to dming. Many of us do choose 10 dale the "bad boys," which leads
lo inferiorily complexes. However, this phenomenon is no! exclusive to

Africdn-Amerkan women. There arc plcn1y of C.iuca,i,m. Asian and. yes.
man) of your beloved Braiilian beau1ies. who have fallen for 1he same joker,.
It surprise, me !hat someone who claims 10 be ,o equipped wi1h intelligence
would even be capable of allowing such des1ruc1ive, narrow-minded and negative conclusions 10 !ind harbor inside your mind and ,oul. Surely. however.
you are entitled 10 your opinion,, no ma11er how ignornn1 they may be.
There is a growing disparity be1ween black men and women. As black
women arc climbing the ladder of ,ucce"· they arc leaving behind their male
coun1erpart1, who are largely incarcerated, uneducalcd. or slill blaming the
"white man" for being oppressed. II is soea.y to cri1ici£e one another ins1ead
of finding the root of the ncga1ivi1y 1ha1 breeds inside of us. The rool is the
evil, 1101 the African-American woman. thug or st.'(ual panhandler that you
mentioned in your article.
. I propose that African-American men and women make it our main priority 10 de1ermme where and when the connict be1ween sis1ers and brothers start•
ed. 11 should be our responsibili1y, because in order for 1he preservation of
our people to occur. we must come together and dispel the n11acks on our charac1er and cuhural concep1,. We must provide emo1ional safe1y ne1, for one
a~other. We mu,1be hones!. We must be compassionate to one another's experiences. And most 1mportan1ly. we mus! learn to 1ake pride in 1he strength of
the African-American man and woman.
1/lro M. A11tlerso11 is j1111ior 110/itical .fcie11ce major from Rfrerside, Calif She
co11 be e-mailed 011111a11derso11@howard.edu.
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Students must pick up tickets in ad,yance
AND MUST PRESENT TICKET FOR ENTRY.
Current HU Students with CapstoneCards
may pick up
ONE FREE TICKET
In the Blackburn Lrnt\Tnlty Cc,otrr, Ground Floor

TODA\', Fr-I.,. Nov. 5 from 11 am-7pm.
Or untH all !ICudmt tl~k~t!I aft' distributed

No frt.ae ~tud6'nt tlekets wlll be issued on game day!t.

wtll be gjWft to S&40RSII
Footbc:dl Piaya,.., TNllnara &ld Cl\eufaadra.
W• TMA.Nk a AaCNOWl£DfE them for thalr ,otttributloft.l to tlw M1cccdl
Spr<:loJ tt.e.cosnltJon

..

Atao.

a, port of ~ N I pre-~ f 11•v111u. the Affilc'tic btlpw 1ln.anf
~t honor Coach Willlo"' P. Mouttrta ..
NUfltly ,..,.,,-.d H■od IMn'.a and WOtMn•• TrO(k Gild F••ld Co El~ (26 yecara)
· and fOr"tnllr .4thl le f>Jrcctor In the 1980'•.
n...HU ~rock Alumni arc ~ • " 9 G recaptfon for- Coach Al\oultlN aff..- ft. galM.
Sa N... ~ hllfly 5ho. t for more lftf~lon .
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Our First Howard
Homecoming
•Originally printed on January 15, 1925 in The Howard
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Apollo at the Mecca
By J OH.N-J OHN WILLIAMS IV
Hilltop Staff Writer

Alunm11s*
n speaking of our first Ho..,,ard Homecoming, many of
our graduates made the comment that everything was
just fine except the game. Some expressed a very definite appreciation for the Homecoming program as a
means of relieving the sting of defeat and of making
the graduates feel that it was more than the football
game which brought them back to Howard. Students, faculty and university officials all combined in a most hearty cooperation to make our first Homecoming a glorious success. The
unusual spirit manifested by our rabble under the leadership
of "Bulldog·• Williams wa.~ one of the results of our preparation for the Pep Fest and a demonstration, regardless of the
outcome of the game. that might ghe cheerto the heart of the
old grad. The campus was beautifully illuminated with colored lights and a huge electric sign bearing the world "Welcome," together with a reception in the new Dining Hall on
Friday night, as Alma Mater"s uibute to her returning children. The very best music that could be secured. regardless
of cost, was provided for the merriment of our alumni at the
university reception. A delightful repast was served and a
pleasant evening was enjoyed b; all.
One of the most notable features of our first Homecoming
was the successful \enture with tile reduced rntes upon the cer-

May our next Homecoming
have addedfeatures that will
not only be of entertainment
to our graduates, but a like
inspiration to our student
body; and may both enjoy
the stimulus of a decisive
victory no less sublime than
that achieved by Lincoln in
the Homecoming game of
1924
tificate plan. Many of our graduates forgot to secure their certificates, while others took adv:intage of the special excursion
rates and many more motored.
But in addition to these, there were more than enough to meet
the necessary quota of 250 cen ificates in order to secure the
reduced rate privilege. Dr. Elwood Downing of Roanoke, Va.,
made the significant statement that many times has he secured
certificates to various conventions but ne,er before had one
been of any value by virtue oflhc failure to meet the required
quota.
Thts successful venture will mean to our alumni a distinct
advantage in the future upon all occasions of reunion, whether
to the class reunions in the spring or to the Homecoming in
the fall. Having succeeded in the certificate plan. the alumni
and Field Secretary will be able to secure certificates directly from the railroad companies in whatever number requested and transmit them from his office to the alumnus or his relative who contemplates maki11g. the trip. This cenificate will
be in the nature of identificatio11 which he will present at his
local office upon the purchase of his ticket for the going journey. Such a certificate rclic,es the uncertainty as to raising the
required quota and also the inconvenience and difficulties connected with validation.
All graduates desiring to attend the June meeting of the General Alumni Association, or their clas~ reunions. all members
of the Freedman's Hospital Interns' Association or Nurses'
Association.who desire to attend their June meeting, together with all parents of dependent relatives, upon indication of
their desire to make the trip expressed in written communication to the Alumni and Field Secretary. will be provided with
the identification certificates.
This achievement in itself i-. one that should distinguish our
first Howard Homecoming, 1ogether with the splendid exhibition of spirit by our student body in the Pep Fest and the rabble on the day following should :serve to perpetuate the memory of the occasion in the hearts of all of those who were
present.
Greater than these. howevCT, was lhe reunion of our football
veterans, many of whom had not seen each other for a period
from 10 to 20 years. They came back to receive the special
award of the Varsity "H ... A c.ircful program had been arranged
with marching leatures and the formation of our Howard "'ff"
midfield, but the enthusiasm of the old grads as they greeted
one another for the first time and the prevalence of reporters
and kodaks made orderly precision a matter of impossibility.
The photograph on another page of this issue wi 11 show some
of those who were present. while others had received their
awards and were drawn by familiar faces and calls from the
crowd. The interest of those who were unable to attend is represented in the corresponde11ee contained in our Alumni Letter Box.
May our next Homecoming have added features that will not
only be of entertainment to our graduates, but a like inspiration to our student body; and may both enjoy the stimulus of
a decisive victory no less M.tblime than that achieved by Lincoln in the Homecoming g:ime of 1924.

"Showtime at the Mecca" was an
event billed as an evening of fun and
entertainment. It was supposed to be
fashioned after the legendary "'Showtime at the Apollo" talent competition. But, it turned out to be an event
that was marred by an onstage scuffle that left audience members
shocked and dismayed.
"It was unfortunate," said Homecoming steering committee chair
Rob Hall, pointing out that one of the
peop le involved in the altercation
was not a Howard student.
The reasons behind the altercation
involving one of the "sandmen" and
a member of one of the performers
are unknown. But junior television
major Anitra Dent said that she
noticed that the performer involved in
the altercation acting strange! y backstage.
"He was drunk," Dent said.
After the stage cleared. Hall came on
stage to restore peace to the frauled
crowd. Host Shantrelle Lewis did her best
to take the audiences mind off the altercation by telling jokes, freestyling and
threatening the crowd with voodoo if they
acted up.
Rapper Tracey Lee came out and performed, but by then, the damage from the
altercation and the numerous unpopular
performances from district natives had
been done. There were few individuals left
in the audience that were receptive to Lee.
The actual talent competition got the
audience in a relaxed groove. Groups like
Rhapsodi, who have won at the real
"'Showtime at the Apollo" in Harlem. took
the stage and did not disappoint.. Singing
the En Vogue hit "'Don't Let Go."' by the
end of their performance, the group composed of Sparkle Mitchell. Teriauna Harris, and Nicole Jones had the crowd on
their feet cheering with approval.
But ultimate ly it was the singing of fine
arts student Frcnchelle "'Frenchic" Davis
that brought the house down. Davis would

)

eventually return to the stage with .,,..--......--..-------,
Kansas City rapper Sole to accept the
winner·s check for S 1,000.
..I though that there was some good
talent present, but a lot of it was
whack," said Mayya Mixon. a 20year-old African-American studies
major. "'But, I enjoyed myself. The
poet (Quacy from Chicago) was
enlightening."
Many complained about the absence
of the rap group The Lost Boyl, who
were scheduled to perform at the
event.
..The Lost Boy/. were confirmed."
Hall said... We han: it on paper. But.
they had problems getting on their
plane in Miami." Hall later said that ' - - - - - - - the group's manager promised a future
Lost Boyz show at a reduced price.
\polio rontl~lanl.'1 Rhal):'ocU. ,tut..'\t pn.':M'nlcr; Sole and
Some people couldn't make to the event \pollo
uinner F'renchclle l)a,i• upp,ar<d 01 \\t-dnesda.,
because they were busy with school work. nip.ht\ •'SJ,o" rime al lhc- \lettn.''
·•1 had to study for business law:· said
Amy Beckley. a 20-year-old print journalism major. "'But. I heard it was a waste of
money anywa}...

'Sphere' To Encompass
Many_ Facets
F

We're expecting close to
20,000 people 10 com<: through
during the day."
The event will transform the
Blackburn ballroom into a
convention center-of-sorts.
"People are going to be giving out samples. advice and
networking. It's a wonderful
opportunity for up-and-com-

10 6 p.m.

D,,mani Footwear. and Proctor
and Gamble
"'It's a wonderful marketing,
ashion has become more
promotions and public relathanjust fashion models
tions opportunity," she said,
who strut down the runaddi ng that there will be p lenways of Paris, Milan and New
ty of celebrit ies at th.: event.
York. Music, technology and
..It\ an industry extravaganmedia have intertwined with
La. Fiishionsphere is going to
this entity to combine for
be the VIP lounge for Homea lucrative investment. =:!"""l~o:--.,....~-~---------------------, commg."
Senior Charande JohnIn fact, there will be a
ston envisioned this
VIP area for s pecial
when she came up with
guests as well as a corthe idea to have the Fashporate gala afterwards.
ionsphere Expo during
From the performance
this year's Homecoming.
area and the runway in
"On Howard's campus,
the middle of the ballwe have a lot of fashion
room to the booths linshows," Johnston said.
ing the perimeter. the
From the hip-hop show
sphere is expected to
to the School of Busibe a crowded, enterness show. There are so
taining event.
many shows. I intentionThe event will not
ally came up with Fashonly benefit the
ionsphere so that I
Howard University
couldn't work on it
family, it will also help
alone. It's like a synerthose in need. ·'The
gy."
More than 40
sphere is the official
members have helped 10
benefit
for
the
put the event together.
NAACP's charity camJohnston said she and
paign for the North
her committee have been
Carolina flood disasmeeting since the sumter. Bring canned
mer. The response to the
goods. donations and
expo has been overclothes to the NAACP
whelming. In fact, the
booth," Johnston said.
expo had to get a sepa'The fashionsphere's
rate office and phone
free to the public. The
line from the Homeexpo is about everyone
coming steering comcoming together in one
mittee because of the
Fok Poocu spot. Students. alumni
enormous amount of Fa,1,;.,,,... t>i l'harau<lcJohmron
and friends are going to
phone calls concerning
be elbow to elbow in
the event each day. "'The Fash- ing businesses and corpora- hottest names in the industry. one spot, so feel free to stop
ionsphere has an annex office tions," Johnston said.
Already confirmed arc Tommy through anytime."
in the Towers." Johnston said.
Johnston said that no matter Hilfiger, BlaLe Magazine,
"We get calls from everybody. when during the hours of noon Motown records. Dada

By JOHN-J OHN \ 'VtLLIAMS
Tempo Editor

you atTi\'e there will
be something going on that is
sure to please each guest.
"There will be three fashion
shows. performances. and
demonstrations throughout the
day," she said.
Aside from the actual fashion
shows. there will be booths
that will feature some of the
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The Spirit Engulfs Howard Community
By Valerie Thomas
Hilltop Staff Writer
_ .,.... laps of praise and shouts
of glory echoed throughout Cramton Auditorium
on Sunday night. The
holy spirit captured all
the audience members
and performers at the gospel concert.
Cramton Auditorium was filled with the
gospel and spiritually awakened audience
members.
Each year, Howard's annual gospel concert draws hundreds of spectators to worship the Lord. This year the concert featured many dancers, praise ministers, and
choirs. Groups present included Gospel
Lights, Karla Scott and The Center of
Hope Family Worship Center, Praise
Team, the Howard Gospel Choir and
Alumni, John Hart and the Ministry featuring Twinkie Clark, and Hezekiah Walker and the Love Fellowship Crusade Choir.
The mistress of ceremonies for the night
was Howard University professor Dr.
Debyii Sababu Thomas. The theme of the
performance was ·'Celebrating 30 years of
Gospel Music on Howard's Campus."
Dean Bernard Richardson, dean of the
Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel, offered
the prayer and welcome. Then the concert
got underway, causing the audience to
j ump to their feet.
·'It was a true move of God," said sophomore biology major lekia Smith. "God is
really gelling ready to move on Howard 's
campus. There is a revival coming this
year."
Gospel Lights performed a dance to open
the first act. They are members of the
National Wesleyan Church in Hyattsville,
Md. The dance/drama ministry was started in 1994 by Pauline Anderson. The
members range in age from 8-17. The
group aims to help young people focus on
the positive aspects of life by reflecting the
wonders of God through dance.
Howard University's gospe l choir
exploded with spiritual enlightenment

through song. This group of performers
have been in existence since I968. Since
its inception, the Howard Gospel Choir
has appeared on a vast array of platforms,
sowing seeds of its musical ministry
everywhere from the White House to
countless churches, colleges and universities throughout the nation, the Caribbean
and Canada. The choir is a ministry of
song and inspiration to all those who have
had the opportunity to listen to their performances.
"The choir is an organization that min-·
isters to the public," said Arphelius Pau l
Gatling II I, director of the choir for the
past 22 years. "The choir ministers to the
sou ls of those burdened with cares and
troubles."
' John Hart and the Ministry Chorale
resides in the metropolitan area of Washington, D.C. In existence since 1996, they
were featured on the spring release of
RCA recording artist and "The Cosby
Show" ch ild star Raven Simone. The
group has an album release scheduled for
January 2000.
Hezekiah Walker and the Love Fellowship Crusade Choir ended the night of
spiritual uplifting. This choir began their
ministry in I985. singing in parks, city
projects. street corners, prisons, hospitals,
concert halls, and auditoriums. A year
later, they recorded their first album, / 7/
Make It. In I995, the Love Fellowship
Crusade Choir received their first Grammy Award from the live at Morehouse
College album. •·
Howard is one of my favorite schools,"
said Hezekiah Walker. "My first link to
Puff Daddy was here at Howard's Homecoming." Walker was also pleased with the
outcome and acceptance of the crowd.
''The concert is exciting and energetic," he
said.
The sponsors of the gospel concert were
The Howard Gospel Choir, dean Bernard
Richardson. Andrew Rankin Memorial
Chapel, The Washington Group Management Inc., and Shirling1on Limousine.
There were guest appearances from sev-

eral churches in the district, and Richard
Smallwood.
Crystal Robinson coordinated this year's
gospel concert. Her vision for the last
gospel concert of the mi llennium was a
large one. "I was pleased with the concert
as a whole,'' she said. "People were welcomed to Christ. We needed something so
lhe Christians on campus could have an
outlet."
Robinson was grateful for a ll of the partic ipation. She felt that each group had an
immense impact on the crowd. "It was the
best gospel concert that I have been to,"
said sophomore business management
major Candace Bates. 'This year's gospel
concert was the perfect gospel concert for
the new millennium."

THE ROOTS
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Voices and Views

What are your
thoughts on the
outcome of the Mr./
Miss HU Pageant?

"I was disappoi nted with
the results."

LaQuita
Wiggins,
Junior, Clinical Laboratory Scienc

·•r was surprised by
the out come of
pageant."

Howard University's Second Annual
Coronation Ball
By VALERJ}; THOMAS
Hilltop Staff Writer
.. Laissez Les Bon Temps
Rou ler," wh ich is French for
"lei the good times roll," was
the theme of this year's Coronation Ball. The event was
sponsored by the Undcrgraduate Student Assembly in honor
of Howard University's new
king and queen.
After the Homecoming
pageant, Blackburn's ballroom
transformed into a miniature
Mardi Gras. The entrance to
Blackburn was decorated with
a long strip of red carpet in
anticipation of the festivities.
Aflcr reaching the winding
stairway extending into the
Blackburn ballroom. attendants entered through an archway of gold. purple, and green
balloons. A Mardi Gras mask
was hoisted over the stage.
directly in front of the doorway. The center of the ball-

see it continue, and become
more popular as more people
auend."
All of the contestants, runnerups, and winners auended the
ball. The kings and queens of
each schoo l and dormitory
were present, including Mr.
Drew Hall, Miss Quad, and
Miss Bethune Annex.
Dr. Franklin Chambers, the
assistant director of Student
Activities, and HUSA President Marilyn Hoosen conducted the installations of the
king and queen. Then. several
groups and student leaders
offered the ir blessings and
adv ice to the new representatives of Howard's student body.
Rcpresenta ti vcs from each
group were present. including
the Homecoming S teering
Commillce, HUSA, and the
Campus Pals. The Bisonelles
also performed an extravagant
dance in honor of the new royal
couple.
The former Mr. & Miss

Stephen Wilder, 3rd
Year Architecture

"I believe Mr. & Miss
School of Communications were good candidates for the title."

Nubia Henders on,
Freshman,
Legal
Communications

"I believe that Miss
Business should have
at least placed. T he
pageant was an overall success."

Russella Davis,
Freshman, Finance

-compiled by Eric Hall

room was cleared for dancing.
the presen1a1ion of the king
and queen. and the king and
queen's first walk.
Festive decorations on the
inside of the ballroom accentuated the Mardi Gras theme.
Each table was laced with
Mardi Gras beads. a colorful
centerpiece. and coins of several different colors and hues.
Before entering the ballroom,
each auendarll was gi vcn a
mask 10 wear. The ballroom
was an explosion of golds,
reds. purples, and bright
greens.
Each year. the ball is held 10
forma lly introduce lhe new
king and queen. This is the
second successful Coronation
Ball at Howard University.
Aqua Aidoo, Miss Howard
University 1997-1998 auended this year's bal l.
.. I was happy to see that this
is something they arc trying to
incorporate imo [Howard] tradition," Aidoo said. '"I hope to

Howard presented the new royalty with advice on how to
enjoy their honors and still rule
with dignity. Nwaji Jibunoh,
Mr. Howard University 19981999 and one of the presenters.
grew no,talgic a~ he handed
down his crown to the new Mr.
Howard.
'"I think il was a night of e legance," Jibunoh said. ··1 was
glad people came ou t to support the newly crowned Mr. &
Miss Howard."
After the presentations, the
king ,ind queen took a walk
around the ballroom before
starting the ball with their first
dance as Mr. and Miss Howard
University. When the music
slopped, the other pageant conteslanls joined the pair on lhe
floor. The event evolved into a
celebration of the upcoming
Homecoming events, marking
the initia l begi nning of
Howard's last Homecoming of
the millennium.

•

Ilo\\;1rcl n.-i;.!n\d ,up~me at Frida.) nijtht'~ ~trJ l\liss Howard l, 1\in•~ity Pt1,::l':m1. ( ~l"om

ldt to 11.:ht 1\li,, "'-.-hooU orCommunioltiom.. l>;a"n Henson; Mr. S<-hool of Hu,iness
1·ri"· h ,1111: I lw m" Mr. llowar'(( Ronnie 11,~1cn bconJti"'Jtulattd b} Jf."\,rl J :um~ "[lle
j ud;.!\'' ;1ppl.111d Ill\' rtt.•u king and qu~n; Jr. Miss I ICMard Uniwr.il~ O;tkila Ot"04l \Vat•
"'''' t;,~\" h"r i1M11cur.ll \\alk: 11K' new ~tiss ll<Mard U1the-N-il). .April l~r(~' Thomas:
(Jtuguin:,: \Ii" lloward.Mha ~1a., 1ak~ her final walk.
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A Blast From The Past
Can you guess these notable Howard alum?
!.Stokely Curmichael (1964),
ActMsl 2. Karen Y. House (1964),
Special Assistant to the President.
3. H. Patrick Swygert ( 1964)
Hownrd Uni\'ersity President. 4.
Bill Keene (1977) Executi\'C Assistant to the Vice President For Stu•
dent Aff:1irs. S. Oaie Davis (1965)
entertainer.
2

I

5

4

3

Comedy Show Brings Down the House
By CHRISTOPHER WINDHAM
Hilltop Staff Writer

M

en and women relationships,
ignorant relatives and hair
weaves were hot topics

at" Battle of the Sexes," the HU Homecoming comedy show Wednesday night at
Cramton Auditorium. The event featured
famous african-american comedians and
a special appearance by rap artist, Fiend.
The first half of the comedy show was
hosted by DC's KISS 93.9's Russ Parr and
Oliva Fox. The second half of the show
was hosted by comedian and DC native,
Red Gray.
Parr sparked a rouse in the crowd when
he asked everyone to look under their
seats for fifteen envelopes that contained
1,000 dollars each. As the crowd rampaged to look under their seats, Parr
announced that it was a hoax. The joke
prompted many audience members to boo.
Comedian Hope Flood took the stage
first. The Los Angles, California native,
keep the audience laughing with her family humor about her J2 year-old boy and
his experiences with the opposite sex.
After her monologue, Flood promoted her
new humor magazine " Comedy 2000,"
and signed autographs in the lounge area
ofCramton.

After a JB Smoove, a more physical type
of comedian left the s tage, Rudy Ray
Moore a.k.a. Dolomite. Dolomite is veteran of the blaxplotation movies of the
70's. As Dolomite entered from the back
of the crowd, everyone rose to their feet to
cheer the aging actor. But , after ten minutes of profanity heavy rhymes, Dolomite
seemed to have wore out his welcome as
he heard boos from audience members.
Within minutes, producers of the e,·ent
shut off his microphone and Dolomite's
comeback at Howard was over.
Montana Thylor, host of BET's Comic
View, took the stage after Dolomite. ln the
beginning of Tayor's act, she recited old
material used on Comic View. Taylor
regrouped after a comment about
Dolomite.
" Dolomite reminds me of my drunk
uncle," said Taylor." You know there's one
in every family."
No limit Records recording artist, Fiend
surprised everyone in attendance with is
hit single ·• Big Tymers." Fiend also performed a few songs from his new album
as well as his old.
The comedy show also received a surprise performance from Joe Claire, host of
BET's Rap City. Claire's comedy included an impression of Louise Jefferson,
from The Jeffersons television show. The
satire prompted a standing ovation from

the audience.
T K Kirkland, the last and most lewd acts
of the night explained situations between
men and women that only HBO could air.
For most men in the audience, Kirkland
told the hard truth about women.
·• What 's deal with women not matching their underwear from top to bottom.?"
said Kirkland
For more than thirty minutes. Kirkland
discussed topics that range from, marijuana use to oral sex. At the end of his
monologue Kirkland received a standing
ovation from the everyone in attendance.

Bt.l"s ~tontana ·1a,1or {len) and ,etrran
comic Rud) Ra) \loott a.k.a. Dolomite
arnu~-d the audienct• \\'Nfnl"\da) night at
0

the "Balllc o 1he Sexe\ °Comed~ Conrerl
in Cranuom .\uditorium.
·
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International Carnival: Around
the world at the Mecca
By .)OHN•JOHN WILLIAMS
Tempo Editor
The sound of Latin beats
filled Blackburn ballroom.
The rhythmic sounds of salsa
filled the air. It was time for
Howard students to move their
bodies to the diasporic beats
of salsa and merenguc.
Howard Homecoming's International Carnival was in full
effect.
The carnival was the brainchild of Homecoming steering
committee chair Rob Hall.
"There was basically a need
for an international carnival
because 20 percent of the student population is international," Hall said.
Hall said that he assembled a
committee made up of a
diven.e group of Howard students to plan an event ''showcasing diversity." The result
was the International Carnival
"I thought it was a nice little
start off," said Kristy Hinds, a
2 l-year-old English major of
Panamanian descent. "There
arc so many students from di ffercnt places."
Joana Rios, a native Panamanian who taught students
how to salsa and mcrcnguc,
was impressed with the event.
.. I was happy and excited that
so many non-Latinos enjoyed
Latin music and that they
wanted to learn the different
dances." Rios said, pointing
out that "whether it's hip-hop
reggae or Latin music, it all
goes back to African roots."
After the spicy beats of Latin
America ended. the heartpounding beats of African
drums overwhe lm ed the
crowd, causing audience
members to encircle the
African dance troop. The
energy struck everyone

DINNING IN
D.C.
The Gcorghl A,e Strip
Cluck-U-Cfticken $$
2921 Georgia A,c
(202\ 726-0006
If you \\ ant ,ume of the l,c:,t wing,
around. thi, "your place. From the
hickory barbeque w,ngs lo the
honey ducker bu· biscu1,. this place
has ever} thing }OU need 10 get rid
of lho,e late night munchies.
Today and tommorow there will be
a special of si, wing, free with any
purchase of $8 or more.
Chinn \\onder S

Talk ahou1 good cats for a lo\\ price.
Emrees range from live to eight
dollar,. Lunch sp¢cials are even
cheaper. China Wonder also ha,
great subs and specialty ,andwichcs. The chicken chceses1eak is a
personal favorite and is very addictive. Throw in some seasoned fries
and you are good 10 go.

Negril $$
If you are in the moud for some
authentic Jamaican food. :\'egril is
the spot. The lemonade is to die for.
The beef pauics arc the bomb. The
stewed chicken hits the spot. The
curried chicken planer comes wi1h
rice, pea, and a salad. Enjoy
Caribbean sodas and juices along
with homemade cookies for that
discriminating sweet tooth.
Reasonable
Don Pablo's (A,$$)

Everythmg is good right down to
the complimentary chips and salsa.
The half and half fajitas (beef and
chicken) are grea1. The freshly
squeeied lemonade quenches the
deepest of thirsts. and the m11rgarita~ arc a plus. And in the long-line
of Me,-.ican resturant,, the margarit,. ~ are grc-at
Chc,y's (B. SSSJ
{Pentagon City)
Chevy's more expensive, but equal•
ly as 1as1y a, Don Pablo's. The com-
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including newly crowned
Miss Howard University April
Thomas. Thomas entered the
circle and showcased some of
the graceful moves she practices in her dance major on a
daily basis.
"l was impressed with the
amount of people who showed
up," 20-year-old telecommunication management major
Melissa Peferon said. "It was
great."
But some students were disappointed with the carnival
turnout, comparing it with the
crowds gcnerall y seen at the
other Homecoming events.
"I think it should have been
more publicized," Hinds said,
"I think people should show
up to these events like they do
for the fashion show."
The festival also had different booths featuring international campus organizations.
The Caribbean Student Association, Moro Magazine, the
Cape Verdian Student Association , the Foreign Affairs
Society, and the Haitian Student Association were some of
the organizations adding to
the diversity of the evening.
Each booth offered different
aspects of each respective
country. Some booths showed
videotapes, others draped their
flags over their table with
pride. while others handed out
pamphlets filled with information about their organizations. The overwhelming
response was a positive one.
Many recommended that the
carnival become a permanent
addition to Howard Homecomings of the future.
"I think they (next year's
homecoming committee)
should do the carnival again,"
Hinds said. "It gives people a
chnnce 10 meet people of other
cultures."

SENIOR PICTURES!
WHEN?

Thursday,0ct. 28
Friday, Nov. 1 2
from 1 2pm-8pm daily
WHO?

Students Graduating in
Dec 1999 or May 2000
WHERE?

Music Listening Room,
Basement Level of the
Blackburn Center
Minimum $1 0 Sitting Fee, cash only
*Please note the photographer talces a lunch break from 3-4pm
Questions? Call the yearbook@ 202.806.7870. stop by Suite G-06 in
the Blackburn Center or email us @ bisonyearbook@hotmail.com

plimentary chips and lire roa.,1ed
tomato salsa is good. The
cftimichungas are a must. the corn
pudding that comes with mo,1 plal•
ler, is unusual. but must be srunpled.
Sophisticated Dinning
B. Smith's <A+. SSS$$)
V111onS1a11on

Martha Stewart. eat your heart out.
Your black coun1erpar1 Barbara
Smith brings the capital soulful
taste with a sophisticated 1wis1.
Patron, are treated to the same elegance and ambiance 1hn1 Smith
brought lo the ca1w;1lk.s of Paris.
New ,ork and Milan.
The restaurant itself is an aesthetic
feast for the eyes. Vaulled ceiling,.
a lavish wooden bar, candles on top
of white linen tables, all compose
the elegant decor. Don't be surprised
10 see a celebrity or two. This is definitely the place for the district's
"who's who" 10 cal.
Check out the catfoh fingers with
the carameliied onion tarter sauce.
The gumbo got the thumbs up sign
from my New Orleans breed moth·
er. The mint lamb chop, with the
ma<hed po131oe, and collard greens
are extremely taSI)', And 1he fried
chicken put KFC to shatne.

Ilcll \t bntic: knows "hic:h "'1} rhc f11n1rc is hc.,dcd. :ind "L' \\ ant you to g-o
,,i:h \IS.
ll'L one of thL t•l(> pcrli,r1nt·r, lll the horl} c:0111petltt\C:
c:0111111uniL·1t1on'> :ind mfon11:nion indll',ll'} ... t.·sscnt1:11ly :1 one-stop ,hop for
all of our c:u-,ton1.: 1·s c:cun1nunic:ation-. need'<.

,,·t.'

\Ve re look1ng for hri~ln. innov:1t1n:, hi ~h-cncr~ people to join us in
positions fi-0111 \laint: to \Vest \ 'irgini,1 ,ind help us design :l "ildly different
world. I l crc, you'll use your h,1chclor's degree in Ci,·il, Flcctrical. lndustrial
or l\1cchanic,1I Fnginccring; C:0111putcr Science; · 1c.:lcco1nmun..ic:arions; or
,\lath to pb) :l key role in de!,if!Tling, -.upporting and/or 1uaint:1ining one of
the n;1t1<n1 \, 111ost -.oph ist1L,1tcd tclcco111 net" 01 k ,. Busi ncss, ·\ccoun ting ind
()pcr,n1ons 1n,11ors arc .1 lso c11cour,1gcd to appl~· for operational -,uppon
positions. ' Ii.> find out 111orc. cont act your Career Service:, office. and sci: us
at th<: following events:

November 16th

Blackburn Center
5pm - 7pm
November 17th & 18th

Georgia Brown's (A,$$$$$)
950 15th S1. NW
(202) 393-4499
The minute you w3JJ.. in this place.
you know your in heaven. From the
loaded bar 10 the ceiling that is covered with golden tree brnnches, IJ1e
ambience is inceredible.
The minute you sit down you are
treated lo some of the be'1 biscu1s
and corn bread stick., this side of the
Mason/ Dixon line. The honey-butler is an added bonus.
The catfish finger,; are an excellent
choice for an appeitizer. The gumbo
is authentic and flavorful and the
house salad is a 1rea1. When ii
comes down to entrees, the shrimp
and grits are a mus!. Bui. the real
gem comes in the form of the fried
chicken with red mashed potatoes
and gravy. Plca,c ,ave room for the
peach cobbler. You'll ,wear Big
Momma from "Soulfood" was in
1he kitchen cooking.

Compiled By John-John Willillm.l

{)r for ,norc specific: information ;1hout the cncry-Ievcl positions ,IV:iil:thlc,
vi-,it our\ Vcb ,itc at" ""·BcllAtl:111tic:.co111. Bell Atlantic i-., an cqu,1I
uppor• ·.1nit) /affir111:1 civc action cn1plo) er.

...
'·

,,I c RJt .~t ,.
~"' ....,. :(;
I

@llcll Atlantic
ww·w .BcllAtlanric.com
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APPRECIATION TO:
AETNA Healthcare, Bell AtlantiC'; Chase, Citigroup, Daimler-Chrysler, EA Sports, Eli Lilly & Co.,
Ford Motors, Kodak, General Motors, Lucent Technologies, Microsoft, Marriott International,
MM/Mars Inc., Motorola, Occidental Chemical Corp., Office Depot, PSE&G, Raytheon Co.,
Siemens, Swinerton Inc., Union Carbide, Walgreens, Xerox & ESPECIALLY...
IBM, iTRAVEL INTERNATIONAL, JUST NAILS WITH A GENTLEMAN'S TOUCH,
SODEXHO-MARRIOTT DINING SERVICES & WHBC,
and all of the students, staff, faculty, alumni, season ticket holders and friends who attended

FOR THEIR SUPPORT AND SPONSORSHIP

AND MANY THANKS TO:
Ms. Cannaday of University Advancement, Dr. Banks, Mr. Darden and the Burr crew, Officers Ellard, Ford, McKissick
and the Campus Police, Ms. Richardson, Mr. Dancy, Mr. Jackson and the PFM and Transportation crews, Ms. Gladden
and the Gatekeepers, Robert Singleteary, Steve Gibbs, Victor Montgomery, A.B. Williamson, Mr. Moon, Mrs. Lynch,
Haki Halisi, Shelly Bowers on the Mic, the Cramton Crew, Mahbleeta Grant, WHBC, all of the Coaches, Tony Santigati,
Rob Hall and Homecoming Committee, Mr. Newsome and the Band, Kelly Owens and the Bisonettes, the Cheerleaders,
the Women's and Men's teams, trainers, managers and the best committee ever!
Interim Vice President Raymond W. Archer, III and Co-Chairs Bill Keene &Terrance Samuels thank:
"Midnight Madness at the Mecca" Committee Members
Alta Cannaday, Jasmin Joseph, Jessie Moore, Kelly Owens, Coach Tyler, Coach K. Saulny, Coach Spencer, Coach E.
Saulny, Coach Bruce, Coach Williams, Coach Franklin, Dr. Banks, Steve Johnson, Kim Banks and Onibc Dicks
Ex-Officio Members - A.D. Hank Ford, Assoc. A.D. Deborah Johnson, Dean Belinda Watkins
AND a very special thanks to Dr. Franklin Chambers of Student Activities.
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~tartin~ unOer ~01000-AVout 1LIOOO we ~uirrea,
rHER~'S AN E~HO O~r fHEREI Great loo~s on tne out5iae, ~reat room on ~e inside.
Cruise ~e ni~nway at 40 MPG' . .ve~ ~rifty. Pcwer? Plenty, It's a1.5 liter ni·tan
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Line Bac~er Chris lloston
"'!'he Enforcer''_:,'

.,::::;==:::::,._

Offenshe lineman ~lpumi \lasimh\l
•"Ille Doorman..

OffenS.h'e Llneman t.enr Young
••P.~ock"

llead Coach Ste,e \\ibon

·'The Rin~ Le,i<k,r''
Quarterback Bobby To1<nwnd
''!'he 1~nnan"

Comerback Omar faans

·'The Assassin''

Wide Rcde\cr Flijah Thurmon
..The ~linisterofOffensc''

Running Bad Jmnai
"Hall of Rolling

Det,nshc End Ob} Mah

··none c~r·

O.rtnshe B:><k Vontme l.<lng

"'Th< Robber''

Bison Look to Tame Bulldogs for Homecoming
By TYRONE McC,1'01£S
Hilltop StatT Writer
With the win owr Norfolk State under
their belts, the Bison are now preparing
to take on the Bulldogs of South Carolina
State at noon on Satur day at Greene Stadium.
Howard will be looking to even its record
to 3-3, while South Carolina State will
attempt to avenge last year's 32-31 barnburning loss to the Bison in Orangeburg.
Howard is coming off an emotional 29-23
victory at Norfolk Slate, while South Carolina State fell to Hampton 38-27 on the
road.
The Bulldog.,;, conched by Willie Jeffries,
will be led by running back Derrick

O'Neal and ~eoior quarterback Craig
James, who has 919 yards and senn
touchdowns on 71 or J62 passing. He
spreads the wealth with \\ide receivers
Monte Stokes and Johnny Loper leading
the wuy.
The SCSU offense will run into a inexperienced, but talented Bison defense.
Doug Miller and Oby Arab will be
nnchoriog the line.
The linebnckiog tandem consists of
Chris Boston, Trncey White, La 'Moote
Darden, and Rhoan Hill. The Bison will
counter "ith corners Vootrae Long and
Omar Evans.
To make matters worse for SCSU, the
Buffalo Soldiers lead the l\'ffiAC with a
plus seveo turnover ratio, having forced
30 turnovers and recorded 25 sacks.

The Bulldog defense. which has yielded
416 yards per game, will be led by junior
linebackers Justin Danner, nod Ezlekel
Gamble. Coming behind them will be
sophomore linebacker Shephon Kelly .
Look for junior defensin back Deorio
Grimmage to make big plays for the Bulldogs, who are in a rebuilding year defensively.
This should be music to the ears or a
fired-np Bison offense, who will have all
of ils \\ea pons back. Junior running backs
Jem1aine Hutchinson and David J ohllSOn
have combined for more than 1000 yards
rushing. Hutchinson has scored 15 touchdowns 011 the season.
If SCSU thinks that Steve Wilson's
troops do not ba,,e the big pass play in its
arsenal, they better think again. Bobby

Townsend will keep them honest. Along
with back-up QB Roy Anderson, look for
the Buffalo Soldiers to throw to keep
SCSU off balance. The main threat in the
air will he senior wide receiver Elijah
Thurmon, who leads th e conference in
receptions (55), yard$ (944), and y11rds per
catch. Also look for All-American Cllndldnte Mpumi Masimini, who had a crushing block on Tauric Rice's touchdown
catch nod run last week, to make big contributions.
The last two times that SC State visited
Wosbington. D.C, they ruined Howar d's
bid at a Heritage Bowl. Thls time, there is
no bowl bid on the line.
The game starts at noon and will broadcast live on WHUT-TV as part of the
MEAC-TV
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The Graduate Business Student Council and the Center for Professional Development would like to thank
the following corporations for participating in the 1999 MBA Exclusive. The MBA Exclusive is atwo-day
professional showcase that ~lows corporate businesses to interact ,~th Howard University MBA students
through receptions, interviews, and acareer fatr. Participating organi1.ations' continued support of and
attendance at these activities are an integral part ofour professional development and help to continue the
Howard University legacy ofacademic achievement and excellence. Again, we say thank you to:
Aetna
Cintas
Columbia Energy Group
Ooubleclick
Fannie Mae
GM
IBM
KMart
Price Waterhouse Coopers
Texaco
Wells Fargo

.Juan Davis

'D"lllntng Center • lMAC

Unl"et 1181 MnrttDI
Art9 Center'
7616 6eorgla Ave

Matlal Artl9t
Motlvatlonnl Speeker

Actor • Performer
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Howard Squeezes by Norfolk State, 29-23
By T \'RO"F. MCCANDIF.S

Hilltop Staff Writer
When attending a Bison football game, one thing is ccrtain: Somebody i, going to get their hearts broken. Fortunately for Howard. this time it was the Spartans of Norfolk
State whose feelings were hurt. Roy Anderson hit 1'Juric
.Rice with 35.5 seconds left to secure a thrilling 29-23 win
ln the 52nd annual Fishbowl Classic Saturday at Dick Price
Stadium.
TI1e Bison were welcomed by the reiurn of Howard
qu;irterback Bobby Townsend. who looked sharp after
recovering from a series of injuries suffered during the
Florida A&M game. He led the Bison to their first score
of the game.
• Charles Card made a 25-yard field goal with less than
eight minutes to go in the first quarter. Three posses.ions
Inter, Jermaine Hutchinson would score on a three-yard
plunge tu make the score 10-0 after Card\ extra point.
Norfolk State's linebacker Mike Kelly blindsided
·n,wns. nd late in the second quarter. The jarring hit
lmod.,•d him unconscious. Townsend received a concus•
1{,n. a contu,ion to the nose. and a lacerated forehead.
Howc ~r. Townsend looked sharp, passing for 195 yard;, oo
·1o for 14 pa,sing.
, \\ hen he wcm down. in came Roy Anderson. Ande11>on
~r.ded up with 121 yards passiag on nine of 16 throwing.
.11 also helped both quarterback> that Elijah Thurmon was
one ot' their targets. TI1e senior from Baltimore, Md..
ended up with nine catches for 144 yards and two touch•
down,. His 19-yard touchdown catch with 53 seconds left
in the first hal r made the score 16-0.

Mark Coleman

lllsou qua.t'ffl'badl llobby'lo"~ rt1Unled to tbe Dison this
week only lo5Ull'er asllg),t concusr;lon ii! a seaso)n plagued
111th injuries.

On the insuring extra point, the Spartan ;,pecial muns
made a huge play. Leon GrO\'C scooped up a blocked e~tm
point and returned it for 1wo points, making the ;,core 162 ai the hulf.
ln the second half. Coach Mo Forte (NSU) benched Maurice Selby in favor of Theo Hnrrison 10 jump stnrt the stagnant Spartan offense. He responded by going 12 for 27 for
141 yards. The Spnnan, got a onc-yHrd touchdown run by
Damien Smith to make it 16-9.
But, Howard would metch itS lead with a pass to Thurmoo from Roy Anderson fc>r a eight-yard touchdown catch
in the third period.
"We felt we played a good game." Thurmon :,aid. "We felt
that we should have finished them off, but we relaxed and
made it a game. But, as a team we dealt with the situation
and rose to the occasion."
In the beginning of the fourth quarter, Damien Smith
increased the score to 23-15 with an I I-yard run. Then.
Harrison hit Dwayne Green on a nine-yard touchdown p:iss
to pull NSU within two points. Later. he dropped back and
ltit Angelo Todd. who led the Spart.ms with 76 yardsrush•
ing on 18 carries t0 e,·en the score 23-23.
Theo, the Bison took the kickoff and drove 64 yards an
10 plays for the winning score. Roy Anderson had a cruciaJ 12- yard scramble early in the drive for a fi11>t down.
Then the Buffalo Soldiers were helped out by two Spartan
pcoaltic.~. both on third downs. The peonlties kept the driye
alive. setting up Tauric Rice's big touchdown catch.
TI1e victory incre~ses Howai-d's record to 3-5 o\'crall and
2-3 in the conference. Howard will now prepare for the
Homecoming game against the Bulldogs of South Carolina State.

2 Minute Drill
Walter Payton's
Homecoming

KIMOTHY K. BROWN
Managing Editor
Theycalledhim''Swcetne,s."\Y.llterPnyton.theNatiooal Football Leaj,'lle's all-tit~ leading rusher with 16,7~
y.uds.died Mond.iyofli,-crcancer. Hewasonly45 }'3S
old.
The foma Jackson State Uni\ffiity standout was draft.
00 io tlie first round by the Cbidlgo Bear; in )975. P-JytOn
w.is nodoobl the gn,atei>l mnning oock toewr strap on 3
helnrt.
Theenlirespor1Swmdwasslxdtd:uxlsaddencdwheo

Pnyton anoowx:ed
he had been diagnosed wilh a rare ti~
tfue:tse
dttringa p!C&\roni:rence in Febru:ir)! Payton hi111~If was l'OOIW totearsa-;beproclairnedhis illness. Maybe
C\-en a few fan, aied
lregretnotreallyhavingthechancctowun:hPaytoopla)(
wasonlynine}=oldwben
Payton~in l987.SevI
eralolderfamilymloiier..ha,etoldSloriesofgreatgames
he la od dn · edl I did
reall
p ) · A att )(
not
yc:ueabout past NFL
gl\!lllS. I was more concerned with contemporary figures
-1- like.Jerry Rice, Dan Marino and BarrySanc!er,;. Little did
I know how !!fC3l thi.s m.Tt WtlS.
Thcreriyouoldm;iuglltorememberthefir.;1ever·1cano
Bowl"wleogamcuNinterdoproooblynoocedhowgreai
he was. 1re 01icago Bears were unstoppable on thal
game. Once Payton troke into the open field. you oould klr·
had 10 revamp our entire defensive back- gctulntyoorlittlewleogamespritescatchinghim.Many
field, which allowed me to play at strong times.playersaretotallyC<aggemrcdonvideogames.1bis
safety."
was not !rue in Puytai'scase.
How did Billy initially react to the switch
Hisgreau:.stseasonwasin 1977. Herushed339timesfilr
from running back to safety?
1.852 yards and 14 toochdowns. Surprisingli: Payton only
"I was excited about changing positions ledtheNFLinrushingi>urtimes. Theseday;.itseemslike
because I had an opportunity to start,'' nmningbacksm\etobecomedicru:,hing~esery)=
Jenkin, said. "It also gave me an opportu- toapproochPaytoo'srocord.RrmcrDelroitl.ions' running
nity to pin} the entire game. I wanted to do lxlck Bany &rtde:s was the ck1St'$1 to breaking Paytoo's
anything that I could to get on the field. I recadbebebisalJ:upt retirernmt
did not know what chances I had starling
One of themtlSI emotional roornents in lix>tball came iJ1
for Howard as a running back were. I did l993whenPaytonwa,ioo,~imotheProFoochollHali
know that my chances of being a running ofFame. Payton's son Jarrett, l'IO\vafreshmanrunnin;!back
back 111 the NFL were slim. Obviously. the attheUniversiryofMtami,prescnrallumiJrenmllCll'COI.
change 10 strong safety was the best mo\'e Ateary-eyodPnytonhuggedhissonixafewminutes.Payin my personal career for me."
ton \v.h mducttd in his lir;,t }'Cal' of ehgi'bilil}t
When he first made the switch, Jenkins'
E\'C))'bodyremembersthcmfamous''SuperBow!Shufrelationship with his position coach, Greg Ile" perfi:• med by Payton and a lewof his Oucsgo Bears'
Butler, did not get off to a good start. But- teammates. That had to be one of the funniest things l\e
ler. who is currently coaching in the Cana- seen football playc~ do. (But Payton's J'heri curl was C\CD
dian Football League (CFL). is an intense funniet).
competitor who expected nothing but the
l'ayt('flbrokeJimBTOM1'sru,hingreccrdogainsltheNew
besr from Jenkins and all the players he Orleans SaintS. o f = Thal i.sn't anything new. fae,ycoached in the secondary. In contrast, Jenk- bod) has records and fir..15 against the Samts. He would
in, wa, a young nai've kid. who thoughtthat returntoNcwOrieansh'hisultiJmlccareerhighlightSuper
his level of play was be111g h.idden under .Bo\\114X011J3tlllilll' 26•.ll!86. ~ , l e q p i ~ ~
Butler.
N..•w l:Jl.Jar,d P:mots46-I0. l'nixtunattl~ P:rvim f:
"I was an undisciplined football player who I<> ...-.re a tooctu:,.,n. But. k tlv: game. a11 ob\
was trying to make every play on the field,'' dejectcdl'aytC11daimal ii wa.••ital:.gde:11.
Jenkins said. "Some of the co>"Cmge's that
kahxoollfan,ldm'tthinkdw:n:'smooghfAJOlllclil.c
we ran I had 10 be the last resort 011 defense, P'J)10ll the9e w:,-s. ~ was a lntni>le ~
which mealll I played 011 the la$! line of boc-JDrdi.'fflCh.ln!tdv.ithnot l\'lllll:111ldmqii, · C-.
defense. I played an aggres,h-c style of the other band. l\tybl rammed \\1th tlr Be.,, ~
football that unlmown to me at the time was ~ aod btld times. Alll'.I' a1i Ir W.l'i bmup t o ~
hurting my game. Coach Butler always go1 toi~asttuggliogtiin:hi.se Inthisernoffreeagerq
on my case because he tried 10 correct that and salmy CZ!p,, ~ 1ia)m r.m-lyst1y with thet= 11..t
style of my game. I took ltis crihcism per- clmftoothem.SJx!ilcd!liT-1 pla}tiSc:111 lrumo h-oofrQn\
sonally at time, and shO'>'cd n1y d' plea.,ure P-.;)1onal-o1J1JcdiClllioo.
towanl ltim hy demonstrating my bad alliBUI ~too waslin:akmg,recc 's
tohk N da~ ,
tude. Eventually. both Butler and I under- H~ left lack.loo Swc holding l1lDC st1":>l ~ 1avio
stood each other by stud) ing the defensive sm-u66twcixb,\n;arxlru-Jrdtr3.5<,1)illlh.&sbouL/
schemes from opJ)O'ing teams. We i;at down bait' been the fint ma:ill selection in tfl! <nll. ~~
wtth each other and Marted connn~nicating he was binh behirJ Atlanta\ SlrW 8.1111,Dwi,ki. Dallas
our per;,onal views. At the end, I knew that R.ind)· While and &lllnne's K~ HtJff.
he was JOO percent rit:ht. and we ended up
NcM: 1".i)too hM caic boor where Ir \\ill ill ~
having a good relationship."
Wc•rek0w1tbnx:n>JrieJcia.1ror;iwltol!'Mldpla)1~
lxlllarid"'ffllc,,a.,achlmri,•n. \\-'!it.rnilllxthenott
William Bryam is a 1998 MBA Grad11att running bock'ii!lowms ~ rearmr.nt of Saoom .'tnJ
fo/'H,,'~,rd U11i1·ersil)' and will be pravid- deathofP:iyton~H,,pc,full>clrwillem::i~ioourli ·
i11g ,...,,\Jy updates 1m Billy Jt11lins. \V/,i/e OfCOUN:.there~~tili<heJ~lib:Ermii!ISt ·
at Holatrl, ht worked u11der l!.dwarcl Hill ,ind'JarellDavis, ' 3,t\fil\urr!,J.,,, Ricky Wt
in the Stiorts /11Jor1natio11 De11art111ent. EdgcmnJamcs.Bul
•·J!<c <lflt: 11ch ipl ~~
Upon :E1"11atio11. he completed a sel'en• !'11)1Dr1she.u1.1nddcdi,;. ,-,,rogr,a:ourlL'k.'Vis!cn"'-zens
momh 1111:iship with S11per Bowl }(){XII 00 Suodays. Payton's dc;,il, i, ju,t th..! lar.:,.i in a ,1Jing of
Clramp. n nver 8TQ11tos. This past J11nt, fallen athleteS. Wilt Oi:uooerlin. l';ty!le Stewllrt. NOi'<,,.
Bryam beg n fall-ti111e dmits i11 1he Rams' rru5t cope with the death ri t h e ~ of the dutt
p11blic l\'lat\ons dtpartmem.
'>illcatninJybcm~bytl\)lonlyli:imin~or ·
'f ~~I. anyone nati<IJ\\i<l: \\1•• lmei; the
..-·- 0 ""'""'

-------------------------------------..,,...----'--:.....-----'---..;_.a.....____

post-season
Jose White. Walker played in the NFL with alumnt who support the Bison football prothe New Englund Patriots (1994), the gram. Jenkins is disturbed when he hears
Barcelona Dragons of NFL Europe (199.5). former players bad-mouthing or blaming
and the Minnesota Vikings (1996-1997). the coach for their inability to make a NFL
Harrell spent a year with the New York roster.
Giants in 1995 before going o,•er to the "Theblan1eshouldnotbeon [Howarohead
Canadian Footbull League. The 'Jennessee coach] Steve Wilson." Jenkins noted. ''I feel
Titans recently released White at the start that he pushes a lot of players towards the
of the 1999 NFL season. He had been with NFL. Coach Wilsc,n told us all of the neethe Jacksonville Jaguars (1997-1998) and cssary thing3 that we hnd to do to get in the
spent time in training camps with the Min- NFL. He played in the NFL for more tbao
By WtU.IMI BRYAr\T
nesota Vikings. New York Jet,, and New
IO years. I listened to him when I was
There arc 19 pla)-crs who pla)'Cd in the Mid- Orleans Saints from 1995-1996 before he there. NFL scout, were at Howanl every
Eastern Athletic Conference (MEAC) cur- was released.
week when I was competing. Coach Wilrently playing in the National Football When Jenkins saw these ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - son does a lot for his
League after the first eight weeks of the sea- three former Bison playplayers. I think that
son. TI1t: Rattlers of Florida A&M leads all ers having problems
the players should
MEAC schools with nine players in the earning a spot on a NFL
look at themselves
NFL. South Carolina State (4), Nortlt Carroster, he knew it would
rather than Wilson if
olina A&T (3). Howard (2) and Delaware not be an easy transition
they are not successState round out the list.
for the rest of the Bison
ful in making it to the
'The fact that Howard has only two play- players who had hopes
NFL."
er;, in the NFL should not be a major topic of playing in the NFL.
Jenkins originally
!>f discussion," St. Louis Rams starting "I knew that it was going
came to Howard as a
strong safety Billy Jenkins said. one of two to be hard for anyone
running back and
former Bison playerrin tbe-Nl'b:-'-'&.MU from Howard to play in
wa, doing well ~I
lus had a deep football tradinon playillg in the NFL." Jenkins said.
that position until
!he state of Florida. Overall, the MEAC will "It was during my senior
midway through his
~ave to catch up with other Division !,AA season at Howard that r
red shirt freshman
fOnfercnces. The talent and football pro- felt that I bad a tiood
season. The Bison
l,:rnms in the MEAC continue to improve. chance to play in the
had a lot of uppertlopefully, we will ha,-c more player;, in the NFL. Their lack of suecla~smeo running
NFL from the MEAC."
ccss in the NFL showed
backs that were
uring his freshman year at Howard, the me rhat it would not be
ahead of Jenltins on
hoo were con~idcrcd one of the power- easy for me to gel a
the depth chart. As a
ouses in Divi,ion I-AA football. Behind chance to pl,1>· tbcte."
rc,ult. Jenkins· pla)'•
ing time was fatrly
~ e arm of hy ''Sky'' Walker. Howard went Jenkins docs recall
1-0. wmnini:t their first Black Nationul watchinr th,· NFI, Jr.1f1
llllly Jenkins, Jr.
limited, ,thich pre•
C'hamp1onship under h.:ad coach, Steve oo ESPN with some of
vented him from get'ilson in 1293. As a senior, Jenkins played his former teammates frorrt Howard in the
or his second national cbampion;,hip team campus dormitories. They had hoped to
hen the Bison defeated Southern Univer- play in the NFL and relish the fame and for~ity 27-24 m the Heritage Bowl.
tune that some NFL pla)'Crs enjoy.
"Obviously. you build a program fust before ·•1 talked with some of the guys about play1ou consider talking about your players ing in the NFL," Jenkins admi11ed. "We
,oing on 10 the next level." Jenkins said. always talked about going on to the next
who is in his thin! seasun with St. Louis. Je\'el and playing in the NFL. We talked
•·Howard is poised anc.l has the ability 10 about what we had do in onlerro get;tlt
kcome a powerhou<e once again in the chance. We also d . rood that even i we
MEAC nnd among olher I-AA school~. did all of the tjling, 1 at we were supi}Oled
'!'hey can become a major force in the divi- todo that anppponu1uty might still nqt lfapJion if the guys back at How-.,rd keep work- pen. Those f.ocrc e11l p1otivating foctprs for
mg hard and playing like we did when we
u, to work hard~." that we cou11ge1 an
won two Black National Championships." opportunity to pl, al the next levet !)lave
As a freshman at Howard, Jenkins felt three been very fortuna li:cause all of 1~hard
,Bison players had the "special qualities" to work paid off for ie •
make it in the NFL: Walker. wide receiver Jen.kins led the
s with 12 ta U~s in
fary "Flea" Harrell. and defensive end their 24•21 )QS$ to 'Jeone-<see Ti ~ thi;;
i
past Sunday. He is ne of many l~vard
rrn.n=".!•::-=-=--;s~t;::.;;1ii1• 0~ ~ :--~skiki'es;;;;ori1anTh.~1;po.~Fl~.,;;:;pftJ:C~h:;-;Sou;;jli~~orid;;;;:'
:.I.I
Bulls. ire tenth-r. &t l:Jlgineers ~ 1 igb
Uni,-er..ity \<111 do~ with Colf::de.

Howard Athletic
•
Experience
IS
Transitional for
Jenkins

•

t
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Top

)\l!lcon-.: book sport fan,. Now \\e're in thew-eek
\\11Crutop I0bilungre.Jlycoums. In Divi>ion J.
M )00 h.1,,: to be in die lop eight to ho,,1a fi11'<1pla)'Off g,1111e. But in the land ofthegiantS
I-A). the rop I0ooul(l mean a 89WI 013ll11»·
. Serie:,. NO\•det •~ getdown to the busilie$.s
t hand: the top l01
1-.AA. the 'Iloj:ins of1loy Slate stayed on top
vilh 2<J votes. TI,ey \\ill host Stephen F. Austin.
J;ec<lnd-1rnnked 'lennessee State rec~hed three
~-pb:e votes. The Tiger$ are undefeated and
vill fooe in-stile rival, Thnnesscc Tech. The thirdpoked Jaguars of Soulhem Uni\trsity received
~ne fir<:t-pl:n: ,«e. This weekcop, they will try
b contain the ''Gulf Coo.st Oli,nse" of Fl<rid.1
J\&M. Sitting at number
are the Grizzlies of
l\'fooL11ia. They will trawl to the \¼!SI Cm,t to fuce
Cdifomia Poly in San Luis Obis-po. Oilif. The
~ n · F.ag)esofGeorgi.1Soothem Uy IDtll No.
~-TI,ey will oo.t No. 9 Furman, who gainc'<I I\\Q
F-1-pl:n: ~ ,nlarefreshoff~2&-3 spank~g of I A North Carolin.'1. No. t, is Jame:i Madipt Unh\'~tl)C \\M will face th: Black 8eaB ri
~ne. Sitting in St'.\'eOlh place is ~
Smte. The Mouotaineets are looking at a po!iSible Soothern Cortrerence crown when they m
Vuginia Militlr)( No. 8 are the Ayin' Dutcbmen
~Hofsaa1re0utchmemvill tmvclrothesunny

ru

b,rr==,~mf.;±:::::;=.::===:i:::==~;:=.=,iiii;;:i=:~;===::;:;;;::= ;;:;i

n

lly 1,\'l'Olle McCandies
1-fdltopS~,ff Wri11:r

;:1~\1iss.

In the fir,;t Divi...p1 1-A s'l0t are \he Semi 1e:, of
Rorida Stale. ,mo · idle. The Lioos o Pctm
Stitecouldmakeajumpfrom:scoondpjareto !N
with a big victOf)! But Joe Paterno and comp:1ny ,viii ba\'e to deal thrdeisty Golden GQphcrs of
Minnesotu. The
Hokies o( Virrinia
1ech will 11:1,el
town. W. ¼. to focc
thc.t,!QUlltainett.;
Vi~Qia.. Coming in
,tt No. 4 are theit~gi13lioml champs. dlt'
1cnriessce ¼>lw
. 1iocans1ill ~ back into
the piciul1! for No. I.
will do battle with
the fi$hnn' lri"1 olt-clre Dame. On their hocl.\
at No. 5 are tl,c "fl<jidi Gator.;. Their "Fwi 'N'
Gwi" o ~ ·
f:icr ~ i l t . l<ai1s:1s State
isrankedl'/o.
with Colorado.
ked No, 7 is
.
Heisntan hopeful oc Hamilf!)n will le:id the • •
low Jackels inU> Owlottesvllle against Thomas

thiro-E
toli,

,,~=-

Jonesanddl(!
Viiginia Cavaliqs. No. 8 are the undefeated Bulldais of Misl,issippi State. MSU will tlke on
KfflttJc~17Thursday niiJh1. In the No. 9 sla are the

Canhi!sl=ofNdimska. The Big RcdMachire
will be looking fur revenge from last ye;.- as they
bolUlc the ,~oih1> A&M. ROlllldulg OU1
the top ten an, d i e ~ B~'<'fiof Wiscotm
Ron D.1)-ne c. ming tor the Heisman it him:dl. while he tries to lead oo; team back to the Rase
Bowl Wisconsin ~il trmel to West Lafayet1e to
face Drew Brees aoo die BoilermakersOfPurdtic.

Rookie 1htcy White (LBJ
of Howard Unh-ersity bas

been named MEAC Rookie of the Week nfter
recording 10 tackles (fh'e
solos), two tackles for losses, and one gurne,sealing
sack to prcscn-e n 29-23
win over Norfolk State.
· ~&.'.U;t1ttf.J.2Jl,,1!lll1i'l:.t:111tkmio 18.
Ol!llN 29, :Sn1Mi Stat• 23
f•111~to1tJJ!..S..t',iit'llu2
ll>lidll A& M.;IJJJEJ ~ RIf l9
<.:o,t-·HKt.:"'iU

!II

:'..C.A& r

lorida A&:11
flampton

SU

cc

O n :ttAt.L

lYLI £.a »:LI hi
S
6
4
3

O O 1.000 7 I O .875
0 0 1.000 6 2 0 .750
20.667 630 .667
2 0 .600 3 5 0

230.400
230 .400
I J0.250
0 4 0.000
0 6 0 .000

530
350
3 4 0
250
l 7 0

thunc-Cookrnan , 1.. Hampton
ta"" "' State u. N.C'• .\&T Stale

lorlda A&\! "· Southern
OM-ftrd \-~ S.C Sl•l~

Mol'l\nn State"· l'iort'olk State

.375

.625
.37S
.429
,28(,

. 125
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Registration
(Monday, 8 November 1999-Friday, 12 November 1999)

You must register for Spring 2000 during
General Mandatory Registration (GMR)
or incur a $150 Late Registration Fee.
To complete General Mandatory Registration, you must:
• See your academic advisor before using HU B.I.S.O.N.
• Use HU B.I.S.O.N. (202-806-4537) 7AM-8PM to select classes.

Printouts available in Cramton Auditorium 8-10, and 12 November. 8:30AM-5PM
(Monday, Tuesday, Friday) and 8:30AM-6PM (Wednesday).

Hl2
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Athlete of the
Week
By BURNICE CAIN
Hilltop Slaff Wriler

•

..'
•

•; By '.\loM'.'SII\ JhMIA
: 111111

CARTER

'itaff Writer

••

: In I -1 , < Jiu\\a1d Universily Bison Foundalion
: dcvcl eJ 1he llow.ird Uni,er,ily A1hle1ic Hall of
: F rnur r 1e A1hlet1c Hall of Fame was developed to
! ..,u,r1 y t ,H1 ,t ,Htm1r.1blr .and incredibly talenl• d 1hlc1c 1!,.11 ha,e graced Howard', campus.
: \
t. ks, than one percent of 1hc Bison alh,
)J
cornpcled for lhis great honor have
u
•e I elected The Hall of Fame Gallery
; nclu
.uch greals a, Melvin ForJ who was
nJu c 11 1995. Ford·, legacy encompas,cd outs Ur:'10 n · r.1nlvcr~ity and personal records 1n swim.p . lk icd Howard 10 the CIAA Championships
, In ,
.c~ rn the la1e I 950s. Ford won more than
! '2 , I Is throughout his days al Howard and was
; 101cd CIA It. mosl valuable p layer in 1960.
: A n ,,•• IJmiliar name in 1hc gallery i, Howard
~ ,011 ,t .oach Siew Wilson. a I 996 inductee.
• \\ 11>1
long1i111c folllball affiliate. was named an
f \I
ra n his senior vear a1 How:ird. Afler
,
u , Howard ren,rds as number of kickoff
1
,mrlc season (40) and mo,1 yardage
,
Wilson conlinued 10 advance Wilson
l
, th lhe Dallas Cowboys before he was
1
nl ,
, pla) for lhe Denver Bronco, where he
r ,
UI lus profrssional career. In 1989. Wilt
urn ,I ,,s hrnll coach of 1hc uni,cr,i1y·s
m1b II I, mi.
R<>u I ly 'or lhc pas1 ' " years, lhe Bi,on Foun) d u,
• olhcr ,1pp11inted committees hold an
l I,,, mt, ~hoo,c a nc\\ breed of Hall of Famers.
•, \lun
11h B,sC>n greats James Walker (wresiling
nd ol, 1'1) and l',ank Williams (ba,kelball),
,rm Ho,nrd football player Harvey Reed was
ho
b inducted sl the Sixth Annual Hall of
, 1~1
r kla t The ,\11-Americ.m was 1he all1111e
d
ru~her in 1he MEAC Reed allt> l~d
Hou
e ison in 1987
II,
er 11y women', baske1bnll ooach.
~
111 <' <•nc ol lhe I 999 111duc1ee,.
IC
, H >wnrd l nivrrsi1v caree, . ccomi ,h
• u • b mg the winningc,t ach Ill
1Ho\\
' r\ w th Z79 v1c1ories and becoming
he."
, tcoach III the \.IEAC In 199-1,'Tyler
d .M&AC C'oach of the Year. She h,L, nine
: 'vlt,Ai I ks 111d , ~~peeled to lend the Lady
; 01~<
~. ,11 -.r.1-.on
1 C'o
11
1 •,nt Tyler"s only ou1s1anding Howard
"co .li hmen1. Dunng her first five year, coach.ii How:ird. ,he served as lhe clinical coordi-

•
j•

1j

•

•

•

1

I

I
f

l\

!•,n~

hk l'holo
Head <'0.1Ch or the Ho>111.rd >1omcn·s baskl'l>a.U team Sanya
'lylcr "ill ht, among the inductees into the How"nl Alhlctic
Hall or fame tomom,>1 during the sixth annual Hall or Rtmc
Bn-akfa.\l.

nalor and in,1ruc1or ;11 1hc universi1y·, School of
Rad,ological Technology. Tyler make, lime to
involve herself in many commi11ec, and organiza•
lion,. such a, lhe NCAA Rules Commit1ee for
Wt)J!lcn•~ ~ab~tbnll. 1he ~aismilh Pl~er of lhe
Ye;tt Selc~tion C~mmit1ee11hc KodAJ. All•Ay,cri•
q1jSekc(jon, Commi11ee, anf many 011lerf.
t&ough fie is nol beang inducted into 1nel-falrof
Fame this ,·car. former Howard traci coach and a1hlt1ic direcior WlJlia!'I Moultr,ie will be honored in
ajpre•ga111e-~erer11.ony \n 11rn1onow. In addi1ion 10
Nl.oullrie. al tribute t<l fonlli:.r Howard baseball
coach Chuck Hin1011 will be held on Sunday al 4:00
p.m in the Rose Room al RFK Stadium.
The Hall of Fame Breakfa,1 will lake place 1omorrow in 1he Blackburn falcul1y resturnnl al 8
a.m. Con1ac1 Nairobi Abrams for more info at
(102) 806-5857.

~Bison Swimming Team Has Disappointing
bowing Against LaSalle
l>J \ \lilt R HOl'l<"S•J t 'Kl'-S

Htlltop S1.1ffWn1er
c o.K·h R,,r) Lewi, 1\1.m:d down al h.i, ccmn. ,i7.ing up 1hcir
d ire •o \\'lll wilh 111, eye:\.
~m\ ~s no1 thi..• tune to be complacent,.. Lewis a<lmon•
1.J• Now is the ume thal \IC 111.'<.'<I 10 ,rep ii up. Yt1u could
1h01. }l>ur performance for 1he rem.under of the sea,on
1f \)ll

relax ilO\\ ••

II ( ,,. rh Le\\ i,· commcm, ma<k during an average Monday
t leri ,~,n practice of the How,,rd swimming te.im. follows
1

rill' •c-.un\ Ji,appo1111ing ,huwing al LaSalle Universily this

I"''' s..1urJ.1r TI1ough the Bison made a de1ermined effon.

I isl 111111111e illnesses plagued an 01herwisc ,rrong Howard
"' mnung and diving team.
, "\\ hen I scheduled [lhe LaSalle) meel. I knew ~1at. fol: 11 \\.Ill' om , ucccssful recruitment proce,s. wc:'d have quite
\!tilronr''l>men·, team this year:· Lewi, ,aid a~ he \V"Jtched
i.. <\I h ,wimrncr, warm up during Monday"s prac1ice.
',,,ifo 111n,1ld). lour of our women bccan1e ill ,md were
'Jl~llll kl lllllJlCIC. [his h,1d a fundamentttl impacl on the

~
I"""
t

Tk.11 ~ compchlion."

.~1

..,,. Even w,1hou1 the mi"ing team members. !he Lndy Bbon

! I"' 1' rmcd

I

\\CII against LaS;tlle. Freshman Miriam Lynch
1he JIX).mc1er fl'l>c,1ylc while senior S1ephanie Griffi1h
rn, lJ>eled a, lhe sole dl\er i<irthe 1eam placing second. Gnflh also placed 1hird in 1he 500-melcr frecsiylc.
Sopho1uorc Ca,ild1 Truner finished second in 1he 200nele• l>!lckslroke while Junior Nicoln Fenty placed second
•n he mdil idual medley and third in the 200-merer back:tmkc
l11e ni..le BiSQn were also viable opponents in la,1 Salurd v\ n1t· d. Sophomore Charle, Washington ,warn 10 secnd pl cc 111 100 2()0..meter hunerfly and lhird in 1he 200er l'n'cSlylc. Seco11CI place in lhe I000-meler frecsiyle and

1

1hird plac,: an lhe 500.merer frec,1ylc mces bmh belonged
111 junior Salim Kint?. Cu-captain Nkhol,., Askew pl,1e1,'<l st'C·
ond ,n 1hc 2(Xl-mctcr brca,istroke.
·111e men nu,de a strong effor1:· said Lewis. "Though the
Howard men\ program improved during rccrui1me111.
LaSalle\ men arc ju,1 ,1ronger."
No1111g 1ha1 Howard\ \\omen\ progr.un " currcnll> the
,tront:er of the 1,,u. Lewi, maintained 1ha1 the entire !\W1m
prugr:un 1, the ~trongc,t 11 l'tt, been in )CaJ'i., atiC't' a ,1,c,."'t"C,,ful
rccruuin~ season with 12 addi110n, 10 1hc Shark roster
"We arc probably ranked fourth Ill the metropoluan D.C.
area."
Lewi, ,aid. "Our program is a hit ,1m11gcr than Carholic
Universi1y\. bur 1101 ''-' ,1ro11g '" the others." Another local
school. American Universi1y. will rake on the team 1hi, Sarurday in anolher away meet.
"We arc curren1ly wodi11g 011 developing ,rrength. co11Cli1ioning. endumnce, relining srroke lcchnique, and perfec1ing mce ,1r..11eg};" Lewis ,aid. "Our season stretches from
Sep1embcr 10 Febru.,ry. even March. Were ju,1 fmhhing oul
1he 1irsi half oflhe fall sem.:,1er. ,o we"ve only Jlhl begun:·
Though the American ream is one of lhe ,1ninge,1 ream,
loc,tlly 1.ewi, bclicwd his lcam will fare well during 1l,e
meet
·•Mjrimn Lynch ,uld Qisilda Troller are ju\l two of the addi•
lions to our pmgmm of which Anierican is nol tl\\~U"e... he
said. "It will be a plca.s:inl ,urprisc. Well. I don·, know aboul
a plea,am one.bur [American) will definitely be surprised."
Coming Evems:
Nov. 5 <!f, 5 p.m. - Alumni Competition. Come see currc111
and alumni of the swimming ream lake each 01hcr on in 1hc
Burr P,x,1 1
Nov. 6 @ 8 ,1.m. HU \'lo. American (AWAY)

1
I

'
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MEAC SPORTS 1'!01t,\I ITIO'I
GREEr-.SBORO. N.C (November 2)
The Mid
Ea\lern Athletic Conference (Mt.AC\ will broad·
ca,1 I I regular ,ea,on baskc1hall game, this season. Thc,e game~ w,11 include 1wo women·,
baske1ball con1es1S. in addi1ion 10 1hc MEAC tnur•
nament semi-fina l, and bo1h championship con1e,1s. All game, will be broadca,1 live on Hume
Team Spons (HTS) and nauonally Ji,1nbu1cd ,·,a
America One. The MEAC Ba,kc1ball Tournumenl
will be held March 6-11 in Richmond. Va.
The I I-game ,ta1c will up-off on Jan. 8 WJlh a
match-up of eilher Coppm S1t11c at Be1hunc-Cuokman or N.C. A&T at Howard ,iamng al 4:00 p.m.
On Jan. 17. Delawar(' S1a1e 1raveh 10 llampwn for
double-header action on a ,pecial Mamn Lu1her
King Jr. Holiday brnadcasl. A rema1ch of la,1 season·. men·, champion,hip game wi1h S.C. Stale
bat11ing Florida A&M highliglus the mon1h on
Feb. 19. Thal game is scheduled for a noon up-off.
Other games in January include Maryland-Eastern
Shore al Morgan S1a1c ( 1/15). Norfolk Stale al
Morgan S1a1e ( I/22) and Delt1ware S1a1e al Maryland-Ea,1ern Shore ( 1/29).
The remainin!! February malch-ups will fealure
Hamp1on al S.C. S1a1e (2/5). Howard al N.C. A&T
(2/12) and Florida A&M al Bethune-Cookman or
Hamp1on at Norfolk S1,11,· (2/26)
Be low. you will find a game-by game ,chedule of
the 2000 package .

he make, students wam 10 learn lhe mmerial. and says
thing, to make hi, sludcnls lhink and evaluale the world
around them .
Defrictas also par1icipa1es in the Big Brolher Big Sis•
ter program. She has been ., big sisler 10 13-year old
Shaquila Banks for 1hc pa,1 1wo years. She and Banks
have gone on field trip, 10 1he Na1ional Zoo. roller-skal,ng, and to children museum,.
She ha., al,o p:irucipated in HUSA\ community oulreach program. going 10 Gage Ecking1on Elementary for
1wo hours a day Ill help less advanced children improve
their reading, wriung and ma1hcmaucs skills. Also.
Defrie1a, works once a week at the Nat,onal Rehabililahon Cemer.
··She gi ,cs her all in everything ,he does," <aid her
mother. Gean Berry.
2000 BASKETBALL TELEVISION SC HEDULE
(All lip-offs Live. Eas1ern Standard Time)
Home Team Spon, (HTS) & Ntllional Cable Dis1ribu11on Via Americ,1 One Check The MEAC
Website Re!!ularly For S~hedu le Changes &
Upda1e,
J anuar y
8 Coppin St ate @ Bethune-Cookman 4 p.m. Live
or N.C. A&T @ Howard

15 Maryland-Eastern Shore
p.m. - Lhe

@

Morgan State 4

17 (MLK Da)) Dela"are State
(MW)· Ll\e

@

Hampton

22 Norfolk St ate @ Morgan State noon - Live
29 Delanare State
n oon - Live

@

Mar) land-Eastern Shor e

Februnr)
S Hampton

@

S.C. State noon. - Lhe

12 Howard

@

N.C. A&T (MW) 2 p.m. - u,•e

19 Saturda) S.C. State @ Florida A&M
- Lhe
(Site S"itchl

noon

26 Florida A&l\l @ Bethune-Cookman 9:30
f>.m. - Lhe
or Hampton Ii' ~orfolk State - Lhe
2000 l\lEAC Basketball Tournament Games
Murch
10 MEAC Semi-Finals Game~ h~2 noon - Live
30 l\lin. a fter completion:
10 :\IEAL Semi-Fia:il\ Game, 3& I
11 Women's Champion,hip Game 4 p.m. - Live
Men's Championship Game 7 p.m. - Live

·B ison Bit
Volleyball Regular Season Begins to Wind
Down

No,·. 6 Norfolk Stale @ S.C. State
Nov. 9 Norfolk State @ Howard .

•'

'''

Basketball-TV
Schedule
Announced

Athlete of the \feek.

The remaining MEAC schedule is as follows:

I'
l

'•

2000 MEAC

All•Pro Photography
Ho,.ard swimming team member Giselle Defrietas is lhe

1999 MEAC Voll eyball Championships i, less than two week, (Nov. 19-20), bu1 Morgan S1a1e.
Howard and Hamp1on are figh1ing for 1he IOp posi1ion in lhe Nonhern division. Florida A&M. who
has 1he league\ besl overall record at 18-4. have cruised through lhe Soulhern division undefea1ed.
The 1999 MEAC Volleyball Championship will be played in lhe newly renovated T.L. Field House
in Baltimore. Md, on 1he campus of Morgan Slate Univer,i1y. In lnsi weekend aclion, Florida A&M
defea1ed Norfolk S1a1e and Hamp1on in s1raigh1 sets. whi le Morgan State defeu1ed Hampton in four.
On Nov. I 0. the AII-MEAC Volleyball Firs I and Second reams will be announced.

II

;

As she 1igh1ens her goggles and makes sure her swim
cap is in place. Gi~lle Defrie1as sreps on 1he blocks waiting for the sound of lhe starling horn .
Defrielas is a senior co-cap1ain of 1he ream. and a phy,ical 1herapy major with a 3.6 g.p.a. A ,outh Bronx
na1ive, Defrieias learned how 10 swim when she was eigh1
years old ai a nearby YMCA. She wen1 10 Brookland
Tuchnical High School and thril·ed in academics and
swimming. In her high school career, she was Rookie of
1hc Year. captain her junior and senior years, and Mos1
Valuable Player.
Some of her high school hjghlighls aho include a mce
where she ""-IS 0.5 seconds away from breaking the I()().
merer brenslStroke record. and selling 1he record for 1he
200-mcier frees1yte relay.
She came 10 Howard because 1he progmm wa., accredi1ed and ,he wanted to par1icipale on 1he ,wim 1ean1.
.., wanted to live in ano1her metropoli1an city Md have
some disrance away from home:· Defrie1a, said.
Defrieras is extremely meticulous. She belie\'es "'e,,:ry1hing has i.-s place" in li fe. and applies 1his same philosophy 10 swimming. Since she is a breaslstroke swimmer. lechnique is very imporlanl. She makes sure her
shoulders are s1rnigh1 and tha1 she finishes her laps on
her sides. She works on lhe speed of her stroke, making
sure her kicks are wide. Before every meel. she vi,ualizes whal she will do before she compeles.
·The whole leam is going 10 miss her becau,.- she doe,
so much for lhe leam:· said sophomore teammate Porche
Williams. "'She supports everyone regardless oflheir auirudes or performances. Her oplimism allows her 10 gel
along with everyone:·
Recenlly at LaSalle Universily, she lost 1wo different
mces by 1wo ,econds. Though 1hose losses hurl her. she
feels Ihm i.-s nol aboul winning or losing, but is about
how well you perform as an individual.
Defrie1as is taking 23 credils and ,rays up pasi n,;dnighl
rewriting leclure noles and reading 1ex1books 10 prepare
for class. She wriles the preliminary basics. reads the
book 10 fill in any missing links. and 1hen panicipa1e, in
sludy groups 10 ab,orb all of 1he informa1ion.
Her favorile professor b Charle, Me1ze Ill. She said 1hat

-
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Do you love Howard sports as much as we do? Do you
like to write? If so, then come join SPORTS Week! Con•
tact Kevin Stewart (Sports Editor) @ 202-806-6866 or·
by email at hilltop_sports@hotmail.com.
Catch the excitement that is Howard SPORTS!
I

I

Mal'l Coleman

,

• f ond pbl't" fini1;hes..

••

·-

I

1IK lli",n Swimming '1~m has n di,;ap1>0inting ouling agah,<t l.aS11llc, but th<y won- able to take home .se,-erJI Uirid and
)
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IT'S HARVEST TIME!!!

CALLING ALL RHC ! ! !

"Then saith he unto his disciples, The harvest truly
is plenteous,. but the labourers are £ew;n
Matthew 9: 37

Howard University Community Choir

Howard University Community Choir

Welcomes Home Our

Presents

RHCFamily
We Invite You To Join Us In Our

RHC Family Reunion Gospel Concert

RHC Family Reunion Gospel Concert

Celebrating 10 Years
Of Uplifting The Name Of Jesus Christ
Through Song

•

Celebrating 10 Years
Of Uplifting The Name Of Jesus Christ
Through Song

With Special Guest

Ronald Winans

With Special Guest

Ronald Winans
Sunday, November 7, 1999
6:00 PM
Armour J. Blackburn University Center
Ballroom
Howard University Main Campus
Washington, D.C.

Sunday, November 7, 1999
Rehearsals Will Be Conducted
Friday, November 5, 1999 at 5:00 PM
Saturday, November 6, 1999 at 7:00 PM
Armour J. Blackburn University Center Ballroom
Howard University Main Campus
Washington, D. C.

Admission is Free
Jesus Paid It All!!!

I

Do you re ■~"le ■~"lber Best' of Friends?

Tiffany's? The Club House?
The Punch · Out'?
·Join the class of 1 979 Al\i.l lenniu---

Howard University's

ST I-IC:,NIECC:,NIII\IG
of -the 20th cent'ury
Sat'urday, Nove1~'lber 6, 1999
9:00 p1'1'1 - 4:00 a1-.'1

Club 1 824 al' -the Poirit
1 824 Half Street S~V DC
$10 donation

I

Dress: Funky
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T HE HILLTOP

Howard's Women's Soccer Team Shuts-out UNC-Asheville
was called in favor of Howard. UNC-Asheville had three g irl s line
up, forming a human wall to make 1he ki ck harder 10 shoot, but
th e wa ll did not in1imida1c Shannon Hollins. A t th e 18-ya rd line,
she kicked a sho1 off her righ t foo l 1ha1 sen t th e ball soaring over
lhree 1riangle defenders into the back of th e neL
" l was concenrr:11ing on nor k ic king lhe ball over 1hc goal,"
Ho llins sai d. "I jus1 100k my time and aimed for 1he for post,"
This win wa" symbol ic for seniors Talila Keiller, Sharee
Wi lliams and Renee Birmi ngham, who were playing 1here las1
home g.1me a1 HU. All of the seniors were given bouquets of flowers to bid 1hem farewe ll . " We are going to miss them.'' said ream
co-captain and goa lie Lauren Pruitt.
The 1ournament wi 11 be held from November 4-7, 1999 in Lynchburg, Va. "\Ve have 1urned o ur season around," said Howard h ead
coach Michelle S1ree1. "\Ve are very confiden t going into our conference 1ournamen1 ."

By B URNICE CAIN
Hilhop Slaff Writer
University of North Caro lina-Asheville women's soccer coac h
Miche lle Cornish br ie fl y summed up her team's 1-0 loss to
Howard last Friday at Greene Srndium ..
"We were ou1ma1ched and ou1p layed," she said.
In 1be teams' 1hird meeting, ii wasn'1 jus1 1ha1 UNC-Asheville

•

Marl Coleman
Shao non Hollins (#13) scored tlie game \\inning goal for the Lady Bi~on during
a penal!) kick situation.

Mat'k Coleman

Amy Olson (#2) mixes it up "ith an UNC playtr during g;imt,

played 1err ible while Howard (HU) played extremely well. The
game was really abou1 wh ich 1eam comple1ed scori ng oppor1uni1ies.
In 1he firs1 ha lf, both teams were playing a1 1he same level.
UNC-Asheville had four s hots, one corner kick, five saves, and
two offside calls. HU had nine sho1s, two corner kicks, and three

Walter'

•

fou ls 10 end the half. 801h teams left the half determined 10 cha nge
these numbers.
During th e second half, Howard came out more focused and
determined to score. They won more headers, made key passes 10
eac h other, and kepi possession of th e ball longer than UNCA sheville. Howard's front line was hungry to score and played
aggressive defense, Also, HU's defense cleared balls quickly,
enabling lhem 10 gel the ball 10 key mid-fielders or forwards to
move up 1he field,
Howard had many oppor1uni1ie, to score, One such play
involved Erinn Garner wi1h 20 minu1e, remaining in the half. She
ran quickly up 1he right sideline, cut in side, and dished 1he ball
off to Jocelyn Fisher a1 1he 18-yard line. Fisher shot 1he ball w ith
her left foo t. bu t the ball wen1 pns1 1he right pos l for no score.
Then, seconds later, Vic1oria McLean missed ano th er sho1 at a
goal.
UNC-Asheville goa lie Chris1ine Geske punted 1he ball, which
Howard won. HU pu1 the ball back in her face. A penalty kick

''

M:rl Colemin

Tht Ludy Bison celebrale their S<Qlad ronsecuthe "in, "hid! marks the lits!
time or the ttanl wininj: two J::W.tlCS in a ro,~

Payton
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Attention All Hilltop Policy
Board Members:

U.N.I.T.Y. 2000
The Howard University Student Association

.
.

The Hilltop Policy Board will

announces lhe position of

meet on Wed., Nov. 17th

Chair
for the

2000 General Assembly Elections Committee

at 5:30 p.m. in

..: .
.:•.

Blackburn Center

••

' i,

Your attendance is
Students \Viii be required to submit aproposal, resume, and completed application to the

important.

HUSA Office Suite 102
Applications are due on Monday November 15, tm by 5p.m.

Please Call and confirm your

I

I

l

attendance @ 806-7000.
.

All students are welcome to apply for the position and may pick up applications i11 Suite 104
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Hlll
Personals

UBIQUITY. INC Wishes Howan! Universi-

All Hll.,LTOPICS are ty a Safe and Happy Homecoming!
1-----------1-- - - - - - - - - - S.T.RA.Z.AD.
due, paid in full, the
NCNW
E plwibus unim...
Let's keep it tight ladies!!
e.
Oc,,ernJ Body Meeting
-!he mommy,
M onday be1ore
publiwcdncsda)i Nov. 10
.
A
6:30pm in Bl:i.:kbum Rcodmg Lounge
Cation. nnOUnCe- All women and men arc welcome
l ha>u qu'5llonl \\'hat""' up>tlth that
WF.AK A Apollo Sho>1 Wrd.1'1~ht?
ments by campus
''Chan&inaF:,ccf'
Canllc~..-tourSIOlwk?
. tl.ons fiOr Recruitment
meenns tir <tud<nlJ intemttd • - - - - , , - - - - , - - . , , , - - - org aniza
in Mmmnsarta)~ Th:mttt1nsi!
Happy IOthAnnl-cnaryC!fcrn:.«ll<'e
Nol< 15 in tht school of Allied Health Sci•
Spi1na '89 7.eta Phi llc11Sororil)I Inc.
meetings, Seminars Or
cncn.Rm 124.6-8pm
Alpha ~
non-profit are charged 1------,Fi=-o-r-=R,...en....,t_ __ 1l> the M0111 Gnidous Lad!"' or Alt>ha
Kappa Alpha Sororll), ln,-orpontl<d,
Alpha Chaptrr
as individuals adver- Female wanted to share large288 3j)(.
\V/D, WWC. AC, Good security, 112 block
\\<!come Home!
tising for the puipose from Slowe Hall. 202-723-4242
.
a-----------U"Pl')'l'<>unckl'l d~ OcltaSlymAl11
0f annOUilCfilg a Ser- 1/House1osharc.BeautifullyrcnovalCd
No-'tmbcr 7, 1999
• b •
llin
VictOrian House. Professional. clean. bright ■-----------VlCe, uymg Or Se g atmosphen.S370.S380.Call202-797·1199 Wiuptolllll\Y~Plt'lln..mtChJ.t0>tn
are charged $5 for the
: :ru"u~=:::t::::_ th'.....,. Coast
1
• ~ - - - -l'l'l
_ nco_N_ube
__
first 20 Words and $ 1 Once Again it's on!! Black Beach Spring •&.
• al c.-er.BlackCollegesandUnh'tnldescooBreak In Jamaica. Bigger and better than To the l..adic:, of Ddta Sitn Th••'• Soront>,
lttc \\~!come Hom, Soro,,,.
10r
every adelitlOn
th
eLargestBeach - - - - - - - - -- pat1y In the World. 1l> bear moro Info call
HIPP)' Annh'Cl'IAI')' 10 ll\Y dynamic line sh,
fi.Ve words. Local ,-ergeonJamaJroror
t-900-226-BBSB. That's 1-900-226-2272.
ten! 10 yean and aolna •trona•
COmpanieS
are MustllelS+l.99/mln.ortoorderllcktts
Loi~.
22_ _ _ _ _____Cabbaa
charged $ 10 for the __dlrtCl_20_2_.JS1_--86_
_ _•_Pa_" h_9·_-'_·89_ _
first 20 words and $2 fcooFreeuipsandca.sh!SpringBreaJc
luppy=tM':/t=gotoo
C.
fi
*Cancwt•
•Jamaica•
my 40 oz.
1or every ve words For 10ycars0ass11-a,..,llntemalional
KS
CTI) has distinguished itself as lhc most
thereafter. P ersona1 li3blcsrudcntC\'C>llandmarlcttingo,gani- Wiup to lbe CW. ol 1999 Baek 11 lbe
MCffll
ads are $2 for the first wi:~s°:!=~~':
Prlncl!Nubt
&.
10,000.Conllldustodayfordet.ails!
lo WOrd S and $1 10r 800028, IS()C)wwwclasstra"elintl.oom
Welcome home alumni of Delli Sl&mA PU
1-----------every additional five $1500 weekly po<cntiol mailing our circtJ.
'll> my lJnc s,
Jars. No experience required. Frcc inilrma·
I om htre fur)~ and
words.
tioo p:i,:lret Call 202-452-5940
there for me I kl,~
0

@

4

)CU ate

ANNOUNCEMENTS
UBIQUITY. r.-;c . PRESENTS IWLE

OERIMA on 'Culture & The Bla<'k Him
l!WSII)'" Mon.. No,: 8 0 7pmln llbck00!11 G,11,'!) l,•1111·,· 1
Slama Oamn11 Rho Sotcritjl Inc.
plT~IIU

OrwerSttvlce, Ottaia-Prosrcss
\l>l.witeu Drive
N<N 9, 1999, 11am to 2:30pm

Blackbum Ccntcs; Oraund f'loor
Realltcr with noo-J)l1)fit ccpnl.ulions to
\Olunieer llr apecillc propnu throuahout DC.
"lfi1docsn'1makc dolt=it dcan'1make
IICll-<e." lnterc>ted in im1'sting1 Join the
Jn,,:stments
and v.• tch )OUf money
grov, M,.._, N<N 8, 1999. 5,JSpmSchool

Oub

ofBu.mc.>s Room TBA Bring SIOdueo
& $2.5 Ul\'l'stmtnL
hoY..udfU1anCCClub~ yahoo.com
WeJoomc home UBIQUITARIANS.
We'll meet 31 lhc UBIQUITY TREE Sat..
No,: 6. inuncdiaidy lollowing the game!
TSA N ~ ~ invitl)S )'OU 10 •

aousTlAN HOMECO!l-flNG
~

Ill

'The VfflUIW"OU., \\omen ur
\"13<ious 1>4.
The Ran bl,

\l:>luntter Tutors needed in MOlb, Reading
& Afric'111 American swdies ror grades 2nd
12th. Tutoring will be held 31 the Anacostia
h of DC Public l..ibral'): 18th and
HApJI)' Olrth~ Ja..""1ne ($15'1)
Hope Rd.• SE, tutors arc needed c--uy
Prfntt&~
Sat. from 10:30am - 12:30pm. Starting Oil
Sept. 25th. Tutor orientation any Saturday at - - - - - - - - -- - Anocostia branch at I 0:30am - II :30 am.
(Howard Unh'tl'llty Community)
Program sponsored by the ruriron Cultural
Ltt'I Nll't. Ab Ind ct\lO)'!lble !19
&lucat.ion Foundation. Call 202-832-9712
Hom«OO.llna, (Bllna. Ollna)
lor more info.
Prince

Welcome Home Soro rs of
Alpha ~haptcr, Delta Si~a
1lietu Sororih~ Inc. to Ilic last
Howard Honi«oming of the
mlUenium!
A rich h,·ritagl' continue·!

Black Beach Spring Break 1n Jamaica 1s
lrertng £roe dcktts for reps who achtt•
our trip. Come get your t-,;hlrt and
info packages at Blackburn. Call Juan

Oavu 202-387--8622

1-----------Browse icpt.oom for ALL Springbrcak
'2000" hotspots
Student Org;s &
Sales Rep. Fabuloos panics. hotels.prices.
Inter-Campus 800-327.()()13

Need

■------------

ti,,..

Make a diffe=cc in lhe
of black cbil·
. The BEU.. Foondalion works to
rccrwt college Students. community men,.
and professionals to scr.'C as rutors at
lcmcn1ary school sites. Hourly rates. ST10/hr. Join our teani and ha>,: an act,'C>ltu1e
ra lifetime. Contact the BEU.. Foundation:
1-847-9535. 14146 Cas~e Bhd.. Suite
I, Sil\-er Spring. MD 20904 or fax CO\'Cf
letter with resume to 301-847-0332

NOii 6. 1999 • 2031 flaalcrplThne: 9pm • lam(onoblockf'romCltYCt - - - - - - - - - - Hall)clll 0. b-dinctlons O 86S-0343. Admini<U11ti,,: Assistant needed. Flaible
Adnli.,Jcn t, F'RSBI
, lots of oppoounity lor growth. Must
indq,endent and computer literate.
Circle K lotctn3tional would like 10 thank
ease call (202)833-BEST ct fax resume to
all volunteen, UGSA and HUSA lor help- 202)833-2391
Ing with the Powder l'UlTTow-namcnt and 1 - - - - - - -- - - - the Halloween Hllllllted Hoose Oil Sarut- Mcrchandise/Mystery Shopper needed
da)I Oct. 30, 1999. ~unteers make a dif, unmcdi:uely for R"'3JI store. Pf. Send
fcteoce!
• 3ddn:ss and phone number 10 : GE
Von Buren St NW WDC 20012 ct call
N.A.AC.P
)723--0415
The Bison °'3pcer is back!!! N<N I7 @
8pm. Location TBA
For Sale/Services
Cap City

Negro League CoUtctloo
World's Freshest Baseball Caps
(202)722-0701 Outside (202)
1-800-223-TAJO

luppy
Sth Anniversary
or Spring
1994 lines: Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority
to all

lhc

Inc., Alpha~ Omega Psi Phi Fmernil). Inc,. Alpha~ z.eta Phi Bela
S<,rorily Inc.. Alpha~ Coagraru!a•
tioos and best wishes from )OUf sands of
Alpha~ Delia S p Theta Sotcrity
Inc.

H "'> Sth Anruwn•I) ,,, thc f:.clc-u
\\l•n...., or A<Siducw 40 1 Coov,ttul.atioos
oo bt,,t wimo to Alpha Chtptct 0.:lta
Sign11 Thcla Sornril)I Inc Sprott; 1994
C'Gt••llo 'llUIJ
M~ Oom<1

\li<hclto \uni,

Sb.'C1 l .<Oboo

Tu>, \t.i...,_,
AIK ll<>lt)
I,id.a 1""'11JittkoN> lkttw M...,...
J nrlll:r llcm;tl.
Trt,:q S..-r,,ulm

Sicu<lollma>

l botwno H.lll
\ l.t)1 """"
AOllll ll.ai"""1
lino 11.,.lin,
M m;• l .n
Tum,;c II Llc<
1.... mi.1)111
Kallla Pon,q

Klnttrli Ox~

H-.n J,mn

i, nru tr C'l,n;t-<U

l
l• Line
l<rlli Ldloo
\ 'Ul<l TRI'\"
lcim,l \1,;°""1JJ
Ca,il Bri""1

n-.llldar..1
1""-'t) Austin
Kelk) II ri;ht

Shoundl.l \\'>tQ>

J.,,,w '\lih!IO

UMUllb l\Mm
D,.-ru,e ~
;j> ~
l 'halx!(, l'\tlrqoi,.-r

("lr.1'"11gl\D'l.l(m ~V"lllln
Ez1b 11;:,oo
Arub Wiinm
Lo-,~ JO.A-94611'

CAU..JNG ALL ARTISTS...
Spring Break 2000
The 8th Annual \\l:,man to \\\)man Coo•
Free 1lips. Free Drinks, Free Meals
fi:n:oce solicits yow- talent! Enter the con- runruca. Cancun. Florid:,_ Barbados.
test and ha,'C )'OW' desigi, scr,,: s 1hc cover Bllll3n!M. l3oolc now for Free meals & 2
fur the >=2000 Program Oooklct Con· free uips. Book by December 17th for low·
lest begins Wed., No,: 8. ApplicatiOll
t ratcS. 1,800426-7710
P'l"kets will be a>'Uilablc in the Ans &
WW\\:sunsplasbtOUIS.com
Sciences Student Council Office in Black- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - bw-n l1ll 106. MJ,ythc best artist win!II
Lose Weight Now
3.5 pounds a week
Gwrantced Results
Call Sofia 202-588-7021

-KKD

ll¾C don't bp:t 1'0' m r I • L • •
begins
lb \t.anth Sc-al'). R.\ tit.be \\e,t ht1"L \ou MN '
fTII quk\ JO pt lht po(h, { Ill )OU pt 8 tn4ffl1, •
Rlntf maa to 1h our taUet: In a than • lift~?

Arc you ready to ser,,:7 Bison 0,.-,pter
No. 17th @ 8pm

Free CD of cool indic music when you rcgLsta at mybytcs.com. the ultimate website
for )'Ollt ooUcge needs.

un IQUfARIANS
llmlC\.'tlmins Bnmth Sun., N<11: 7
Dl~kbum Hilltor l..ourii,: 21"'1
\JHUR\JSASA!

Students, faculty, Staff
1bp prices paid for used and unwanted

Thxtbook.s. TAJ Book Sernce
202-722--0701 Outside (202)
1-800-223-TAJO

4>Ul FO\llldm W~ Nov. 8-14
Men, K,i,IM Pot<ll)l'ldu.,tlcn OptlMI
Smiln.u

Tue.· llfl)'t>Clm Y,,aa
Wed.: C'iidlo Kk kbol<lna
Fri.: t.llond M•nalo

UMAC Cardlo-Klckboxlng Classes and
ersonal Thllners nt 7616 Georgl.a Al"-,
NW Sludtot Discounts O\'allable
2-387-8622
Got• sweet toolh? Hamg a Birthday?
Having a Pany?

Sa~: C0t1111tunlQ1 ~.:rvlct

Sun Call to Chlliel

Look fbr ll)on wlih 1ln1C1 and looatlON
90 years ofDcmocracy@worlc

CUSTOM CAKES
Call Ole, the Sweet Tooth Spceialist at 301·
333-0350 or visit my "fflite 31 WWWswcet•
toothche(com to place )OUf order Free
Delivery rot Howard Uni\'Crsil)'

There \\1111 Be A Habitut For
HumanitvMcctlngJ)n
\\'ednesd;iy Nm. 10th T!9 7 pm
in the Blackbum Ctnter.

JIIP...,,, _ _ t _ b \,.boo) B.llill

olK>ppa \ t1>1otNJ;-.-~ h.:,
Sb.-.p llllti:na • )'GUiil Biid. \lffl!!!
~~ tailat!!!
1) 'ad·

11111)' IIOI ahl,01100W )UU how miKh )00
nlllll to mt. hltt d• b<IC.W )UU art .. ,, .,...
dl1. "lllu artlht ,.,,..,...,, but '"11; )•"' art lht
' " ' ' , 1111\U fun 11..tt-nlna ....-ktndl
I A'lt 11<,iuk hUII

'lb the most Noble Lon! Brandon Neal
God Bies., you In the step show!
EttaMae

I l.l 7.99@8pm

______________ ..

-,-_,,,,_ ....,

.., ....._

~ -

- ~ .---."'""'~-

I
Grori;l,1 ,~. 1-Jfltn<-:5
, lidIller tu thank nil OJU' p•trom
rot !llilkln~ our l!n.1 run month ,,r
•'J)Ot'llllon a,,,..._ \k >1!0 ronllnue
1>11r p,11·,ull or qWlllt, nnd maintain
~r ronu1dtn~nl to th• <011umluh)
and our tlL~nK"n1\tcp It Klcan!!!
M-~ 7•7,SatS-S.Sun 11-1
t.V m ~\l-.\1163
21>26 Gt'O[l;ht ,\w~ N\\
A"'°"' th• ,tmt from the S.:boc,t of
ll11slorss
O\\ntd and opmtl<'ll !Jl· 111 Gmd!

'fhe Ncw,:st D1u1,~c
Cnu:c ls c..:omlng1.

Attention All Hilltop Policy
Board Members:
The Hilltop Policy Board will

KaPP? NO\t1nh<r KloUtliJg l lrl1~

meet on Wed., Nov. 17th

o n.01hers olKappa Alpha 1"1
" ' l'rnltrirlt, hx,
n.,ta'bti l11ftpkr rrquc-1 )1>ur
Jon:11lon 01"111l)fw1tcd dulh<s 0
C:wrg!a A••• Klt,,b\ ,-., 26Ut Gturi;ia
,\w. N\\ for ni,,n, ln~~•ll Dum,n
4J01) 537••17l-l ,

at 5:30 p.m. in

1,

Kllppa Alplra r.I Frat,·mlt),
llomrkumln11 Nn 1E J\ \ I
'I\ Soutbttn l~pk<.lo11"
KlubSOI $Th,! Mldnl;;bl

Happy Homecoming Hilltop!!

•

Hw Shuttle J,tu, lni: Quad

Slartt,,g 9:JO
I .ool( 5r tl" rs
mU'llk I'! l)J. n , Ila• I'll.en

Mon,, Aunt <iAA'<', Umklll. l .tt.•ti•111cill, und Jarrod• \\,1"11111• lb th,
Ho1111nl Hom1,1•11l11~. l h~I"' )-UU
tl\l<'l! )""r "" kr111II
) Ath• ,\11111)~
Atn'lll t•l

Blackburn Center
Your attendance is
important
Please Call and confirm your
attendance @ 806-7000.

i

